Project Acronym: ForwArt

Part A - Project summary
A.1 Project Identification
Acronym

ForwArt

Title

Moving forward with the power of art: from a place to hide to a place of pride

Project Number

UIA05-107

(Main) Urban Authority

Municipality of Tilburg

ERDF rate
Project Duration

80 %
Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Total Months
Topic

36

Culture and cultural heritage

A.2 Project summary
Description

ForwArt explores how culture can become an agent for social transformation. It creates a cultural ecosystem in North Tilburg (ethnically mixed, deprived area) to help youth express the
intrinsic culture inherent in them to develop new role models and thus built up subjective well-being. Supported by more responsive public services it works on the expressed challenges and
turn the tide of criminal undermining in the area.
ForwArt offers youth at risk wider perspectives, positive role models & alternative pathways than those leading to criminality; it aims to explore, discover, engage, develop, support & exhibit
(wp5) talent from the fringes of society, while their statuses shift from outcasts to role models. Besides, it uses the power of art to support public services in the area. Art engagement helps
system players, housing association, debt counselling, youth workers, police, integrational schools to change the way their services are offered towards youth, and help bury the empathy gap
between two entirely different worlds
Art engagement and culture have so far not been used anywhere in Europe in this complexity, driven by a city, cooperating in such a wide partnership, across different branches of art,
involving public service providers with the clear goal of offering new perspectives through identity building (based on art participation and practicing) aiming to reach Eudaimonic wellbeing,
keeping, as an ultimate result youth at risk away from the criminal path.
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Partner
Partner

ERDF co-financing
Country

EUR

Contribution

ERDF rate

Public

Private

Total
Total

Budget

%of project budget

PP 1 Municipality of
Tilburg

NL

1,681,639.60

80.00 %

420,409.90

0.00

420,409.90

2,102,049.50

39.66 %

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

NL

286,134.40

80.00 %

71,533.60

0.00

71,533.60

357,668.00

6.75 %

PP 3 - The
Southern Drama
Company of the
Netherlands

NL

242,566.40

80.00 %

60,641.60

0.00

60,641.60

303,208.00

5.72 %

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

NL

170,536.00

80.00 %

42,634.00

0.00

42,634.00

213,170.00

4.02 %

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

NL

327,900.00

80.00 %

81,975.00

0.00

81,975.00

409,875.00

7.73 %

PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

NL

110,186.40

80.00 %

27,546.60

0.00

27,546.60

137,733.00

2.60 %

PP 7 Community
Media Center
Tilburg

NL

182,731.20

80.00 %

45,682.80

0.00

45,682.80

228,414.00

4.31 %

PP 8 - Police

NL

171,009.60

80.00 %

42,752.40

0.00

42,752.40

213,762.00

4.03 %

PP 9 WonenBreburg

NL

498,968.80

80.00 %

124,742.20

0.00

124,742.20

623,711.00

11.77 %

PP 10 - BPD
Development
Ltd. (Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

NL

406,233.60

80.00 %

0.00

101,558.40

101,558.40

507,792.00

9.58 %

PP 11 - Tranzo,
Tilburg School of
Social and
Behavioural
Science, Tilburg
University

NL

161,906.24

80.00 %

40,476.56

0.00

40,476.56

202,382.80

3.82 %

4,239,812.24

80.00 %

958,394.66

101,558.40

1,059,953.06

5,299,765.30

100.00 %

Total (€)
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Part B - Partnership
Relevance of the Partnership

ForwArt provides a horizontally and vertically integrated set of PPs that are all needed to design, implement and monitor ForwArt’s artistic, social & policy-related aspects. It
consists of Tilburg, as MUA responsible for social integration, urban development policies, and the transition management art companies active in reaching out to at-risk
groups in North Tilburg (FC & CM)+ a nationally renowned theatre active in the co-creation of productions with minority groups (HZT) local system players dealing with everyday
social issues in NT in the field of: social work (R-Newt), the fight against undermining (POL), social housing (WoB), development of real estate (BPDi) and the vocational
education of at-risk youth (ROC). Local processes will be followed through citizen journalism (OT) and monitored by a research institute specializing in the measurement of
social well-being and happiness (Tranzo).

B.1 - (Main) Urban Authority
Organisation name (Original)

Gemeente Tilburg

Organisation name (English)

Municipality of Tilburg

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Number of inhabitants

207,510

Comments, if necessary

According to Eurostat Tilburg has 207,510 inhabitants, however, the municipality's own census provides 217.268 as figure as of 1 January 2019.
https://www.tilburg.nl/stad-bestuur/stad/statistische-gegevens/

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

The following departments take part:
1) Social Affairs (responsible for the implementation of the PACT approach as well as its scale-up and transferability), led by Maudy Keulemans (programme manager
PACTEN), Ulco Mes (senior culture policy advisor).
2) Spatial Development (housing and art centre implementation plans), led by Ludo Hermans, urban developer
3) Concern department (coordination of EU projects & dissemination/transfer activities), led by Sander Linssen, coordinator EU affairs.

Address

Street

Spoorlaan 181

Post Code

Legal representative

Position

Coordinator European Public Affairs

5038 CB

Title

Mr

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Linssen

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Sander

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

sander.linssen@tilburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Mayor

Title

Mr

Forename

Weterings

Surname

Theo

Email Address

theo.weterings@tilburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

Contact Person

625 730 525

612 678 343

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Local public authority

VAT number

NL00.11.72.773.B02

VAT recoverable

Yes

Involvement in the design phase

Tilburg started setting up the PACT approach in 2018 that using ARENA processes was designed to combat social issues in deprived parts of the city. In NT, the
process led to a fruitful collaboration with cultural sector players and system players in the neighborhood that provided the basis to upscale ARENA using a cultural
approach. Additional meetings, guided by the MUA were held, e.g. to include partners for monitoring activities and formulating the idea into the ForewArt project.

Involvement in the implementation phase

The MUA, as leader of the project is responsible for overall project management and coordination over the partnership (WP2).
As the responsible body for the spatial design, public service delivery, social inclusion and culture participation in Tilburg, the MUA will lead all activities that relate to
these competencies: 1) transition governance management in NT (WP4), 2) work-related to renewal of public services through art empowerments (WP6) and 3)
artistic interventions in public the public environments of NT (WP7) and physical investments into the area (WP8). Also, the MUA will coordinate activities related to
knowledge transfer and closure of the project (WP9) and dissemination of the project results to other cities.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

The municipality of Tilburg is in control of most policies that relate to culture, spatial design, social wellbeing and justice within the boundaries of its direct mandate.
The city is already active in developing cross-disciplinary solutions for social problems, under which several MOM innovation labs and the PACT approach have been
set up, targeting i.a. NT. Also the city is leading in NL with actions on undermining, for which it has been endorsed by several Dutch Ministries.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

Tilburg has experience in several EU funded programmes such as Horizon 2020, ERDF, Interreg and ESF. Projects that are relevant for the forwArt project include: 1)
Stimulating skills of NEETs and migrants - ESF Pilot Joint Action Plan (as Lead partner), 2) Empowering Young People with Entrepreneurial Skills (EYES) - Interreg
North West Europe (as WP leader), 3) Include-EU, providing a 'one stop shop' for migrants that integrate in Tilburg - AMIF (as Partner)
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Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING

CONTRIBUTION

ERDF (€)

ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

(a)
1,681,639.60

Total (€)

80.00 %

420,409.90

0.00

420,409.90

2,102,049.50

Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

20,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20,000.00

WP 2

53,650.00

8,047.50

5,600.00

141,000.00

0.00

0.00

208,297.50

0.00

208,297.50

WP 3

19,980.00

2,997.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

22,977.00

0.00

22,977.00

WP 4

27,750.00

4,162.50

0.00

57,100.00

0.00

0.00

89,012.50

0.00

89,012.50

WP 5

12,950.00

1,942.50

0.00

112,000.00

0.00

0.00

126,892.50

0.00

126,892.50

WP 6

46,250.00

6,937.50

1,800.00

94,400.00

0.00

0.00

149,387.50

0.00

149,387.50

WP 7

24,790.00

3,718.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

28,508.50

0.00

28,508.50

WP 8

54,760.00

8,214.00

0.00

226,500.00

157,500.00

995,000.00

1,441,974.00

0.00

1,441,974.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,000.00

240,130.00

36,019.50

7,400.00

666,000.00

157,500.00

995,000.00

2,102,049.50

0.00

2,102,049.50

11.42 %

1.71 %

0.35 %

31.68 %

7.49 %

47.33 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 2)
Organisation name (Original)

Corpo Máquina

Organisation name (English)

Corpo Máquina

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

Artistic Development
Guilherme Miotto (artistic director) - creating and organizing the artistic productions under WP5, developing materials for the guidance for the Instinctive approach
(D.5.3.1)
Art Education
Amine Mbarki (social worker) - outreach to at-risk youth, constant development and monitoring of the embedded social work activities (D.5.2.7).
Heleen Volman (general director) – general oversight of the talent development process, coordinating cooperation with public service actors.

Address

Legal representative

Street

Clarissenhof 489

Post Code

Contact Person

Position

General Director

5041RZ

Title

Ms

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Heleen

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Volman

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

heleen@corpomaquina.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Administrative and accountant office Corpo Máquin
a

Title

Mr

Forename

Buro

Surname

Bilan

Email Address

info@burobilan.nl

Phone Number

+31

621 438 386

5 358 778

Legal status of the organisation

Private

Partner type

Other

VAT number

85807 4539B01

VAT recoverable

Yes

Involvement in the design phase

Corpo Maquina (CM) took part in bilateral meetings on the project with the MUA starting March 2019 and was involved in the idea development since July 2019. CM has
been involved with at-risk youth in North Tilburg (NT) since 2017, therefore we were able to contribute our experience to the design of the art interventions under WP5,
including the discovery and development of talents. CM played a central role in the methodological innovation of the project by integrating its Instinctive approach.

Involvement in the implementation phase

The main responsibility of Corpo Maquina (CM) will be the art interventions (WP5). Our Instinctive methodology and experience in working with at-risk youth will
contribute to carrying out the talent development (A.5.2) and social art interventions (A.5.3) activities.
CM will also contribute to WP4 by taking part in the governance of the Art Lab Facility and Artists Residency Scheme (A.4.2).
Within WP6, CM will participate in delivering art workshops for system players (A.6.2) and will contribute to innovating service delivery (A.6.3) by sharing its know-how in
conducting social and artistic development work with at-risk youth.
CM will make its Instinctive approach transferable through the development of an interactive guide (D.3.2.3).

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

Corpo Maquina (CM) is a dance company based in NT. Our performances are based on the Instinctive approach developed by choreographer Guilherme Miotto,
enabling unskilled movers to take part in hybrid performances (e.g. crossovers between dance and football or free running). This approach supports our social
mission, challenging typical skill barriers. CM has experience in conducting talent development activities with groups such as ex-convicts or at-risk youth, with the aid
of our social worker.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

Corpo Maquina regularly tours abroad and is experienced in working on an international level (e.g. the Baltic Dance Festival in Lithuania in 2019, or a collaboration with
Teatro Cecchetti in Italy in 2019). Heleen Volman (general director of CM) has taken part in the Performing Gender Creative Europe project (2017) while working with
Theaterfestival Boulevard as partner, and the Micro Macro Dramaturgies in Dance Creative Europe project (2019) while working with DansBrabant as partner.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
286,134.40

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

71,533.60

0.00

71,533.60

357,668.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

17,100.00

2,565.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,665.00

0.00

19,665.00

WP 3

27,360.00

4,104.00

0.00

9,000.00

0.00

0.00

40,464.00

0.00

40,464.00

WP 4

12,920.00

1,938.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,858.00

0.00

14,858.00

WP 5

118,560.00

17,784.00

0.00

71,000.00

28,000.00

0.00

235,344.00

0.00

235,344.00

WP 6

34,200.00

5,130.00

1,200.00

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

42,530.00

0.00

42,530.00

WP 7

4,180.00

627.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,807.00

0.00

4,807.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

214,320.00

32,148.00

1,200.00

82,000.00

28,000.00

0.00

357,668.00

0.00

357,668.00

59.92 %

8.99 %

0.34 %

22.93 %

7.83 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 3)
Organisation name (Original)

Het Zuidelijk Toneel

Organisation name (English)

The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

Sophie Lambo (business director) - project management and strategic advice
Artistic programming division
Piet Menu (artistic director) - coordinating the development and production of large scale art shows (A.5.5), artistic support for youth engaged under WP5
Educational and public activities division
Ilrish Kensenhuis (education and public relations) - Outreach to and working with the youth to be engaged under the talent development activities (A.5.2) and social art
interventions (A.5.3)

Address

Legal representative

Street

Ringbaan Oost 8-15

Post Code

Position

Artistic Director

5013 CA

Title

Mr

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Piet

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Menu

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

piet.menu@hzt.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Business Director

Title

Ms

Forename

Sophie

Surname

Lambo

Email Address

sophie.lambo@hzt.nl

Phone Number

+31

Contact Person

651 549 540

641 375 741

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Sectoral agency

VAT number

002956408.B.01

VAT recoverable

Yes

Involvement in the design phase

HZT has been engaged in several bilateral meetings with the municipality on the topic, and held internal cross-departmental meetings. During the idea generation
phase, HZT has contributed to designing an outreach program aimed at engaging NT residents through artistic performances, as well as establishing long-lasting
connections (A.5.1). Furthermore, HZT used its experience in artistic programming and audience engagement to develop a plan for the large scale art shows (A.5.5).

Involvement in the implementation phase

Given our expertise in organizing theatrical productions, we will play a prominent role in WP5. We will use our experience in working with youth within the HZTeam to
support the projects’ own youth talent development (A.5.1-3). Our main responsibility will be the development and steering of the large scale art shows (A.5.5) which
will bring the results of the art intervention closer to the public.
Being one of the organizations to use the Art Lab Facility, we will participate in its management (A.4.2) within WP4.
HZT will contribute to WP6 by taking part in the art workshops with system players (A.6.2) and innovation in service delivery (A.6.3) processes. We will help develop the
skill set for the open badges system (A.6.4).

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

HZT is a national theatre company based in Tilburg since 2010. We have initiated several performances such as “The Backside of Tilburg” about drugs criminality, or
audience engagement projects. Within the HZTeam platform, young people work alongside staff, and organize and star in short community projects. Our work with NT
youth within this team shows our commitment to multicultural groups, and highlights our approach of using theatre to enable young people to share stories and create
empathy.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

We have experience with working and collaborating abroad, and we are currently participating in a co-production with the European artistic network IN SITU, on the
project “In search of Democracy 3.0”. Co-producing with Belgian companies is a daily practice for HZT, as well as touring throughout Europe and further.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
242,566.40

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

60,641.60

0.00

60,641.60

303,208.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

17,100.00

2,565.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,665.00

0.00

19,665.00

WP 3

19,000.00

2,850.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

21,850.00

0.00

21,850.00

WP 4

9,120.00

1,368.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10,488.00

0.00

10,488.00

WP 5

106,400.00

15,960.00

0.00

50,000.00

39,000.00

0.00

211,360.00

0.00

211,360.00

WP 6

24,320.00

3,648.00

2,700.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

30,668.00

0.00

30,668.00

WP 7

7,980.00

1,197.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,177.00

0.00

9,177.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

183,920.00

27,588.00

2,700.00

50,000.00

39,000.00

0.00

303,208.00

0.00

303,208.00

60.66 %

9.10 %

0.89 %

16.49 %

12.86 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 4)
Organisation name (Original)

FASHIONCLASH

Organisation name (English)

FASHIONCLASH

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

Branko Popovic, Nawie Kuiper, Laurens Hamacher (managing directors): overall steering and artistic coordination and concept development within WP5 - art
interventions, focusing on the identity discovery activities (A.5.1) and social art activities (A.5.3).
Jessie Beurskens (project manager): coordination of the talent development programme (A.5.2).
FASHIONCLASH will appoint an external project production manager.

Address

Legal representative

Street

Batterijstraat 48

Post Code

Contact Person

Position

Creative co-director

6211 SJ

Title

Mr

Town

Maastricht

Forename

Branko

NUTS 2

Limburg (NL)

Surname

Popovic

NUTS 3

Zuid-Limburg

Email Address

branko@fashionclash.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

President of the FASHIONCLASH Foundation

Title

Mr

Forename

Branko

Surname

Popovic

Email Address

branko@fashionclash.nl

Phone Number

+31

613 584 543

613 584 543

Legal status of the organisation

Private

Partner type

Interest groups including NGOs

VAT number

820714641B01

VAT recoverable

Partly

Involvement in the design phase

FASHIONCLASH has developed a good relationship with the creative sector of Tilburg and has been involved in prior bilateral discussions with MUA regarding the
organizations’ involvement in NT through the Second Skin approach. FASHIONCLASH has also been in talks with ROC Tilburg in regard to cooperating within their
annual students' fashion show. Most importantly, FASHIONCLASH has contributed its insights about fashion as a form of expressing identity, playing a crucial role in
the design of WP5.

Involvement in the implementation phase

The main responsibilities of FASHIONCLASH are related to its involvement in WP5 - Art interventions. We will contribute the Second Skin approach developed by our
artistic team to the identity-exploration activities (A.5.1), creating a context where NT residents can increase their awareness of their identities, which will subsequently
be expressed within our talent-development component within the initiative (A.5.2).
In order to ensure the transferability of the Second Skin approach to other contexts and increase its visibility towards relevant audiences, we shall develop a Photobook
(D.3.2.5).
As one of the users of the Art Lab facility (A.4.2), we will participate in its management alongside the other art sector partners.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

FASHIONCLASH is an innovative and interdisciplinary showcase platform for fashion and a worldwide network of emerging designers and artists. FASHIONCLASH
has the competences to develop projects from the concept phase to the execution phase, in both artistic management as well as production and communication
management. Furthermore, the organization has experience in projects that place fashion in the context of society and uses it as a means to address pressing issues
for a broad audience.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

FASHIONCLASH has taken part in the Fashion Across Borders npo (FAB) Interreg EMR project as partner.
Furthermore, since 2009, FASHIONCLASH has organized and developed more than 200 projects and events in The Netherlands but also abroad in several countries:
Brazil, China, South-Africa, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Italy, Malta, Germany, etc.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
170,536.00

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

42,634.00

0.00

42,634.00

213,170.00
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Project Acronym: ForwArt

Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

14,190.00

2,128.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16,318.50

0.00

16,318.50

WP 3

23,650.00

3,547.50

0.00

8,000.00

0.00

0.00

35,197.50

0.00

35,197.50

WP 4

7,740.00

1,161.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,901.00

0.00

8,901.00

WP 5

55,900.00

8,385.00

4,000.00

30,000.00

42,000.00

0.00

140,285.00

0.00

140,285.00

WP 6

8,600.00

1,290.00

600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10,490.00

0.00

10,490.00

WP 7

1,720.00

258.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,978.00

0.00

1,978.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

111,800.00

16,770.00

4,600.00

38,000.00

42,000.00

0.00

213,170.00

0.00

213,170.00

52.45 %

7.87 %

2.16 %

17.83 %

19.70 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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Project Acronym: ForwArt

B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 5)
Organisation name (Original)

ContourdeTwern

Organisation name (English)

ContourdeTwern

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

R-Newt (youth work unit)
Floor van Berkel (manager) - general coordination and oversight
Rogier van Luxemburg (coordinator) - coordinating the Youth Workers team
Central team
Faysal Settoute (youth criminality specialist), Chiara Riboch, Maria Melis (youth work and culture specialists) - support in public service transformation (A.6.1-3)
Jordy Sweep (project workers) - developing an open badge system (A.6.4)
Tilburg Noord youth workers team - outreach and support for the youth (A.5.1)

Address

Legal representative

Street

Spoorlaan 444

Post Code

Contact Person

Position

R-Newt team manager

5038 CH

Title

Ms

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Floor

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

van Berkel

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

floorvanberkel@contourdetwern.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Managing director

Title

Mr

Forename

Gon

Surname

Mevis

Email Address

gonmevis@contourdetwern.nl

Phone Number

+31

630 312 736

135 839 999

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Infrastructure and (public) service provider

VAT number

If applicable

VAT recoverable

No

Involvement in the design phase

R-Newt has been involved in the district ARENA workshops. Furthermore, we are a partner in Innovatielab Ondermijning, where we had the chance to influence the
local agenda on the topic of undermining. During the idea development phase, we offered guidance on designing the youth outreach activities, brought up issues that
our NT youth workers team have encountered during their field experience and introduced the open badge system component in order to address the skill recognition
gap.

Involvement in the implementation phase

The main responsibility of R-Newt will be to coordinate WP6, under which we will support the public service transformation (A.6.1-3) by contributing our hands-on
experience of working with at-risk youth. R-Newt will contribute to the development of an Open badges system (A.6.4) to enhance the recognition of artistic skills
developed by the target group.
Furthermore, R-Newt will facilitate outreach to at-risk youth, ensuring the self-discovery of identity and talent (A.5.1), as our NT team is strongly connected to the youth in
the neighborhood. We will also offer on-going support and youth-work expertise for the talent development activities (A.5.2).
R-Newt will support the monitoring (A.4.3) with its expertise on the youth criminality.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

R-Newt youth workers are in constant contact with youngsters in NT by being present in their social environment. We have extensive experience in preventative youth
work and have worked in collaborations with education, health, social care, and the police. We regularly monitor youngsters with a high potential of encountering
criminal activities and tackle this by establishing positive contact and answering to their need of meanings, daily activities, opportunities, and mindset development

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

We are involved in the ORPHEUS - Offline and Online Radicalisation Prevention Holding back Extremism and Upholding Security (Interreg 2 Seas). Furthermore, we
are part of DYPALL, a European network on youth participation.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
327,900.00

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

81,975.00

0.00

81,975.00

409,875.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

32,500.00

4,875.00

2,500.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

39,875.00

0.00

39,875.00

WP 3

18,850.00

2,827.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

21,677.50

0.00

21,677.50

WP 4

28,600.00

4,290.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

32,890.00

0.00

32,890.00

WP 5

143,000.00

21,450.00

0.00

6,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

175,450.00

0.00

175,450.00

WP 6

70,200.00

10,530.00

3,600.00

21,000.00

0.00

0.00

105,330.00

0.00

105,330.00

WP 7

25,350.00

3,802.50

0.00

0.00

5,500.00

0.00

34,652.50

0.00

34,652.50

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

318,500.00

47,775.00

6,100.00

27,000.00

10,500.00

0.00

409,875.00

0.00

409,875.00

77.71 %

11.66 %

1.49 %

6.59 %

2.56 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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Project Acronym: ForwArt

B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 6)
Organisation name (Original)

Onderwijsgroep Tilburg

Organisation name (English)

Onderwijsgroep Tilburg

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

ROC (Regionaal Opleidingen Centrum) Tilburg, The School for Fashion and Grooming
Henk van den Hoek (team coordinator) - on-going involvement and support in artistic activities (WP5), coordinating cooperation with the artistic partners.
Guido Bonke (School Principal) - general oversight and internal team management, coordinating cooperation with system player PPs (WP6).
Sander de Kock (staff member, Onderwijsgroep Tilburg foundation) - managing the development of the open badge system (A.6.4).

Address

Street

Stappegoorweg 183

Post Code

Legal representative

Contact Person

Position

School Principal

5004BH

Title

Mr

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Guido

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Bonke

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

Gbonke@roctilburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Member of the Board of Directors

Title

Mr

Forename

Carl

Surname

Govers

Email Address

cgovers@onderwijsgroeptilburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

13 597 564

135 397 199

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Education/ training centre and school

VAT number

NL0099.50.849.B01

VAT recoverable

No

Involvement in the design phase

ROC Tilburg has been a part of the district ARENA workshops. We have conducted consultations within the vocational schools board in order to obtain feedback on the
ForwArt project idea. During the project design phase, we provided know-how from within the field of vocational training and education, building on the alternative skill
recognition open badge system together with R-Newt, and proposing a program for enhancing the two-year initiation school for migrants.

Involvement in the implementation phase

Our main responsibility will be working with the MUA on the public service delivery transformation (WP6), especially working on talent development within
schakelcollege for migrant integration. We will use our experience in the field of education to coordinate art workshops with system players (A.6.2) will enable the
development of the open art badge system (A.6.4). Under WP5, we will contribute to the talent development activities (A.5.2) by providing organizational support and
expertise in the area of coaching. We and our students will cooperate with FASHIONCLASH and HZT on applying the Second Skin approach. Under WP4, ROC will
support the management of the Artist Residency scheme and provide educational guidance for the selected artists.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

We are one of 46 ROCs in NL, focusing on vocational training and adult education at the secondary level. We have a strong social mission and commitment to
diversity. Our student-facing activity often demands social involvement, awareness of the well-being of our students (a considerable number coming from NT), and
providing guidance and support. Our Fashion students have the necessary skills to work with locals on the Second Skin approach.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

KA3 ‘Network of Networks – International network of VET providers, a grass roots approach’ (project for policy development)
KA2 ‘LEAN for work and LEAN for life’ (project on strategic partnerships)
KA1 ‘Skills mismatch approach as seen by the labour market’

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
110,186.40

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

27,546.60

0.00

27,546.60

137,733.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

18,900.00

2,835.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

21,735.00

0.00

21,735.00

WP 3

9,660.00

1,449.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,109.00

0.00

11,109.00

WP 4

6,720.00

1,008.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,728.00

0.00

7,728.00

WP 5

6,720.00

1,008.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,728.00

0.00

7,728.00

WP 6

63,420.00

9,513.00

1,200.00

15,300.00

0.00

0.00

89,433.00

0.00

89,433.00

WP 7

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

105,420.00

15,813.00

1,200.00

15,300.00

0.00

0.00

137,733.00

0.00

137,733.00

76.54 %

11.48 %

0.87 %

11.11 %

0.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 7)
Organisation name (Original)

Omroep Tilburg

Organisation name (English)

Community Media Center Tilburg

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

Omroep Tilburg (OT) is the Community Media Center of Tilburg
Pieter Bon (chairman) - overall steering, guidance for T-Reporters under the Media College
Angelique Cornelissen (culture editor) - reporting on culture/art for the project.
Tijmen Moelker (news editor) - managing the online/TV productions for the project.
Ron Schuurkes (editor-in-chief) - supporting T-Reporters.
Jacco Rubenkamp (head of Radio) - delivering news on radio, supporting the deployment of T-Reporters.

Address

Street

Sint Ceciliastraat 1

Post Code

Legal representative

Contact Person

Position

Chairman of the board

5038 HA

Title

Mr

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Pieter

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Bon

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

pieter.bon@omroeptilburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Chairman of the board

Title

Mr

Forename

Pieter

Surname

Bon

Email Address

pieter.bon@omroeptilburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

650 242 103

650 242 103

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Other

VAT number

NL8131.79.324.B01

VAT recoverable

Yes

Involvement in the design phase

Omroep has a long collaboration with the municipality and the North Tilburg Youth Advisory Board, and has been active in the creation of reports on ARENA workshops
in NT. based on this work, several meetings were held in August & October to work out the concept of T-reporters, being of fundamental importance to capture daily
lives & perspectives of NT citizens. Herefore, it has set-up a managing structure to select, train and support T-reporters throughout the project.

Involvement in the implementation phase

Omroep will train, select and manage a pool of 15 T-reporters (D.5.1.2.). OT will also decide on pre-selected topics relevant for inhabitants in NT (e.g. hope & heroes),
support T-reporters in the creation of self-selected topics that will be able to showcase the interests of youth living in NT, develop at least 150 reports throughout the
project, use these reports create news and broadcasting items, as well as content that will be usable in a variety of activities of the project (D.5.1.3.). Omroep will report
on the cultural and art events in NT created by the project. Omroep will also participate in the design of monitoring processes carried out throughout the lifetime of the
project (A.4.3.) and coordinate WP3 - communication.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

Omroep’s programming uses a community-based approach, working with locals to create reports and news items. Omroep regularly cooperates with the Political
Programme Council of Tilburg, regularly visiting NT to learn about its social issues. Through its cooperation with the NT Youth Advisory Board, it has been active in the
creation of reports on social topics in NT, including the district ARENA, thus Omroep has first-hand knowledge of all methods introduced to combat social problems in
NT.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

Omroep has mainly experience with working on cooperation projects with local and regional partners, from a multitude of disciplines, including public bodies and
cultural, youth and societal organisations. Throughout his career, Pieter Bon, chairman of Omroep has gained extensive experience in working with EU projects, both
as a project manager and as an (external) consultant.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
182,731.20

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

45,682.80

0.00

45,682.80

228,414.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

19,240.00

2,886.00

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24,126.00

0.00

24,126.00

WP 3

60,840.00

9,126.00

0.00

37,500.00

8,000.00

0.00

115,466.00

0.00

115,466.00

WP 4

8,840.00

1,326.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10,166.00

0.00

10,166.00

WP 5

26,000.00

3,900.00

0.00

35,000.00

0.00

0.00

64,900.00

0.00

64,900.00

WP 6

11,440.00

1,716.00

600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13,756.00

0.00

13,756.00

WP 7

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

126,360.00

18,954.00

2,600.00

72,500.00

8,000.00

0.00

228,414.00

0.00

228,414.00

55.32 %

8.30 %

1.14 %

31.74 %

3.50 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 8)
Organisation name (Original)

Politie Zeeland-West-Brabant Team Groene Beemden

Organisation name (English)

Police

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

The Police unit Groene Beemden has Tilburg (i.e. also NT) as its working area. The Youth department will participate in the project by bringing an insight into crimehotspots and criminal profiles, while working on the improvement of interactions with the youth using artistic and social means, for which youth agents will be
appointed. Sergeants Martijn Aarts, Anke Soeterboek, Eline Oosterbeek and Jeffrey Kuijpers will participate in the project.

Address

Street

Brucknerlaan 18

Post Code

Legal representative

Contact Person

Position

Team leader police team Groene Beemden

5011 DM

Title

Ms

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Scholte

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Aletta

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

Aletta.scholte@politie.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

District Chief Police Hart van Brabant

Title

Mr

Forename

Muller

Surname

Wietske

Email Address

Wietske.Muller@politie.nl

Phone Number

+31

621 835 384

621 866 835

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Local public authority

VAT number

If applicable

VAT recoverable

Yes

Involvement in the design phase

The Police team has a well-established cooperation with the Tilburg municipality on joint methods to combat undermining and crime in NT, which set the stage for the
involvement of the Police to the project. Following discussions in September and November., the Police has provided intelligence on crime-spots and helped to narrow
down processes that lead to undermining and criminal behaviour, forming a basis for ArenaArt+ interventions to be implemented in the project.

Involvement in the implementation phase

The Police will be involved in two main ways. It will provide intelligence to identify spots that needs attention due to the high rate of undermining, criminal behaviour and
the disconnected state of local youth forming the basis for art interventions and the ARENA ART process (D.7.1.1). The Police will train youth agents (D.6.3.4, D.6.3.5),
receive wider training on dealing with youth (D.6.5.2), engage in reflective sessions with local youth (D.6.2.1), and participate in the improvement of public service
delivery design in NT (D.6.1.1, D.6.1.2). Moreover, the police will have a role in the design monitoring activities on criminal behaviour (D.4.3.5) and take part in
management & comm. activities (WP2 and 3).

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

One of the aims of the police is to recognize, collect and map information on deviant criminal behaviour by youngsters, in order to create profiles and develop crime
prevention schemes. Although not yet active in cultural themes, the police is working on the development of ‘soft’ preventive measures, for which it regularly cooperates
with actors such as HALT (e.g. on reintegration trajectories). These informations and skills will be indispensable to set-up and localize the ArenaArt+ processes.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

The Police unit has no experiences in working in EU projects. However, it has experience in cooperating with local and regional partners, as well as with the Belgian
police in cross-border crime cases. Moreover, it can rely on the competences of the Dutch Police academy. The academy has a wide range of international networks
related to policing. They can be consulted regarding this project once approved.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
171,009.60

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

42,752.40

0.00

42,752.40

213,762.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

20,700.00

3,105.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23,805.00

0.00

23,805.00

WP 3

10,580.00

1,587.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12,167.00

0.00

12,167.00

WP 4

3,220.00

483.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,703.00

0.00

3,703.00

WP 5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 6

124,660.00

18,699.00

1,800.00

12,000.00

0.00

0.00

157,159.00

0.00

157,159.00

WP 7

14,720.00

2,208.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16,928.00

0.00

16,928.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

173,880.00

26,082.00

1,800.00

12,000.00

0.00

0.00

213,762.00

0.00

213,762.00

81.34 %

12.20 %

0.84 %

5.61 %

0.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 9)
Organisation name (Original)

WonenBreburg

Organisation name (English)

WonenBreburg

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

North Tilburg District team
Jessie van Dijk (housing consultant) - overseeing the transformation of dedicated flats into ateliers (A.8.2).
Nicole Voogd (NT neighborhood manager) - coordinating the management of the Art Lab Facility and Artists Residency Scheme (A.4.2)
Jacqueline Spiering (social management) and Jordi Vreede (asset management) - coordination and internal management
Nearby team (debt counseling, social and cultural work, neighborhood nurse) - support in area mapping (A.7.1)

Address

Street

J. van Oisterwijkstraat 35

Post Code

Legal representative

Contact Person

Position

Housing consultant

5041 AB

Title

Ms

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Jessie

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Van Dijk

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

j.vandijk@wonenbreburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Director

Title

Ms

Forename

Caroline

Surname

Timmermans

Email Address

c.timmermans@wonenbreburg.nl

Phone Number

+31

646 222 752

646 252 911

Legal status of the organisation

Public

Partner type

Infrastructure and (public) service provider

VAT number

NL819208450B02

VAT recoverable

Partly

Involvement in the design phase

WoB was involved in developing policies for NT by taking part in the district ARENA workshops since 2018 organized within the PACT process, and bilateral meetings
with the MUA program manager, where we suggested the inclusion of the nearby team and offered flats for experimental uses. WoB has set up an internal project
group that provided inputs on social management aspects of the project: including the bi-monthly meeting with residents, the graffiti walls and identity strengthening
murals.

Involvement in the implementation phase

Given our management competencies, our main responsibility will be to build up the management scheme for the Art Lab Facilities and Artists Residency programme
(A.4.2).
We will also be involved in WP6, where we aim to transform the nearby-team to a more proactive and preventative actor. As we are the first interface for many of the
residents, who trust our staff, we are very well positioned to support artistic partners in engaging with inhabitants, by organizing mediating workshops and other
meeting formats (A.6.1).
Within WP7, we will be in charge of visual expressions of the different identities within NT to be presented on the housing stock, be in the form of murals, internal
elements of the social housing stock or graffiti walls.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

WoB is the largest housing provider in NT, with over 5000 flats, undertaking the social management, maintenance and rental tasks. Under the Housing Act, WoB is
also responsible for the quality and safety of the living environment. our neighborhood managers have extensive experience in collaborating with various social actors
(e.g. nurses, schools, police) in order to fight neighborhood decline and undermining, while keeping close contact with the residents also through the nearby-team.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

While WonenBreburg has not previously been involved in a European grant application, the organization is well-embedded at local level and has experience in
cooperating with national actors.
Under the Convenant Aanpak Drugscriminaliteit cooperation project, we are working with the police, 37 municipalities, the Public Prosecution Service, other housing
corporations, gas, electricity, and water network administrators on sharing data in order to curb crime in neighborhoods

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
498,968.80

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

124,742.20

0.00

124,742.20

623,711.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

22,780.00

3,417.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

26,197.00

0.00

26,197.00

WP 3

18,760.00

2,814.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

21,574.00

0.00

21,574.00

WP 4

56,280.00

8,442.00

0.00

14,000.00

0.00

0.00

78,722.00

0.00

78,722.00

WP 5

4,690.00

703.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,393.50

0.00

5,393.50

WP 6

64,320.00

9,648.00

1,800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

75,768.00

0.00

75,768.00

WP 7

50,920.00

7,638.00

0.00

30,000.00

60,000.00

0.00

148,558.00

0.00

148,558.00

WP 8

11,390.00

1,708.50

0.00

139,400.00

0.00

115,000.00

267,498.50

0.00

267,498.50

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

229,140.00

34,371.00

1,800.00

183,400.00

60,000.00

115,000.00

623,711.00

0.00

623,711.00

36.74 %

5.51 %

0.29 %

29.40 %

9.62 %

18.44 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 10)
Organisation name (Original)

BPD Ontwikkeling B.V. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Organisation name (English)

BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

BPDi (innovation)
BPD is a leading European area developer.
Frans van den Boomen (senior developer) - coordinating cooperation with stakeholders in the neighborhood for WP7 activities aimed at restructuring the housing
program in the area.
Elisabeth Boersma (urban strategies specialist) - research and programming for the area mapping, co-designing, delivery and regeneration planning processes
(A.7.1-A.7.3)

Address

Street

Kronehoefstraat 72

Post Code

Legal representative

Contact Person

Position

BPDi Member

5622AC

Title

Ms

Town

Eindhoven

Forename

Elisabeth

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Boersma

NUTS 3

Zuidoost-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

e.boersma@bpd.nl

Phone Number

+31

Position

Regional Director / limited power of attorney

Title

Mr

Forename

Erik

Surname

Leijten

Email Address

Ontwikkeling.zuid@bpd.nl

Phone Number

+31

624 580 545

402 659 859

Legal status of the organisation

Private

Partner type

Infrastructure and (public) service provider

VAT number

NL 800.406.187.B.01

VAT recoverable

Yes

Involvement in the design phase

As an area developer, BPD had a central role in the district ARENA forums. Within its own team, BPD held internal structural consultations in order to link the
complexity of the assignment (in terms of social, economic, and cultural impact on NT residents) to the multidisciplinary expertise of BPD.
Within project development, BPD has contributed urban design and spatial transition experience in order to link the art interventions (WP5) to the spatial aspects (WP7
and WP8) of the project.

Involvement in the implementation phase

Due to BPD’s experience in area development, will be the leader of WP7 - Cultural identity made visible in the urban texture. BPD shall coordinate the system players
in the area mapping process (A.7.1), ensure the co-delivery of visual art in expressions in NT (A.7.2), and support the area regeneration planning (A.7.3) process.
The experiences of WP7 will be captured in a Booklet on the area development process (D.3.2.4), which shall be coordinated by BPD.
Finally, we will support the Partnership in the management of the Art Lab facility and artist residency scheme (A.4.2) by harnessing our experience in combining the
social and physical aspects of area development.

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

BPD is the biggest housing developer in the Netherlands and holds extensive in-house expertise, from research to programming. The BPDi team focuses specifically
on areas in transition, which often involves new and complex collaborations. BPD is embedded in Tilburg and NT, where it has applied a dynamic development
strategy (from user, to program, to definitive development). As an urbanist, E. Boersma has conducted projects connecting residents and real estate through art,
culture and design.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

BPD has no previous experience in EU co-financed projects. However, the organization has carried out projects of relevance to the topic:
Piushaven Tilburg - new entrepreneurship and crafts as an accessible means for neighborhood renewal.
Veemarktkwartier - led to the creation of a creative HUB in Tilburg.
Klusflat Kleiburg, Bijlmer, Amsterdam Zuid-Oost - breaking the negative image of the neighborhood by stimulating skills, entrepreneurship, and increasing the
attractiveness of the space.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
406,233.60

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

0.00

101,558.40

101,558.40

507,792.00
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

34,200.00

5,130.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

39,330.00

0.00

39,330.00

WP 3

15,960.00

2,394.00

0.00

5,000.00

0.00

0.00

23,354.00

0.00

23,354.00

WP 4

15,960.00

2,394.00

0.00

6,000.00

0.00

0.00

24,354.00

0.00

24,354.00

WP 5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 6

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 7

53,960.00

8,094.00

0.00

21,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

93,054.00

0.00

93,054.00

WP 8

38,000.00

5,700.00

0.00

17,000.00

75,000.00

192,000.00

327,700.00

0.00

327,700.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

158,080.00

23,712.00

0.00

49,000.00

85,000.00

192,000.00

507,792.00

0.00

507,792.00

31.13 %

4.67 %

0.00 %

9.65 %

16.74 %

37.81 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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B.3 - Delivery Partner (Partner 11)
Organisation name (Original)

Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University

Organisation name (English)

Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University

Member state

NETHERLANDS

Department(s)/unit(s)/division(s) concerned

Tranzo is the Scientific Center for Care and wellbeing of the Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Sciences of Tilburg University, the Netherlands.
Prof. dr. Inge Bongers - leading the monitoring tasks (A.4.3)
Hilde Spitters, Phd - support in the monitoring tasks, training and coordinating local people involved in monitoring process (D.4.3.2)

Address

Legal representative

Street

Warande 2

Post Code

Contact Person

Position

Professor at Tranzo, TSB, Tilburg University

5037 AB

Title

Ms

Town

Tilburg

Forename

Inge

NUTS 2

Noord-Brabant

Surname

Bongers

NUTS 3

Midden-Noord-Brabant

Email Address

i.m.b.bongers@tilburguniversity.edu

Phone Number

+31

Position

Managing director TSB

Title

Mr

Forename

Hans-Georg

Surname

Van Liempd

Email Address

H.G.vLiempd@tilburguniversity.edu

Phone Number

+31

653 783 789

625 067 339

Legal status of the organisation

Private

Partner type

Higher education and research

VAT number

NL0027.91.250.B01

VAT recoverable

Partly

Involvement in the design phase

Prof dr. Inge Bongers had been working on a structural basis with the MUA to bridge science and practice within the municipality’s policy-making. We co-lead the
scientific underpinning of ‘Agenda Sociaal 013’, Tilburg’s policy document on the social domain, which serves as one of the foundations underneath the activities in
NT. We have been involved in the district ARENA in NT since early 2019. Tranzo played a central role in developing the monitoring plan and result indicators of ForwArt.

Involvement in the implementation phase

Tranzo’s main responsibility will be the coordination of the individual and neighbourhood level monitoring activities (A.4.3). As a research center with a wide internal
expertise on both the topics of wellbeing and social and policy innovation, we will develop a monitoring plan and methodology along four dimensions (eudaimonic
wellbeing, exposure to criminal behaviour, art participation and attitudes towards the public services), as well as analyze the resulting data.
The results of the monitoring activity and their policy-level implications shall be presented in at least 2 academic articles drafted by Tranzo (D.3.2.1).

Competences and experiences in relation to
the challenge addressed?

Tranzo is a research center that aims to bridge science and practice in the area of care and wellbeing, and promote an evidence-based approach by working in cocreation with practitioners in order to develop and exchange knowledge. Our team is well-equipped to work with both qualitative and quantitative methods, and has a
solid grasp of well-being measurement. Tranzo has relevant experience and expertise in monitoring the impact of interventions.

Experience in participating in and/or managing
EU co-financed projects or other international
projects.

IMPLEMENT (EU FP7 project), on Setting up a Research agenda and an international network on the implementation of innovations for chronically ill.
PLAYTIME, Playful Mulitmodal Daily Training, Diagnostics and Recommendation System within a Social Network (AAL project)
INNOVATE DEMENTIA (INTERREG IVB NWE), on promoting innovative care for persons with dementia.

Total Partner Budget

PROGRAMME CO-FINANCING
ERDF (€)

CONTRIBUTION
ERDF Co-financing rate (%)

(a)
161,906.24

80.00 %

Total (€)

Public Contribution (€)

Private Contribution (€)

Total Contribution (€)

Total Eligible Cost (€)

(b)

(c)

(d)=(b)+(c)

(e)=(a)+(d)

40,476.56

0.00

40,476.56

202,382.80
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Breakdown of Partner Budget per Work Package/ Budget Line
Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 2

18,096.00

2,714.40

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

22,810.40

0.00

22,810.40

WP 3

7,424.00

1,113.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,537.60

0.00

8,537.60

WP 4

108,200.00

16,230.00

0.00

37,000.00

0.00

0.00

161,430.00

0.00

161,430.00

WP 5

8,352.00

1,252.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,604.80

0.00

9,604.80

WP 6

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 7

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

142,072.00

21,310.80

2,000.00

37,000.00

0.00

0.00

202,382.80

0.00

202,382.80

70.20 %

10.53 %

0.99 %

18.28 %

0.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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Part C - Project description
C.1 Project relevance and innovativeness
C.1.1 Main challenge(s) to be addressed
Main challenge(s) to be
addressed

North Tilburg, Netherlands is a typical Dutch suburban housing estate (with 56,3% social housing compared to 33,3% in Tilburg) from the 1970s, comprising of impersonal, monotonous
housing blocks, unused open green areas and a very limited selection of places where people can come together. This urban texture is in striking contrast to the richness of identities of the
120 different nationalities who live here. (29% of its residents are classified as ‘non-western’ by the city’s statistics monitor, compared to 15.8% for Tilburg as a whole.) There are few
opportunities for residents to express their individuality.
Residents from North Tilburg have a lower than average presence in cultural consumption, which stems from lack of interest, rather than any other cause (such as lack of money, or
availability of cultural events). They are uninterested because mainstream cultural offer is not reflecting their lives and is not calling them. Mainstream culture is the culture of the few.
Young people from North Tilburg have narrow perceived life opportunities and are hardly grasping their full potential in education or talent development. North Tilburg is the district with the
highest proportion of residents with a low level of education (43.5% compared to 35.8% for the city as a whole). Residents of North Tilburg are almost twice as likely to be in receipt of social
assistance (9.9% for Tilburg-Noord compared to 5% for the city as a whole). Furthermore, the district has the city’s highest rate of households that are on the minimum income (21.4%
compared to 11.9% for the city as a whole).
From as early as the age of 8 the street culture is dominant in influencing the behavior of youth. Criminal activities are undermining the social structures of the neighborhood and exposure to
criminal behavior is high. North Tilburg has the highest crime rate in the city, with much of this criminal activity being significant at the national level. In two North Tilburg neighborhoods alone
there are more than 50 people under the age of 23 who are on national police investigation lists.
Public service providers (such as police, youth work, housing association) are losing ground in reaching out and engaging with the youth of NT. Public services are failing to produce the
quality services which are expected from them. New skills - not usually covered in formal education for service provider employees - mostly in relation to communicating with vulnerable youth
are necessary to work in such neighborhoods. Public services are losing efficiency and client-responsiveness which results in a lack of trust and a concomitant decline in efficacy. This
challenge is particularly salient when it comes to the interface with young people. Consequently, the criminal undermining of social structures is catalyzed.

C.1.2 Proposed solution
Proposed solution

ForwArt explores how culture can become an agent for social transformation. It creates a cultural ecosystem in North Tilburg (ethnically mixed, deprived area) to help youth express the
intrinsic culture inherent in them and thus built up subjective well-being. Supported by more responsive public services it works on the expressed challenges and turn the tide of criminal
undermining in the area.
ForwArt offers youth at risk wider perspectives, positive role models & alternative pathways than those leading to criminality; it aims to explore, discover, engage, develop, support & exhibit
(wp5) talent from the fringes of society, while their statuses shift from outcasts to role models.
Work has already started: Corpo Maquina created dance shows with ex-detainees & vulnerable Somali youngsters, while HZT produced “The Backside of Tilburg,'' exploring how drugs meet
broadly supported needs (tension, energy, escape). ForwArt will systemize sporadic social art interventions.
Different art mediums will lead action (WP5) 1) movement art through Instinctive Performance finds new ways to blur the lines between professionals/amateurs, between contemporary
theatre dance and dance forms from the street 2) fashion, our “Second Skin”, as an art discipline having the most intimate & direct relationship to the human body and 3) theater exploring the
poetry of hip hop and creating an intense show evolving around HEROES
During the engagement process “culture” itself will be re-defined since ForwArt will not drag down mainstream art performances to NT, to which people have no attachment. For most of NT’s
muslim origin, migrant families culture is not a straightforward issue (within monotonous Dutch high-rises) to be expressed. We invite youth of NT to an exploratory journey to turn their wellhidden cultural backgrounds & inheritances into identity and community building phenomenon (WP5)
Besides, we use the power of art to support public services in the area. Art engagement helps system players, housing association, debt counseling, youth workers, police, integrational
schools to change the way their services are offered towards youth and help bury the empathy gap between two entirely different worlds (WP6).
ForwArt also creates permanent art expressions, to make the urban texture welcoming and open for individual expressions of culture/identity (WP7). Reflecting the identity of people living in
NT, art could become an everyday experience for them. Various art products will be co-created (mountable sculptures, murals, graffiti, internal corridor designs) (A7.2) to which people can
easily relate to. It will be strengthened by the Art Lab facilities (WP8) which will boost more art-based activities to settle in NT.
Finally the artification of NT will be based on the bottom-up ArenaArt+ transition management process (A4.1), building on the municipal PACT approach, initiated in 2018, connecting bottomup urban cohesion making with interdisciplinary task force.

C.1.3 Innovativeness of the proposed solution
Innovativeness of the
proposed solution

According to our benchmark (Creative Europe (CE), URBACT, H2020, Interreg, NL & US art programmes) art engagement has not been used anywhere in Europe in this complexity. Driven by
a city, cooperating in a diverse partnership, across different branches of art, involving public service providers with the clear goal of building up identity within at-risk youth (based on art
participation & practising) ForwArt aims to reach Eudaimonic well-being & keep them away from criminal path.
ForwArt has 5 strands of innovation:
based on ARENA progressive TRANSITION MANAGEMENT process (A4.1), rooted in area-based integrative, cross-departmental municipal work (PACT). ARENA was applied within the
energy sector, it is being experimented in social transition within UrbanA H2020, though at city-level, not deep-diving into the social structure of a neighbourhood. While CrossCult & Open
Heritage (H2020) put emphasis on digital solutions, HERO on heritage management, ForwArt participatory governance focuses on the transition process, and put visionary changemakers at
the core.
TARGETING SYSTEM PLAYERS (WP6), reforming their internal working mechanisms & using art to change the way services are offered towards youth. It is not add-on art-therapy offered
within such services (Detainees’ Integration (CE), US prison-based art projects) but aims to change core service provision. Also, ForwArt aims to reach sustainable results (curricula at
migrants’ integration school & police youth agent training modules (A6.5)).
INSTINCTIVE methodology (A5.3) to advance the talent inherent in every human, instead of finding & integrating talents into the contemporary art world (eg.:L’Hospitalet Music School
URBACT). ForwArt attempts to redefine culture as identity building, where art expression is only courier to get close to the essence of human existence and makes inherent, hidden culture
within the inhabitants of NT visible (as opposed to giving a space for artistic expressions Aarhus, DK, URBACT).
AREA REGENERATION is coupled with OUTREACH TO VULNERABLE GROUPS in ForwArt. Starts from “void” and puts “culture as identity” at centre stage. Earlier cases either set off from
built heritage and used art interventions to regenerate urban areas (H2020 ROCK, CLIC & URBACT INT-HERIT, Come in!, 2nd chance; Trans Europe Halles Network), or efforts to boost art
participation by making cultural offer more relevant to neighbourhoods lacked physical interventions. (eg.: nat. framework strategies;Participation Decree, BE; BAIT (Creative People &
Places), FABRIC (CE)).
stands out from city-driven (The Elementz, Belfast, Barcelona) or network-based (YEIP Erasmus+) outreach projects by creating SUSTAINABLE EFFECTS: a) Open Badges (A6.3) widely used
to validate skills from non-formal education, but never been used within an art-ecosystem to encourage talent development (Erasmus+ Badges uses it for visitors’ learning at heritage sites)
and b) radically innovative Financing Scheme (A5.4).

C.1.4 Potential obstacles and resistance
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Potential obstacles and
resistance

We perceive that the main obstacle to overcome for project implementation will be the effectiveness to reach out to the project’s main target group: at-risk youth and their families, those who
do not want to be reached. Moreover, if reached, the PPs experience shows that their interest is not easy to retain. Skepticism towards public service providers by residents could also be an
important obstacle, as these system players are often associated with authority-approach.
These difficulties are the reason why ForwArt seeks to approach this vulnerable group of youth through art engagement. Socially oriented art companies are best equipped to communicate
with these groups more at ease, the approach we have chosen is the best to engage them. We build on the joint work of art groups and social work organizations that are highly experienced
in using expression forms which are important to the target groups, thus creating trust.
Engagement will be maximized by focusing on individual talent exploration and empowerment, for which a multitude of actions are set up to support the personal discovery and development
of artistic paths (A.5.1-2). Also, ForwArt works on creating systemizing change at system players jointly with the target group (A.6.3), with the aim of building trust.
Lack of political support is not expected as undermining is on the top of Theo Weterings, Tilburg’s Mayor’s agenda. With his appointment until Nov 2023 no risk of change in political priorities
is foreseen.

C.1.5 Integrated Approach
Integrated approach

Tilburg is one of the most forward looking and pioneering municipalities in the Netherlands in developing methods for social integration. All city policies are organised around and should
reflect all three dimensions of ‘people, planet & profit’ mechanism. The PACT approach, focusing on vulnerable neighbourhood, from which ForwArt evolves is a special case for interdepartmental working approach within the municipality.
ForwArt, while creating a cultural ecosystem in North Tilburg, aims to improve the well-being and happiness of inhabitants having also positive effect on better health, more constructive
behaviours and higher resilience. It aims to reduce the vulnerability of youth towards criminal influences, thus public safety, well-being and cultural inclusion go hand in hand.
The project also integrates actions on cultural participation and engagement with interventions in the physical texture of the neighbourhood, creating visual art-effects to change the monotony
of the North Tilburg housing estate and express the multitude of cultural identities within it.
Another important aspect of integrated approach connects cultural expressions and artistic partners with public service providers. ForwArt integrates the work of different types of service
providers; police, youth work, integrating schools, housing association with art groups to renew public services in order to make them more receptive to local needs, be more client oriented
and thus effective.

C.1.6 Link to ERDF thematic objectives and investment priorities
Link to ERDF Thematic
Objectives and
Investment Priorities

The project taps directly into TO6/IP6c: the project aims to develop the intangible heritage of North Tilburg (NT) communities to make its residents conscious of their heritage and identity. By
doing so, the project taps into TO9IP9b, as it will use these local cultural expressions, through the ARENA ART+ process, as a vehicle for social inclusion, the reduction of criminal activity by
youth and the creation of more understanding and awareness by community groups for each other and city-level players.
The project taps into TO10, as the cultural expression of local heritages will be used to create art and develop artistic skills among at-risk youth, giving them better chances in life. The skillrewarding open art badges system forms an important basis to motivate youngsters. In order to do so, the project also taps into 1) TO9/IP9c, by involving local social enterprises boosting
artistic skills in local youth that will indirectly add to the creation of local entrepreneurship and 2) TO9/IP9d, as it gives ownership to local communities to create their own cultural ecosystem
to increase well-being in NT, on a bottom-up manner.
Ultimately, the project taps into TO8/IP8b, as all artistic & skill development processes are designed to increase self-confidence at NT communities (especially youngsters) to lead new lifepaths, see hope for the future and make them better equipped to enter quality employment on a sustainable manner.

C.2 Project context and local partnership
C.2.1 Link with other local/regional/national strategies and policies (incl. smart specialisation strategies)
Link with other
local/regional/national
strategies and policies

The ForwArt project proposes activities to explore how artistic talents can be built within a vulnerable neighbourhood to become new role models and through it combat neighbourhood level
undermining and crime.
The project is in line with the Tilburg CULTURE PLAN 2017 - 2020 to strengthen the cultural sector in Tilburg by promoting artistic experimentation, talent development and cultural
participation. It builds forth on wider national and regional measures, in particular the 1) IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME CULTURE 2016 - 2020 NORTH BRABANT and the 2) DUTCH
NATIONAL CULTURAL POLICY, prioritising the need to increase societal dialogue and well-being using culture in urban areas. Hereby, for the period 2021 - 2024 an increased emphasis
will be given on intercultural participation, e.g. with migrants.
Moreover, the OMGEVINGSVISIE TILBURG 2040 (environmental vision) prioritises the creation of physical meeting spaces to increase social cohesion and wellbeing in Tilburg.
The DUTCH NATIONAL UNDERMINING AGENDA frames policies to combat undermining. The CITY DEAL VIEW ON UNDERMINING (2017), works on joint preventive approaches on
undermining by Tilburg and major Dutch cities, with the Mayor of Tilburg being active in propagating measures. The EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AGREEMENT (2018 - 2020) in Tilburg sets out
approaches to combat undermining under which the TILBURG 2040 PACT APPROACH provides framework for bottom-up urban cohesion actions to combat crime in vulnerable
neighbourhoods.

C.2.2 Synergies with other projects and initiatives
Synergies with other
projects and initiatives

Tilburg is active in social inclusion. ForwArt can use insights from 1) Pilot Joint Action Plan - focusing on hard to reach migrants towards employment/education 2) EYES (Interreg NWE), on
developing entrepreneurship for youth at risk.
The city continuously explores new ways of outreach towards youth. ESF funds were used to create “Focal Point for Youngsters” near the central station, an informal and intimate info place
where youngsters receive coaching trajectories and personal guidance towards education/labour market, without the stigma of needing aid at regular municipal office desk. Other projects by
PPs stimulate employability of youth at risk, including 1) Doe Mee Tilburg, creating voluntary work for unemployed and disconnected locals to (re)integrate into society 2) Be-challenged
working on early school leavers 3) Kiss the Future 4) R-Sports
ForwArt builds on initiatives to stimulate social & cultural participation 1) CuPuDo, using art in Tilburg open spaces to increase a sense of belonging 2) Artwalks Tilburg using cultural icons
to connect streets & their cultural assets in Theresia district 3) local festival Zomerfestival Wagnerplein that provide a stage for local talents.4) Corpo Máquina’s Warriors Foot theatrical
intervention featuring 14 young footballers from the streets of North Tilburg (NT) and RUN performance with a group of 6 Somalian youngsters. These are developed from & with the
community of NT and presented throughout the Netherlands and beyond.

C.2.3 Involvement of wider stakeholders in project design
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Involvement of wider
stakeholders in project
design

The initial idea was born out of North Tilburg’s ARENA process starting in 2018. ARENA is a specific participatory method that engages changemaker individuals in a collective process of
understanding, visioning, and experimenting around specific societal transition challenges. The use of this method highlighted North Tilburg’s high rate of crime and its cultural lacuna as
major challenges.
Development work began in March 2019. Around this time, three major stakeholder meetings were held. The objective of these meetings was to gain a granular understanding of the local
community’s concerns. At this stage, the key insights came from socially orientated stakeholders such as Muslim Empowerment, teachers from the Islamic school, as well as cultural
players.
On the 18th of September, the developed project idea was presented at a North Tilburg ARENA meeting. Subsequent to the presentation, stakeholders were invited to attend a breakout
session. It was at this breakout session that the main focus of the project was decided, viz. using the preventative power of art to tackle undermining North Tilburg.
Around this time, a series of bilateral meetings were held with a wide-range of stakeholder organisations, e.g. EELT, De Noordmannen, Fontys Hogeschool voor de Kunsten, T-Primair,
Center voor Ondermijningsstudies, Theatres Tilburg, TextielMuseum, SBO Noorderlicht, Art-Fact, Hall of Fame, and those organisations that comprise the final Delivery Partnership. Data
was captured via fieldnotes and this informed the final Delivery Partnership structure.
However, stakeholders’ involvement did not end here. Towards the end of the development process they were invited to two meetings, one on November 6th and a second on December 2nd.
Here they were able to contribute to the ideation sessions that took place and, of course, were kept abreast of the developing situation as the project approached finalisation.

C.2.4 Involvement of wider stakeholders in project implementation
Involvement of wider
stakeholders in project
implementation

The ArenaArt+ methodology (A4.1) is the core mechanism by which stakeholders will be involved in project implementation. This is an adaptation of the ARENA method mentioned in the
above section, i.e. a participatory method that engages people in a collective process of understanding, learning, visioning, and experimenting around specific societal transition challenges.
In the case of ForwArt it will be adapted to the challenge of transitioning to a neighborhood rich in culture and low in ondermijning. It will guide the interventions of WP5, WP6, and WP7. By
doing so, it will ensure the changes that occur are informed and guided by the actual needs, ideas, and values of NT residents and stakeholders.
Key to the method is the principle that change is never achieved by institutions and is instead achieved by individuals. Therefore, D4.1.2 will identify and select at least six changemakers from
cultural and social organizations in the wider stakeholder group, e.g. EELT, De Noordmannen, Noorderlicht, Erwin Steijlen, Transformative Schools, Muslim Empowerment Group, JAR Youth
Advisory Council, etc. These changemakers will be heavily involved in steering the transition process and in the various aspects of implementation where their organisations (and other
stakeholders) are key. For example, inter alia: A.5.3, where local heroes will be created through participation in social art interventions in an effort to get to hard to reach members of the target
group; A.6.2, where art workshops will be delivered to empower public service providers to connect with local youth; and the visioning and co-design deliverables in WP7.
Furthermore, in A.5.4 the project establishes an innovative financial crowdfunding mechanism that allows communities in North Tilburg to fund projects that would struggle to get funding
under the centralized funding system. These bottom-up art performances will be performed within the Art Lab facilities or other public areas of North Tilburg.

C.3 Project objectives, results and outputs
C.3.1 Overall objectives and expected results (changes in the local situation)
PROJECT main
objective(s)

The main objective of the ForwArt project is to provide a diverse cultural ecosystem in suburban North Tilburg, characterized by large, monotonous housing estates to enhance identity
exploration, intrinsic self-expression and to develop new role models and thus reduce the vulnerability of youth towards criminal influences. We want to achieve social change in North
Tilburg, to move forward with the preventative power of art: from a place to hide to a place of pride.
Specific objectives to be reached through art interventions:
- To have an impact on the Eudaimonic well being of local youth and their families, ie. to raise the feeling of meaningfulness
- To create opportunities for self-discovery and self-expression with the power of art and thus strengthen the identity of the 120 immigrant groups in NT, at present hidden within the urban
texture
- To explore and discover, engage, develop, support and exhibit talents from the fringes of society, including NEET youth, drug addicts, ex-detainees, youngsters involved in criminal activities.
- To create new role models for the youngsters of the area to look up to and thus to create viable options in life paths
- To widen the offer of art and cultural events of North Tilburg and hence to raise art participation in North Tilburg
- To “attack” mainstream art world with social art performances, creating a crossover between different dance, lyric, fashion, and movement styles and street influences
- To prevent serious crime activities getting rooted in the neighborhood and to reduce undermining in North Tilburg housing area
- To renew public services (including police, youth work, social housing and educational institutions) with the help of art interventions in order to make them more appreciated, more clientoriented and effective
- To transform the whole neighborhood physically so that art expressions, also reflecting the identity of the people living in North Tilburg could become an everyday experience of the people.

PROJECT main result(s)

ForwArt will invest in North Tilburg to help inhabitants express the intrinsic culture inherent in them and thus build up subjective well-being. Supported by more responsive public services it
will work on the expressed challenges and turn the tide of criminal undermining in the area. Its success will be measured on 4 dimensions:
1) Subjective well-being
- Eudaimonic well-being raised by 5% among youth (8-20) measured on Flourishing scale
- 20 positive role-models established with artistic lifepaths
- Levels of hope and self-esteem rise within personal storytelling reports (based on content analysis) by 15%
- School dropout rates lowered with 10%
2) Undermining
- Reported criminal activity levels dropped by 10%
- Perceived feeling of safety raised by 12%, (eg.: freq. of encountering violent & antisocial behavior)
- Reported vandalism cases lowered by 20%
- Criminal lifepaths less intriguing among 8-12 age group by 15%
- Conflict resolution techniques raised for 100 inhabitants
3) Social art participation and practicing
- 12 art performances prepared based on the life-situation, struggles, needs, and interests of local youth
- Social art performances with the participation of local talented youth 100 in NT, 20 outside of Tilburg
- Talent development for 100 youth
- Art appreciation and participation in cultural events in NT among vulnerable youth groups (12-25) raised by 15%
- 30% rise in enrollment to ROC Art college from NT
4) Public service delivery
- Reported employee work satisfaction raised +20% within police, housing association, youth services, and ROC educational staff
- Public services are appreciated and responding to local needs +20%
- Customer journeys within service design exploration rise in their quality based on content analysis
- Tilburg’s position among Dutch cities will improve with 5 positions in quality of “municipal services and relationship between the municipality and its citizens” according to standardized
Burgerpeiling survey

C.3.2 Outputs
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Work package

Output Number

Project output

Target value of project
expected output(s)

O 4.1.1

Co-created artistic transition experiments (activities) defined

1

O 4.2.1

Business model of Art Lab facilities developed

1

O 4.3.1

Changes on individual level analysed

4

O 4.3.2

Changes in area based monitoring practices captured

1

O 5.3.1

Role models found and showcased

30

O 5.4.1

Co-funding scheme scaled up at Tilburg level

1

O 6.3.1

Art based service delivery improvements guidebook

1

O 7.1.1

Area map of “Art effects” to be created within NT

1

O 7.3.1

Intervention portfolio - on physical infrastructure for inclusive city

1

I 8.1

Creating a space for rehearsal and performance within North Tilburg: Art Lab Community Space for
performing art

1

I 8.2

Turning social housing apartment into art spaces: creating an atelier and refurbishing four social housing
apartments to serve the Artist Residency Scheme

1

I 8.3

Erecting mountable public sculptures and an open-air urban art platform

1

WP.4 Transition governance

WP.5 Art interventions

WP.6 Service design for public
services using art empowerment
WP.7 Cultural Identity made visible in
urban texture

WP.8 Investments in the urban texture
enabling more interaction and
expressions of identity: establishing
the various Art Lab Facilities

C.3.3 Rationale for result indicators
Measurement of results

The result indicators of ForwArt closely follow the objectives of the project and closely measures the different intervention points of ForwArt within the societal, cultural and urban fabric of
North Tilburg using five indicators as outlined in the sections below.
Four indicators will specifically be constructed by the partnership for the purpose of this project, taking the project’s grounded program theory (see C.3.4) as its starting point, measuring
changes in 1) Eudaimonic well-being to induce change, 2) art participation and appreciation, 3) public service acceptance, all requiring the set-up of baseline situations during the first
months of project implementation as no existing values are available to measure the integrated nature of the information that the indicators seek to measure, and 4) the development of
societal role models, using an existing role model for at-risk youth as an inspirational basis, and fully making use of the approaches for qualitative information collection used by ForwArt.
A fifth indicator is used to measure changes in the number of crime delicts in NT, and builds upon an indexation system already used on a wider scale by the Tilburg Municipality, and
therefore having a concrete baseline measurement situation available. Due to the close correlation between crime delicts and undermining behaviour in NT, the indicator will be able to
provide sufficient information on the undermining related changes induced through the project.
The proposed target values aim at assessing realistic change that can be achieved in in NT, should the proposed actions of ForwArt be introduced and implemented as planned. The
tracking of indicators and timing of data collection actions are defined within a detailed monitoring plan following the Realist Evaluation Approach (see C.3.4) that will ensure the
systematization and harmonisation of data collection methods (e.g. interviews, focus groups, surveys, incentives) for the indicators.

Result indicators

Name

Description

Unit

Baseline

Subjective well being measured
according to Eudaimonic well-being
indicator

Eudaimonic indicator measures the
psychosocial well-being of residents
in NT, based on the individual and
combined experience of 1) life
satisfaction and fulfillingness, 2)
hope for future improvements of life
situations and 3) self esteem.
Surveys with adjusted Flourishing
Scale instrument questions will be
created and dispersed among
control groups of NT youngsters
between 8 and 25 years old.
Two measurements will be taken on
in Q1 (acting as benchmark) and one
in 2022 and analysed.

Data from surveys will be measured
based on a score of 10 (per
question). Increase will be
measured vis-a-vis baseline, in
percentages.

Baseline indicator TBC based on first
measurement in Q1

Number of positive role models with
artistic life-paths followed

This indicator will focus on the
analysis of the way local at-risk youth
will create positive change in their
lifepaths by taking up inspiration
from role models.
Measurement of the process will be
at the heart of the Art Intervention
activities (WP5), that will make them
discover identities (A.5.1) and
develop talents (A.5.2) and
participation (A.5.3).
The reports by the T-reporters, by
actively reporting on issues relevant
at their local societies will be taken
as basis together with art project of
talent development processes.
Qualitative information (e.g. stories
and opinions on role models and
their influencing power) will be
collected gradually throughout the
implementation period of the project.

The absolute number of role models
created throughout the project will be
measured.
Role models are fundamentally able
to influence and inspire at-risk
individuals. It is considered that the
more positive role models there are
for the target community, the more
possibilities there are to think over
current lifepaths and pursue new
ones.

The current baseline is 1: the football
hero Nasser El Jackson. His
personality and all that he has
reached in his life (getting from the
fringe of society to becoming a
successful life-fulfilling person)
His personality was introduced and
examined in NT by Corpo Maquina
during a 2018 Summer production
that presented a full-length solo by
Nasser El Jackson in a cross-over
between freestyle football and dance.
The production already inspired
many NT at-risk youth audiences to
think over and change their lifepaths
to fulfil their dreams.

Target Value

10

20
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Name

Description

Unit

Baseline

Increase in Art participation and
appreciation in NT

This indicator monitors and
assesses art engagement and
practice among NT residents NT.
A survey with guiding and
quantifiable questions (e.g. Likert
scaling) will be created and
dispersed at neighbourhood level.
Numbers of audiences for the art
performances will be counted
throughout the project.
A yearly measurement will guide the
process (3 measurements in total) A
first measurement will be taken in
Q1 (acting as a benchmark),
subsequent measurements will be
held in 2021 and 2022.

Measurement will be made using a
baseline (to be decided after surveys
and audience participation in Q1)
correlated in percentages with the
population in NT.
The second and third measurement
will be benchmarked to first
measurement and correlated as a
percentage of the population in NT in
2023.

Baseline TBC after conducting first
set of surveys in Q1.

Decrease in the number of crime
delicts in NT

This indicator uses the bi-annual
municipal measurements on safety
indicator.
Undermining behaviour by
youngsters is a prerequisite for
crime delicts in NT. Thus, measuring
changes in crime delict numbers
provides information on the
persistence of undermining activities
that underline crime delicts.
Measurements will be made using
the Lemon score on safety (main
statistical tool used by the Tilburg
municipality). Two measurements
will be made, in 2021 and 2023.
These will be benchmarked against
and benchmarked the existing 2019
figures.

The units used are those of the
Lemon score on safety. Decrease
will be measured vis-a-vis baseline,
in percentages.

The Tilburg average for 2019 is 7,0
on the Lemon scale. The current
baseline (statistics of 2019) for North
Tilburg is 4,6.

Increase in positive perception within
NT of Public Services acceptance

This indicator measures the attitude
of NT residents in the most deprived
parts of NT towards the public
services they are exposed to
The measurement will take results of
by-monthly meditation workshops as
a basis (D.6.1.3).
A survey with guiding and
quantifiable questions (e.g. Likert
scaling) will be created once a year
covering aspects such as opinions
on service designs and client
journeys.
A yearly measurement will be made
(3 measurements in total). A first
measurement will be taken in Q1
(acting as a benchmark),
subsequent measurements will be
taken in 2021 and 2022.

Measurement will be made using a
baseline (to be decided after surveys
in Q1)
The second and third measurement
will be benchmarked to first
measurement in percentages vis-avis a baseline.

Baseline TBC after conducting first
set of surveys in Q1.

Target Value

20

25

10

C.3.4 Methodology for monitoring and measurement of outputs and results
Methodology for
monitoring and
measurement of ouputs
and results

As our intervention logic is based on personal connections, we believe that processes are key in understanding mechanisms and interpreting results. Thus the process and results of
ForwArt activities will be monitored & evaluated by using the Realist Evaluation Approach (Pawson, 2008) where insight is provided on whether, how, when, why and for whom the intervention
works. An initial grounded program theory will be constructed consisting of initial CMO configurations: Context+Mechanisms =Outcomes. This will be tested in practice by continuously
monitoring the process and results of the project. A3.4 includes the 4 policy fields in which information will be collected: 1) Eudaimonic well-being 2) exposure to criminal behavior 3) art
practicing and participation 4) public service acceptance and appreciation (all are reflected also as project results).
We aim to capture change on both neighborhood and individual level. Nevertheless, since the project builds on the principle that individuals are key players rather than institutions in
transition management, we will rely heavily on qualitative and individual-level results. These personal, individual-level observations (many of them self-exploratory reflections on the
development process (storytelling), or collected by citizen journalist T-reporters) will be the core of our monitoring process. These personal accounts will be submitted to quantitative context
analysis and will be underlined by quantitative survey results. We gather information on Context, Mechanisms and Outcomes by a mixed-method approach combining field experiments,
survey research (adjusted Flourishing Scale for Subjective Well-being), existing neighborhood statistics & police data, qualitative in-depth interviews, 360-degree interviews around a person
(based on personal relations and networks), project implementation data (nr of participants, etc).
We expect to get and discuss the first qualitative results by end of 2021, mid-way project implementation.

C.3.5 Target groups
Target Groups

ForwArt foremost targets at-risk youths 8 to 25 years old living in North Tilburg that are part of first or second-generation immigrant families, forming the main target group of around 2600 pp.
A sub-group receiving extra attention are youngsters of 8 to 14 years old, roughly 800 people, being most vulnerable to criminal influences and negative role models. ForwArt will target them
using artistic identity exploration development activities to get them out of their social isolation and develop role models for the youngest sub-group in particular.
ForwArt will also target the parents and relatives of the main target group (cc 2000 people), as their children take artistic insights home. Indirectly, the entire migrant community will be
targeted (13.000 people), as the art & stories (250 art creation activities) made by their peers will increase their sense of belonging. Around 2000 people will directly benefit from participating
in Art Lab performances.
The inhabitants of NT at large (23.000 inhabitants) will benefit from the project’s social and cultural interventions, raising Eudaimonic well-being, decreasing criminality and artifying the
otherwise monotonous urban structure of NT.
ForwArt also targets service delivery employees within the partner organizations, including police, social workers, teachers, housing association employees (cc 200pp)
Inhabitants of North Tilburg will be targeted by offering the possibility to participate in cultural events taking place in their neighborhood (at least 5000 people). Spectators of Social art
performances nationwide, round 10.000 people, will also be targeted as ForwArt develops new artistic experiences based on a deeper understanding of values, life and people from the
fringes of society. Inhabitants of Tilburg regularly visiting cultural activities (around 40.000), will enjoy the new cultural activities taking place in their city.
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C.4 Project Project scaling up and transferability
C.4.1 Scaling up of the project
Scaling up of the project

For local scale up one of the most important project knowledge is how to innovate public service delivery through art interventions. Providing that ForwArt experiments are successful then
within A6.5 we systemise project results so that they can filtrate public service delivery across Tilburg and also in Brabant. It will be achieved for example through renewing training curricula
for police youth workers or introducing new outreach service towards travellers and campers or introducing new didactic approaches in schools to unlock the artistic talent of migrant youth.
These public service delivery innovations will create a strong local scale-up potential.
In Tilburg there are more areas in need of change process to combat issues related to social & cultural disconnection, poverty and undermining, which are called PACT neighbourhoods, i.e.
Tilburg West and Groenewoud. These form the primary targets for scaling up ForwArt activities in terms of combating undermining. Herefore, ForwArt will 1) promote its approach within MOM
(social development society) innovation labs, that focuses on developing solutions to combat poverty and loneliness in these areas (D.6.5.5) and 2) promote change management measures
at the Tilburg Academy (D.6.3.7), being a learning platform for both MOM, the PACT neighbourhoods and the municipality that supplies the PACT approach with methodological reasonings.
A long term-agenda for ArenaArt+ processes in NT will be set up (D.4.1.5) that will underline its sustainability, also usable for scaling up to other areas in Tilburg. Learnings and
recommendations from the physical artistic interventions (WP7) in NT will be incorporated into the Tilburg Omgevingsvisie (D.7.3.3) and in a Policy document highlighting social regeneration
using the preventative power of art (D.7.3.4), scaling up the cities long-term area regeneration and development planning using the ForwArt approach, up to at least 2030.

C.4.2 Transferability of the project: evidence of demand for your project in other cities
Transferability of the
project: evidence of
demand for your project
in other cities

In 2017, 47M EU citizens living in EU cities were at risk of poverty or social inclusion, 41% of total EU population. This number has increased since 2014 by 13M with the key issue being
gradual socio-spatial segregation of EU urban areas, mostly within monotonous urban fringes. Related issues such as crime, social disconnections and public service inefficiency become
major issues. The topic of Undermining has increased in attention; the Netherlands is actively creating City Deals (city networks) to combat these processes, while it is increasingly being
noticed by other EU countries (i.e. Sweden, France).
ForwArt uses preventative power of art and art participation to combat undermining in social deprivation, using the ArenaArt+’s bottom-up approach to induce transition that is highly intuitive
by nature. It uses place-based culture embedded in local societal structures with the intrinsic potential to improving the quality of life, hope and talents of youngsters in deprived areas. It can
be easily developed, adjusted and implemented in any cities’ contexts, taking into account different cultural (place-based) variables. We formalized learning platforms for the art-based
activities in WP6.
ForwArt formalizes its approaches & results to ensure replicability. Regeneration monitoring actions will be set up (A 4.3), artistic approaches will be made available to be transferred
(D.5.5.6) results from art-based service delivery will be collected (A 6.3) and summaries will be made of all art effects (WP7.3). Moreover, roll-out of new public service delivery models at
national & regional level has been planned using existing networks of PPs (D.6.5.6) and a national conference ensuring wider political commitment (D.6.5.7)
EU level transfer involves making use of the MUA’s position in EUROCITIES’ Social Affairs Forum on ‘Migration and work integration group and its seat at COR that it has via the Union of
Dutch Municipalities to advocate project learnings.

C.5 References
C.5.1 References of the project
References

www.tilburg.nl/noord2040
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZLAo-4sP2Y&feature=youtu.be
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Part D - Work plan
WP Nr.

Title

Work package type

Start date

End date

1

Preparation

Preparation

09/2019

06/2020

2

Project Management

Project Management

07/2020

06/2023

3

Communication

Communication

07/2020

06/2023

4

Transition governance

Implementation

07/2020

06/2023

5

Art interventions

Implementation

07/2020

06/2023

6

Service design for public services using art empowerment

Implementation

07/2020

06/2023

7

Cultural Identity made visible in urban texture

Implementation

07/2020

06/2023

8

Investments in the urban texture enabling more interaction and expressions of identity: establishing the various Art Lab
Facilities

Investment

07/2020

06/2023

9

Closure and knowledge transfer

Closure

07/2023

06/2024
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Number

WP Title

1

Start Date

Project preparation

16/09/2019

End Date
30/06/2020

WP budget
20,000.00

Partners' involvement
WP responsible partner

Municipality of Tilburg

Summary
Preparation and submission of the application form

Work Package Budget

Partner name
Municipality of
Tilburg

Staff cost (€)

0.00

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

0.00

0.00

External
expertise and
services (€)
20,000.00

Equipment (€)

0.00

Infrastructure
and construction
works (€)
0.00

Sub-Total (€)

0.00

Revenues (€)

0.00

Total (€)

20,000.00
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 2 (Project Management Work Package)
Title

Project management

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

461,824.40

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 2 - Corpo Máquina
PP 3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
PP 4 - FASHIONCLASH
PP 5 - ContourdeTwern
PP 6 - Onderwijsgroep Tilburg
PP 7 - Community Media Center Tilburg
PP 8 - Police
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)
PP 11 - Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University

Summary

The MUA will be responsible for the setup of a well-organized and smoothly running project & partner level management structure. The following bodies shall be set out by the Rules of
Procedures (RoPs). A Project Coordination Team (PCT) will be set up consisting of a project, fin. and comm. Manager. The PCT will be in charge of the day-to-day (c.q. operational)
management of the project. The Embedding Art in Society Group (EASG) will assemble representatives of policy actors on a local, regional, and national level, with the goal of providing a
platform for discussion and feedback on the project implementation. A Municipal Interdisciplinary Learning Platform will facilitate the sharing of know-how, experience, and lessons
across different departments of the municipality. Partnership-wide tools and methods are set-up for internal communication, facilitating access to information and file-sharing. The MUA
will also be responsible to set up well-established evaluation and monitoring systems to ensure that the project stays on track with requirements set out by the UIA programme and the
secretariat. Internal systems for monitoring and financial management will also be set-up in order to ensure a Partnership wide coherency in the implementation, evaluation, and
monitoring of all financial and thematic actions envisaged by the project. Moreover, the project foresees a number of capitalization activities with the UIA expert.

Activities and Deliverables
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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A 2.1

A.2.1 will create the basis of a successful project implementation. Partnership Agreement (PA) and
Subsidy Contract (SC) will be drafted, setting up the legal framework for cooperation within the project.
All PPs will appoint staff members and set up internal management structures, establishing paths of
decision making. Rules of Procedures (RoPs) will create frameworks of functioning for the Project
Coordination Team (PCT), the Embedding Art in Society Group (EASG) and stakeholder involvement.
MUA will organize a Kick-off and admin meeting wherein the procedures and responsibilities will be
discussed, and the RoP will be validated by the PPs. The event will also include a teambuilding
element among the PPs to boost smooth cooperation.

Project Start-up activities

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 2.1.1
Description

Title

D 2.1.2
Description

Title

D 2.1.3
Description

Title

D 2.1.4
Description

Title

D 2.1.5
Description

Title

D 2.1.6
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

31/12/2020

Delivery date

Project initiation phase completed
Requirements set by the UIA Programme in the initiation phase fulfilled, including: carrying out
necessary amendments in the project application, participation at the Programme information
session, participation at Webex meeting(s) with the Programme officers, preparing for and
participating at the Ex-Ante audit, and preparing and jumpstarting project implementation. The
MUA’s project management team shall ensure the Partnership is properly equipped for the Ex-ante
audit (and any further inspections throughout the project lifetime), and provide counselling and
training to the PPs in order to guarantee that all internal systems are up and running by the time of
the Audit and that the Project is ready to receive the first ERDF transfer.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/12/2020

2

Delivery date
30/09/2020

1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

1

Delivery date
30/09/2020

1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

1

Delivery date
31/10/2020

Legal framework established
A Partnership Agreement (PA) is prepared by the MUA, using the template provided by the UIA
Secretariat, including any additional provisions required by the Partners. After negotiations, the PA
is signed by all Delivery Partners, thus formalising the main obligations, responsibilities, and
priorities of the Partners. After all necessary requirements have been fulfilled, the MUA signs the
Subsidy Contract (SC) with the Entrusted Entity, triggering the release of the first ERDF transfer.
The two signed documents together form the legal basis of the project.

Target value

Project level management structures established
Key responsible staff appointed at the MUA and Partners level, comprising at least project
managers, financial, communication managers. Their task description is elaborated listing their
responsibilities. Project & financial handbooks, as well as internal management and
communication guidelines, monitoring and reporting templates are created by the MUA and shared
with PPs to be introduced and jointly discussed at the kick-off.

Target value

Rules of Procedures Prepared
MUA prepares the first draft of the Rules of Procedures (RoP) for the two main project bodies,
namely the Project Coordination Team (D.2.2.1) and the Embedding Art in Society Group (D.2.2.5),
governing their operation, delimiting their respective scope of work. The RoPs define the following:
proposed members of the project bodies, internal procedures for operation, division of tasks
among the members, decision making processes. The RoPs are discussed and validated by
partners at the Kick-off Meeting.

Target value

Administrative Kick-off meeting held and teambuilding
The MUA organizes a Kick-off Meeting of the PCT at the earliest convenient date after the project
start (before end of M2). The purpose of the 2-day long meeting is internal project launch. Each
partner delegates its project and financial manager. The Agenda will comprise of a 1-day
teambuilding among the project partners aiming to further strengthen links and commitment,
conducted by a professional coach, a comprehensive project management training for PPs’ project
teams (UIA/ Internal administrative and financial reporting procedures, templates and systems)
and the discussion of the Project’s Implementation Plan with the help of thematic experts, including
schedule and role of partners in particular concerning the first semester.

Target value

Municipal interdisciplinary learning platform set up
We expect the activities of ForwArt to hold a high degree of relevance for actors within several
departments of the municipality. While these actors will not be directly engaged in the
implementation, they have the potential to bring significant inputs and feedback from their areas of
activity and gain relevant insights and lessons to be applied in their respective fields. In order to
facilitate this exchange process, ForwArt shall set up a Municipal Interdisciplinary Learning
Platform. The platform shall utilize the internal communication channels of the municipality (e.g.
targeted newsletters, regular meetings) to share updates and lessons from ForwArt, gather inputs,
and stay in sync with other developments within the municipality.

Target value
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A 2.2

The Project Coordination Team (PCT) will be set up, consisting of all PPs’ project, financial and
communication managers, led by the MUA project manager. The PCT is responsible for the daily
governance and coordination of the project and will meet at least 5 times during the project’s lifetime.
The PCT will set up internal Project Communication Channels, with the MUA as main point of contact.
The PCT will agree on collaborative platforms for file sharing, to create easy access to information for
all PPs. An Embedding Art in Society Group (EASG) comprised of high-level representatives in the
relevant policy areas will be established and meet at least 6 times, in order to provide the PPs with
knowledge and feedback in their respective fields.

Project Coordination,
Management and Steering

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 2.2.1
Description

Title

D 2.2.2
Description

Title

D 2.2.3
Description

Title

D 2.2.4
Description

Title

D 2.2.5
Description

Title

D 2.2.6
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Project Coordination Team (PCT) Set up
The Project Coordination Team (PCT) is set up and chaired by the MUA project manager. The PCT
coordinates the daily management and ensures oversight of the project, identifying risks and
issues to be handled. The operational competences of the PCT are set out in its RoPs. Its
members are the delegated Managers (project, financial and communication) appointed by each
PP. The PCT has three iterations: project/financial/communications teams, MUA’s project team as
head of the PCT. The PCT provides ongoing administrative and financial management support for
Partners via email and through bilateral/online meetings. The PCT is supported by EXTERNAL
EXPERTS experienced in managing large scale projects implemented in a European Programme
framework.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/07/2020

6

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

1

Delivery date
30/09/2020

1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

5

Delivery date
30/06/2023

PCT Meetings Held
The PCT meets in person at least 6 times during the lifetime of the project, hosted by the MUA. The
PCT will hold emergency meetings in case potential risks have arisen, endangering the timely and
successful implementation of the project. A “core” operative PCT team made up of the most
involved Partners may meet through online meetings. The MUA’s Project Manager will chair the
meetings, which will aim to follow up and evaluate the project’s progress and financial
performance, and discuss upcoming thematic, communication and administrative tasks. The PCT
meetings’ agenda, all preparatory materials will be circulated beforehand, as well as minutes
afterward and made available on the internal file-sharing system.

Target value

Internal Project Communication Channels Set Up
In order to ensure efficacy, clear internal project communication channels will be set up and shared
with the Partnership. A single point of contact is established by the MUA team, with a project email
address. To facilitate information flow within the Partnership, easy to use and universal tools are
selected for the relevant communication needs (e.g. Group Mail, Skype Group, Collaborative
platform, etc.), with a clear Guidance to the partners on whom to contact in which situations and
through what means, thus giving clarity to the management organizational structure.

Target value

Online Collaborative Tools and Internal File-Sharing System Developed
A universally accessible and accepted cloud collaboration platform is set up for internal document
storage and document sharing needs. The MUA will decide on the specific software to be used
according to its regulations but with regard to the project’s needs. A cloud-based system will
enable to unify internal file storage in one secure and accessible platform. If deemed appropriate
and necessary, the MUA’s PCT team will also set up an online project management platform that
facilitates collaboration, process management, and continuous monitoring.

Target value

Embedding Art in Society Group established
The purpose of the Embedding Art in Society Group (EASG) is to assemble representatives of
policy actors on a local, regional, and national level. The EASG will be operated according to its
RoP (D.2.1.4) and will provide a forum for discussion where members can obtain relevant insights
and feedback on the activities and general strategic directions of the project, in light of the broader
knowledge and high-level policy links of the EASG members. The EASG’s tasks will include 1) to
discuss and comment strategic project documents, 2) to evaluate project progress considering the
objectives set, and 3) to provide, if requested, general knowledge and policy recommendations on
the project topics.

Target value

Embedding Art in Society Group meetings held
At least 5 EASG meetings are organized, scheduled alongside the PCT meetings, to evaluate and
advise on project progress and provide information and discussion about the way in which the
project activities and outcomes fit into larger developments in their respective policy fields, i.e. art
and culture, urban development, criminality, happiness studies. EASG meeting documentation will
include Agenda, presentations, minutes and attendance sheet and will be stored on the Project
online storage platform. The outcomes of each meeting will be sent out to all consortium members
and stakeholders.

Target value
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A 2.3

Project-Level Monitoring and
Evaluation

Deliverable
number

Project-level Monitoring and Evaluation reports will be drafted to keep the project’s implementation on
track and in line with the UIA programme requirements and the AF. Annual Progress Reports will be
prepared, focusing on the thematic progress, and two Financial Claims will be drafted, focusing on the
financial progress of the project. The Six Milestone Reports will facilitate project monitoring by focusing
on the prevention of divergences from set landmarks. The Interim Quality Review Report will provide a
qualitative assessment, while the Final Qualitative Review will assess the project in retrospect. Risk
Assessment Reports, linked to the Progress Reports, will assess foreseeable risks and quality of
outputs generated by the project.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 2.3.1
Description

Title

D 2.3.2
Description

Title

D 2.3.3
Description

Title

D 2.3.4
Description

Title

D 2.3.5
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Annual Progress Reports and Financial Claims Drafted and Submitted
In line with the UIA programme’s requirements, three Annual Progress reports will be prepared
and timely sent to the UIA Programme secretariat. In charge of drafting is the MUA.. The Reports
will incorporate inputs from the Partnership on the fulfillment of their partner level obligations,
collected continuously through the internal monitoring system (A.2.4). In addition, they will include
an assessment of risks as well (D2.3.4) Besides, two financial claims are prepared by the MUA
once project spendings reach the set limits, based on the Partner’s continuous reports into the
internal financial monitoring system on their activities and related costs in the relevant period.

Target value
5

Delivery date
30/11/2022

6

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
31/01/2022

4

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Monitoring Plan (MP) and Milestone reports Drafted and Submitted, Milestones Management
The MUA shall establish a Monitoring Plan (MP) aimed at setting up the monitoring steps,
deadlines, and requirements to be followed by the PPs. As required by the UIA programme, the
preventative arm of project-level monitoring is fulfilled with 6 Milestone Reports, drafted and filed at
6-monthly intervals, documenting and detailing incremental progress between landmark points
throughout the project and a state of play on its implementation, allowing for an ongoing
supervision from the UIA Secretariat. The reports are drafted by the MUA, with inputs from all project
partners.

Target value

Interim Quality Review
An Interim Quality Review report is drafted halfway through the project by the MUA in cooperation
with the UIA Expert and based on the periodic quality assessments of the PCT. The Review serves
as a quality assurance tool to assess the implementation quality of the project and the project
process, identifying problems and providing lessons for the subsequent period.

Target value

Risk Monitoring Plan Prepared and Periodic Risk Assessment and Management Carried out
One Risk Monitoring Plan shall be drafted before project implementation to assess possible
pitfalls. The evaluation of potential risks will include the following elements: The Risk event/Risk
timeframe/Probability/Impact/Factors/Contingency Plan. Risk Assessment and Management
reports are linked to the Progress reports. Their main aim is to assess foreseeable risks and their
possible consequences, as well as to assess the quality of outputs produced by the project. The
reports contain a risk management component, containing recommended steps to account for the
potential and foreseen risks.

Target value

Final Qualitative Review Prepared
The Final Qualitative Review required by the UIA programme assesses the project as a whole in
hindsight, providing a Post-Project Evaluation detailing lessons learnt and project successes,
actions needed to ensure lessons are incorporated into or replicated in future projects. It will be
partly prepared in the last months of the project, to be completed and submitted after project
closure in the frame of WP9

Target value
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A 2.4

Internal Monitoring and Reporting
and Financial Management

Deliverable
number

The internal monitoring system will assist PPs in successfully implementing their activities throughout
the project. To facilitate consistency and clarity among PPs regarding financial issues, budget
reallocations and revisions and advance payments, an Internal Financial Monitoring System, an
Internal Budget Follow-up System and an Internal System to manage ERDF payments will be
introduced. To follow up partners’ performance throughout the project, a Progress Monitoring System
will also be used. Audit trail and project expenses will be managed, archived and recorded by the Audit
Trail Management system.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 2.4.1
Description

Title

D 2.4.2
Description

Title

D 2.4.3
Description

Title

D 2.4.4
Description

Title

D 2.4.5
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Internal Progress Monitoring System
The backbone of the Internal monitoring is the Progress monitoring system, devised and operated
by the MUA. The system is designed to follow up on the PPs performance and closely monitor
progress on the thematic and communication activities of the project in order to detect deviations
from the Application Form in time. Partners will provide inputs through the internally developed
reporting templates on a six-monthly basis. The MUA and the PCT will thus be properly informed
and able to take remediary steps if needed.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Internal Financial Monitoring System
Templates and reporting tools for regular monitoring of spending and budget follow-up will be
created by the MUA and introduced and explained to PPs during the Kick-Off. Continuous
monitoring of spending, cash-flow management and transfer of funds will be monitored through
the prepared reporting template forms. Financial statements elaborated and submitted by each
partner will serve as input for the UIA financial reports.

Target value

Internal Budget Follow-up System
An internal system will be created to monitor, gather and evaluate Partner’s needs for budget
reallocations/revisions and to assess the need of interventions in the budget based on the
Project’s spending forecast vis-a-vis the actual Cost Reports. The review and revision process is
implemented by the MUA, the revision summary reports including partner and project-level budget
performance and modifications are presented at each PCT meeting.

Target value

Internal System to manage ERDF payments
In order to have clear, transparent and well-documented processes, an internal system to manage
the ERDF advance payments is established at the MUA and the Partners. A tracking system leads
to an effective management of financial resources, covering the transfer of funds from the MUA to
the Partners. Furthermore, an allocated accounting code and folder for each PP is part of this
system.

Target value

Audit Trail Management and Archiving System
One of the most significant aspects of a sound financial management involves setting up a system
to manage and archive the audit trail, in order to record project expenditure and enable follow-up
and auditing. For the budget lines required by UIA regulations, a proper budget trail archiving
system is set up for every PP in physical/online form, to store documentation to be provided to the
FLC (e.g. invoices, procurement documents). The MUA will devise a uniform system and aide the
PPs with an Audit Trail Guide.

Target value
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A 2.5

A set of capitalisation activities is envisioned by the project, in order to ensure sharing knowledge
generated by the project. A Work Plan for Cooperation is drafted to formalize the active collaboration
with the UIA expert. At least six meetings are planned with the UIA expert to enable the capitalisation
processes. Participation at Urban Development Network activities is planned in order to share
knowledge generated by the project. Moreover, participation at UIA events and at events organized by
other UIA projects, as well as national events are foreseen to embed project results into national and
UIA contexts..

Capitalisation Activities

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

Delivery date

Detailed Work Plan to regulate cooperation with the UIA expert
Target value

D 2.5.1
Description

Title

D 2.5.2
Description

Title

A detailed work plan is drafted to regulate the cooperation and the involvement of the selected UIA
Expert. The aim is to create a framework through which the project can fully capitalise on the
knowledge of the selected UIA expert.

1

Delivery date
31/12/2020

6

Delivery date
30/06/2023

3

Delivery date
30/06/2023

10

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Personal or online meetings with the UIA Expert
In order to facilitate the capitalisation process of the UIA expert, at least 6 in-person/online
meetings are held between the Partnership and the UIA expert, including at least one on-site visit.
Following the meetings, the UIA Expert will contribute with inputs to the Interim and Final Quality
Reports.

Target value

Participation at Urban Development Network activities
Target value

D 2.5.3
Description

Title

D 2.5.4
Description

30/06/2023

The MUA will foreseeably participate at 3 Urban Development Network activities to share the
knowledge generated by the project and to capitalize on the findings of other initiatives.

Participation at UIA events of other UIA projects and national conferences
A total number of 10 participations are foreseen at various UIA events and conferences of other UIA
projects, as well as national conferences and symposia where knowledge generated by the project
can be shared, and synergies can be built. Key project partners will be representing the project at
these events.

Target value
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Work Package Budget
PP 1 - Municipality
of Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

Description

Amount (€)

PP 3 - The Southern
Drama Company of
the Netherlands

Description

Amount (€)

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
staff The planned
staff costs will
cover the overall
project
coordination and
management
tasks of the MUA.
145 working days
are estimated for
this task.

Office and
administration
N/A

53,650

Staff costs
Corpo Maquina
has an estimated
45 staff days to
fulfil its partner
level management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

8,047.50

Office and
administration

HZT has an
estimated 45 staff
days to fulfil its
partner level
management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

2,565.00

Office and
administration

Fashion Clash
has an estimated
33 staff days to
fulfil its partner
level management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

14,190

D2.5.3, D2.5.4 –
travel costs linked
to participation in
1) activities of the
Urban
Development
Network and 2)
UIA events, other
UIA project’s
events and
relevant national
conferences

MUA will be
supported in its
coordinator and
managerial
leading role by
external experts
experienced in UIA
management. 2.
Costs of event
organisation
linked to D2.1.5,
D2.2.2, D2.2.6

5,600

141,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Equipment

Sub-total

0

Equipment

Revenues

208,297.50

Sub-total

Total

0

Revenues

208,297.50

Total

0

Equipment

19,665.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

19,665.00

Total

N/A

17,100

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

17,100

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

2,565.00

Office and
administration

0

Equipment

19,665.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

19,665.00

Total

N/A

2,128.50

0

16,318.50

0

16,318.50
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PP 5 ContourdeTwern

Description

Amount (€)

PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 7 - Community
Media Center
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 8 - Police

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
staff R-Newt has
an estimated 50
staff days to fulfil
its partner level
management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

Office and
administration
N/A

32,500

Staff costs

ROC has an
estimated 45 staff
days to fulfil its
partner level
management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

Omroep Tilburg
has an estimated
37 staff days to
fulfil its partner
level management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

Office and
administration

Police has an
estimated 45 staff
days to fulfil its
partner level
management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

20,700

Equipment

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

2,500

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

Equipment

39,875.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

39,875.00

Total

N/A

2,835.00

Office and
administration
N/A

19,240

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

D2.5.4 – travel
costs linked to
participation at UIA
events, other UIA
project’s events
and relevant
national
conferences

4,875.00

18,900

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

0

Equipment

21,735.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

21,735.00

Total

D2.5.4 – travel
costs linked to
participation at UIA
events, other UIA
project’s events
and relevant
national
conferences

2,886.00

Office and
administration

2,000

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

0

Equipment

24,126.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

24,126.00

Total

N/A

3,105.00

0

23,805.00

0

23,805.00
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PP 9 WonenBreburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 10 - BPD
Development Ltd.
(Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

Description

Amount (€)

PP 11 - Tranzo,
Tilburg School of
Social and
Behavioural
Science, Tilburg
University

Description

Amount (€)

Total (€)

Staff costs
Wonen Breburg
has an estimated
34 staff days to
fulfil its partner
level management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

Office and
administration

BPD has an
estimated 45 staff
days to fulfil its
partner level
management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements

3,417.00

Office and
administration

Tranzo has an
estimated 39 staff
days to fulfil its
partner level
management
tasks and to
provide input for
project-level
monitoring and
reporting
requirements.

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

0

Equipment

26,197.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

26,197.00

Total

N/A

34,200

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

22,780

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

5,130.00

Office and
administration

N/A

0

Equipment

39,330.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

39,330.00

Total

D2.5.4 – travel
costs linked to
participation at UIA
events, other UIA
project’s events
and relevant
national
conferences

18,096

2,714.40

2,000

0

0

22,810.40

0

22,810.40

268,456.00

40,268.40

12,100.00

141,000.00

0.00

461,824.40

0.00

461,824.40
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

20 %

35 %

35 %

10 %

100.00 %

92,364.88

161,638.54

161,638.54

46,182.44

461,824.40
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 3 (Communication Work Package)
Title

Communication

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

334,373.60

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 7 - Community Media Center Tilburg

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 2 - Corpo Máquina
PP 3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
PP 4 - FASHIONCLASH
PP 5 - ContourdeTwern
PP 6 - Onderwijsgroep Tilburg
PP 7 - Community Media Center Tilburg
PP 8 - Police
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)
PP 11 - Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University

Summary

WP3 will be coordinated by Omroep, given the organizations’ experience as a media center of Tilburg. Omroep’s T-Reporter team will play a crucial role in the project comm. as a localbased team of young citizen journalists, giving an innovative twist to the comm. approach of ForwArt. The inception of the project will be announced through a public event (D.3.1.2) and a
video material (D.3.1.3). A set of publications (A.3.2) will be used to make available the innovative methods developed and applied throughout ForwArt (the Instinctive methodology, the
Second Skin approach, the integration of art in public service design, and the ‘artification’ of NT) towards interested parties. Within A.3.3, a set of online social media platforms,
accompanied by an official project page hosted by UIA and sub-pages on the PPs websites will ensure the dissemination of key content towards ForwArt’s target audiences. The public
events (A.3.4) will tease the art interventions toward new and established audiences and mark the inauguration of the Art Lab (D.3.3.4). The comm. activities will be complemented by a
set of promotional materials (A.3.5) to be displayed and distributed in relevant venues, and an on-going media relations activity (A.3.6) will ensure visibility on a local and national level. A
final event (A.3.7) will mark the completion of the project. Project-level and PP-level comm. will be harmonized by a Communication strategy (D.3.1.1) set up at the beginning of the
project.

Communication objective

The communication strategy of ForwArt will support the creation of a cultural eco-system in North Tilburg. Therefore, the communication aims to:
Increase the visibility of the local identity of NT and create a sense of pride.
Broadcast the art interventions (WP5) and towards residents of Tilburg and NT.
Increase art participation by engaging new audiences.
Showcasing the innovative approaches used throughout the project towards professionals in the fields of art and policy-making.

Target groups

North Tilburg residents: 5000
With a particular focus on following sub-groups:
Youth (8-25 y.o.): 2600
Parents and relatives: 2000
Migrant community: 1300
Tilburg residents interested in cultural activities: 40000
Public service delivery employees: 200
Youth NGOs: 20
Schools: 10
Local independent art initiatives: 20
Local cultural-artistic organizations: 20
EU Cities: 25
Policymakers: 35 local and national
Art and culture professionals: 50 local, ntl and interntl
Researchers and academics: 50

Activities and Deliverables
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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To facilitate the successful implementation of communication activities, an internal Communication
strategy will be developed, serving as guidance for the PPs and the ForwArt project as a whole. The
inception of the project will be marked by a Launch Event in the form of a half-day festival in North
Tilburg, aimed at local youth and the broader audiences. In addition, Omroep’s T-Reporter team will
develop a video material introducing key information about the project from a journalistic angle, which
will be disseminated to promote ForwArt to its target audiences.

Start up activities

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.1.1
Description

Title

D 3.1.2
Description

Title

D 3.1.3
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

30/09/2020

Delivery date

Communication strategy
Omroep, with the support of PP communication managers, shall draft the Communication strategy,
outlining the outreach plan and a set of measures for the wide dissemination of project results. It
shall set guidelines for engaging with the public, as well as a visual brand identity. It outlines target
groups, the local context, the appropriate channels, planned events, PR opportunities etc. It also
serves as guidance on important communication aspects of taking part in a collaborative EU
funded projects and offers guidelines to coordinate and streamline the PPs publication activities.
The strategy is delivered to PPs in the first month of the project.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/07/2020

1

Delivery date
30/09/2020

1

Delivery date
30/09/2020

Launch Event
A Launch Event will be organized in North Tilburg in M3 publicizing project initiation and its goals
towards the wider audiences. The event will be a half-day festival in North Tilburg featuring I
performances by the artistic partners (HZT, Fashion Clash, Corpo Maquina) and introducing also in
a visualized, easy to grasp format the goals of the project. For this aim, the event will include a
video presentation on the local context of NT, developed as part of the citizen journalism activities of
the T-Reporters before the project initiation. The Launch event will serve to engage NT youth into
the project activities.

Target value

Project Introduction Videoclip
Omroep’s T-Reporters team will create a video material marking the project initiation, introducing
the context, goals, and envisioned activities from a narrative journalistic approach. It will include
interviews with members of the Project Coordination Team (PCT), the artists involved in the project
activities, the Embedding Art in Society Group (EASG), and youth from NT. The video aims to reach
NT (and ultimately the rest of Tilburg inhabitants) in an interactive way, informing them about the
project and building anticipation for the artistic activities to engage the larger audiences. The video
will be uploaded to social media on Facebook in full and on Instagram in shorter sections to
account for the shorter attention span of the medium.

Target value
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In order to capture ForwArt’s innovative methods, the PPs responsible of these elements, aided by
Omroep, shall develop a set of written and visual publications. At least 2 research publications will
disseminate the results of the monitoring activities towards an academic and policy-making audience,
and a Guide on Art and Public Service Design will lay out the steps and methods developed by ForwArt
for other public actors with an interest on the topic. The Instinctive approach employed by Corpo
Maquina will be presented through an Interactive guide, while the fashion design activities carried out
by Fashion Clash will be visualized in a Photobook. A Booklet on area development will illustrate the
spatial interventions conducted in NT.

Publications

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.2.1
Description

Title

D 3.2.2
Description

Title

D 3.2.3
Description

Title

D 3.2.4
Description

Title

D 3.2.5
Description

Title

D 3.2.6
Description

Start date

End date
31/07/2021

Target value

31/05/2023

Delivery date

Research publications
In order to disseminate the findings of the project among researchers and professionals from the
fields of social art, social work, youth work, criminality, well-being and happiness research and
policy innovation, Tranzo shall develop at least 2 of research papers, including a clear-cut
description of the overall intervention, the results of the monitoring along the set of chosen
variables (A.4.3), and the broader implications in terms of future research and transferability to
other settings.

Target value
2

Delivery date
31/08/2022

60

Delivery date
30/04/2023

60

Delivery date
30/04/2023

60

Delivery date
31/05/2023

100

Delivery date
31/10/2022

100

Delivery date
30/04/2023

Guide on Art and Public Service Design
The three system players (Police, R-Newt, Wonen Breburg), coordinated by the MUA, shall work
together to develop a Guide on Art and Public Service Design, aimed at other
municipalities/institutions interested in adapting the insights from ForwArt in order to innovate their
own public service delivery processes. It shall be informed by the processes leading up to the
innovation in public service delivery achieved through WP6, and play a crucial role in the scaling up
of these measures. The guide will be distributed in print version during the municipality’s activities
within regional, national, and European-level networks and events including representatives of
other urban bodies (e.g. Eurocities of which Tilburg is an active member).

Target value

Instinctive Art Booklet
An Instinctive Art Booklet shall be adapted from the Instinctive Art Interactive Guide (D.3.3.5)
developed by Corpo Maquina, laying out the Instinctive approach developed within the organization
and transferred to a set of learning materials (D.5.3.1). The booklet will include attractive visual
elements, such as photographs captured during rehearsals or performances, as well as a
narrative-journalistic account of the learning process undertaken by the talented youth. The Booklet
will be distributed during relevant public events at a local, national, and European level.

Target value

Booklet on area development process
The “artification” of North Tilburg undertaken throughout the spatial interventions of WP7 and WP8,
and guided by the governance processes set up in WP4 will be documented through a booklet
aimed at urban development professionals and other interested urban policy actors. This will
include a variety of graphic materials (sketches, plans, photographs, maps, illustrations)
highlighting the process leading to the renewal of the neighborhood and the resulting interventions
i.e. the plans and art expressions carried out under WP7, the Art Lab (A.8.1), the repurposed flats
(A.8.2), and the open-air platforms and mountable sculptures (A.8.3).

Target value

Second Skin Photobook
The outfits created through the Second Skin approach (D.5.2.4) will be presented in a Photobook
intended for professional audiences from the fashion design discipline, as well as the larger
public. The photobook will include visual and written elements, and will capture the creation
process, from the initial workshops to the use of the created outfits within the HZT and Corpo
Maquina shows (A.5.3). In addition, Omroep’s T-Reporter team shall conduct a series of interviews
with the ROC Tilburg students involved in the Second Skin project, as well as the young individuals
recruited to participate in the identity exploration activities (D.5.1.6).

Target value

Explorative booklet on oral expressions and storytelling in North Tilburg
The content collected by HZT (D.5.1.4) on oral and narrative and oral expressions of identity in
North Tilburg shall be redacted and presented in an Explorative Booklet. The material will include
excerpts from interviews conducted with locals, stories of the individuals’ past and narrative
accounts of their future goals (in the form of ‘dreams’), hip-hop lyrics, pieces of history, traditions,
accounts of encounters within NT, famous stories, and other representative pieces of storytelling
which will play an important role in strengthening the local identity of NT.

Target value
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Online Presence and Multimedia

Deliverable
number

A.3.3 will be aimed at operating a dynamic online presence in order to reach the widest audience
possible. This will rest on three major elements: social media, sub-pages on PPs websites, and the
official project website hosted by UIA, all targeting different audiences with different marketing
strategies and tailor-made content. Key success metrics will be identified and monitored to effectively
maintain online activities throughout the project. A set of video materials will be created by Omroep’s
T-Reporter team as journalistic-narrative elements to support the online content.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.3.1
Description

Title

D 3.3.2
Description

Title

D 3.3.3
Description

Title

D 3.3.4
Description

Title

D 3.3.5
Description

Start date

End date
01/08/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Social Media Profiles
Project profiles on key social media platforms are created for a wide-scale, direct communication.
Content will be tailored to the relevant target group of the channel. Instagram will be used as an
outreach tool to the general public, with a focus on NT youth. The Facebook profile will allow the
project to link with Event pages, creating traffic and traction. Organized social media campaigns will
be linked to the large-scale art shows (A.5.5) and spatial intervention milestones (A.7.2, A.8.1,
A.8.2). Newsfeeds towards the UIA level on Twitter will ensure dissemination towards other
projects, European cities, as well as EU-level policy actors. The Communication Project Team
members of each PP will contribute to the contents of the accounts.

Target value
3

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

20

Delivery date
31/05/2023

1

Delivery date
30/04/2023

Sub-pages on project partner websites
The PPs will adapt the key content, branding elements and communication requirements set up in
the Communication Strategy (D.3.1.1) to the structure of their own websites. This will ensure that
communication towards the target audiences of each PP is tailored to their specific profile, thus
increasing its relevance and impact. The resulting sub-pages will be updated regularly, when
appropriate.

Target value

Official project Website hosted by UIA
In line with UIA Requirements, a project webpage will be created, hosted on the UIA website, which
includes a project description and a dynamic section which will be updated with news every
trimester as per the UIA Programme’s Guidance. The updates will include news regarding various
project-related events, project progress, milestones, publications, onsite visits, and press
coverage.

Target value

Video materials showcasing art interventions
The T-Reporter team will create a series of multimedia materials (i.e. vlogs, interviews) on the art
interventions (WP5), with a focus on the selected and coached individual role models. The
materials will document the talent development process (A.5.2), culminating with the social art
interventions (A.5.3) and large scale art shows (A.5.5), and will highlight both the preparation
stages (e.g. rehearsals, creation workshops etc.) and final results. The resulting videos will be
shared on social media, ensuring their outreach towards the general audience. Furthermore, the
materials will provide a viable documentation of the artistic activities for professionals in the field of
social art, as well as policy actors, youth workers, etc.

Target value

Instinctive Art Interactive Guide
The Instinctive approach learning materials created by Corpo Maquina within D.5.3.1 shall be
presented in an Interactive Guide aimed at artists who want to add a social dimension to their
activities, as well as social workers who want to use art in their interventions. The guide will capture
the Instinctive approach developed and applied by CM in a artistic-journalistic way, by incorporating
a variety of audio-visual and written elements - videos, photographs, interviews etc. - which will
document the processes and people involved in the intervention in different circumstances (at
home, at school, on the street, during rehearsals).

Target value
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A.3.3 aims to raise awareness of the project, as well as provide a sample of the social art
interventions and introduce new audiences to the artistic products developed throughout the project.
The talented youth will have the chance to present their work towards mainstream audiences present
at thematic festivals in Tilburg and nearby, while the unexpected art performances will enable them to
reach broader, new audiences. Participation at public events with short art performances and
temporary exhibitions will link the visibility of ForwArt to official initiatives within the municipality. The Art
Lab inauguration event will serve as a milestone for the project and bring together the community of
actors involved in the local cultural sphere.

Public events

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.4.1
Description

Title

D 3.4.2
Description

Title

D 3.4.3
Description

Title

D 3.4.4
Description

Start date

End date
01/05/2021

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Participation at festivals in Tilburg/nearby
Before and during the project, the artistic PPs (HZT, Corpo Maquina, Fashion Clash) will map out
the festivals taking place in Tilburg and nearby and, where the scope and topic is suitable, will
contact the organizers in order to facilitate the participation of the professional and nonprofessional artists supported by the projects’ art interventions (WP5). This will increase the
visibility of the social art shows developed throughout ForwArt, and enable the talented youngsters
to showcase their work towards a broader audience with an interest in their art form (i.e. dance,
theatre, fashion).

Target value
5

Delivery date
30/06/2023

5

Delivery date
30/04/2023

1

Delivery date
31/10/2021

10

Delivery date
30/09/2022

Participation at public events with short art performances and temporary exhibitions
NT youth involved throughout the projects’ art intervention (WP5) will participate in public events
organized by the MUA and other public bodies, provided the topic of the event and the audience
(e.g. policymakers, citizen groups) are suitable, according to the guidelines set up in the
Communication Strategy. The artists and role models will be able to carry out short performances,
while the outfits developed by ROC students together with Fashion Clash will have the chance to
be temporarily displayed in the public spaces where the events take place. These will serve as
“tasters” of the art interventions for the general public and other target groups.

Target value

Art Lab inauguration event
The Art Lab will be inaugurated through an official event, where inhabitants of Tilburg and NT, PP
representatives, the Embedding Art in Society Group, local decision-makers, wider stakeholders,
local artists, and others will be offered a tour of the container building. The event will also include a
reception, introductory remarks by the PP representatives, as well as a series of performances by
HZT and Corpo Maquina, using outfits created by ROC students together with Fashion Clash.

Target value

Unexpected performances
In order to harness the artistic-performative character of the ForwArt project, the public
communication activities will include a series of 10 unexpected performances in the form of flashmobs, concerts, and short theatrical displays prepared and conducted by Corpo Maquina and HZT.
These performances will engage the public in a direct manner and will aim to spark the curiosity of
passersby. The unexpected performances will take place both in North Tilburg, aimed at its
residents as main target audiences of the ‘artification’ process, and within populated public
spaces in the city, in order to present the new image of NT in the process of its transformation.

Target value
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In order to support engagement with the ForwArt initiatives, public displays, merchandise, and other
visual aids are produced in A.3.5. A visual brand identity will be developed in order to ensure that all
visual communication is harmonized and conforms to UIA and EU guidelines. A series of eye-catching
materials will be displayed in relevant public venues in order to increase general awareness of the
project. Branded merchandise products will be used as an engaging means of communication during
festivals and other public events, specifically targeting youth.

Promotional material

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.5.1
Description

Title

D 3.5.2
Description

Title

D 3.5.3
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

31/10/2020

Delivery date

Visual brand identity
The members of the Communication PCT, aided by an external expert, will be responsible for
creating a full set of visual identity components for the project, including a logo and a set of graphic
elements developed in accordance to the Communication Strategy (D.3.1.1). The visual identity
gives the project a recognizable and coherent image and will follow the common brand identity and
a template provided by the UIA Programme. An integrated logo and image of the project will be
utilized alongside the UIA and the EU logos on templates provided by the UIA programme (set of
templates, letterhead, etc.).

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

3

Delivery date
30/09/2020

10

Delivery date
31/10/2020

Public displays: Project posters, billboards, roll-ups
A range of posters, billboards, and roll-ups will be designed and printed in high-quality to be used
in public spaces. The design shall be in line with the general project brand image and will be eyecatching, informative, and will invite the public and especially NT youth to engage with the project
through its various social media and online channels. These visual elements will put be up at a
location readily visible to the public, and comply with the relevant UIA and EU guidelines, including
the programme logo with the project acronym on it.

Target value

Project Merchandise (headphones, t-shirts, USB drivers, power banks, temporary tattoos)
Project merchandise will contribute to a successful promotional marketing program. Promotional
products are the only medium that engage all five senses yet are easily affordable and their
impression can be long-lasting and measurable. The project will strive to avoid marketing clutter
and will only employ branded merchandise to enhance the project image and to achieve a higher
communication impact. The branded items will be unique, youth-oriented and low-cost. They will
also be distributed during festivals, and other public events to better engage the target group and to
ensure that the project message is better absorbed.

Target value
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Activity 3.6 will ensure regular coverage about ForwArt in local and national media. Coordinated by
Omroep, all PPs will have an active role in maintaining regular contacts with press and media outlets.
Media relations will be prompted by a Press Kit compiled to disseminate on-going content about the
progression of ForwArt, project-level press releases, info briefs, and article inputs, as well as audiovisual materials such as photos and short videos. The PPs organizing performances and other public
displays will arrange media presence to their events.

Media relations

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.6.1
Description

Title

D 3.6.2
Description

Title

D 3.6.3
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Press Kit
The members of the Communications PCT lead by Omroep will be responsible for creating,
regularly updating, and disseminating a professional Press Kit, which enhances communication
with the media and allows them to follow the progress of this project more easily. The “Press Kit”
will be prepared to provide a tool to communicate with the press coherently, effectively and quickly.
The regularly updated kit will contain a general information package for the media including press
releases, high-quality photos, and fact sheets and it is to be disseminated for targeted press
outlets. This Press Kit will be made available on the project Webpage under the single media
repository.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

10

Delivery date
30/06/2023

20

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Press appearances
The Press Kit will be used to organize local and national coverage in daily papers and weekly
publications (online and printed). Partners will provide regular press feeds on major project
milestones and events and ensure that the press coverage is continuous on the project as it
progresses. The press appearances will be made available online.

Target value

Media appearances
Partners responsible for organizing public events (shows, performances, inauguration events, etc.)
will ensure media appearances linked to these events. Appearances will include local, regional
and possibly national media. Where available, media appearances will be linked/ embedded on
the project website, under the single media repository.

Target value
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In order to mark the completion of the ForwArt project, a Final dissemination event shall be organized.
The event will celebrate the achievements of the project and, most importantly, of the talented
youngsters that have participated in the art interventions. Guest speakers will include a member of the
programme secretariat. The audience will consist of local, regional & national level policymakers,
members of the stakeholder group, delegates of network organizations at EU level, citizens and
representatives of relevant UIA projects.

Final dissemination activity
(mandatory)

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 3.7.1
Description

Start date

End date
01/05/2023

Target value

31/05/2023

Delivery date

Final Event
A Final Event to disseminate project results to a wide audience will be organized. The event will
combine the traditional conference character with artistic components. The first part of the event will
take the form of a conference informing the public about ForwArt’s achievements and the future
roadmap for North Tilburg, and will be organized in the award-winning LocHal library (2019
Building of the Year at the World Architecture Festival), as a third place defining the local landscape.
During the second part, the participants will travel to NT in order to experience the full extent of the
neighborhood ‘artification’ process (WP7), and view performances by the youth that have taken part
in the art interventions (WP5).

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/05/2023
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Work Package Budget
PP 1 - Municipality
of Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

Description

Amount (€)

PP 3 - The Southern
Drama Company of
the Netherlands

Description

Amount (€)

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

Description

Amount (€)

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
An estimated 54
staff days have
been allocated for
MUA to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

Office and
administration

An estimated 54
staff days have
been allocated for
MUA to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

2,997.00

Office and
administration

An estimated 50
staff days have
been allocated for
HZT to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

An estimated 55
staff days have
been allocated for
Fashion Clash to
carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

Office and
administration

An estimated 29
staff days have
been allocated for
R-Newt to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

18,850

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

0

Equipment

22,977.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

22,977.00

Total

0

9,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

Equipment

40,464.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

40,464.00

Total

N/A

2,850.00

Office and
administration
N/A

23,650

Staff costs

0

Equipment

Costs related to
the creation of the
Instinctive Art
Interactive Guide
(D3.2.3) and
transfer of the
intrinsic approach
(D3.4.6)

4,104.00

19,000

Staff costs

0

N/A

27,360

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

19,980

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

0

Equipment

21,850.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

21,850.00

Total

Design, editing
and printing costs
related to D3.2.5
Second Skin
Photobook

3,547.50

Office and
administration

0

8,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

0

Equipment

35,197.50

Sub-total

0

Revenues

35,197.50

Total

N/A

2,827.50

0

21,677.50

0

21,677.50
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PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 7 - Community
Media Center
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 8 - Police

Description

Amount (€)

PP 9 WonenBreburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 10 - BPD
Development Ltd.
(Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs

An estimated 23
staff days have
been allocated for
ROC to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

Office and
administration

An estimated 117
staff days have
been allocated for
Omroep Tilburg as
responsible for
WP3 to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks and
coordination of the
WP

1,449.00

Office and
administration

An estimated 23
staff days have
been allocated for
the Police to carry
out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

An estimated 28
staff days have
been allocated for
Wonen Breburg to
carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3.

Office and
administration

An estimated 21
staff days have
been allocated for
BPD to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3

15,960

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

0

37,500

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

Equipment

11,109.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

11,109.00

Total

Costs related to
project
merchandise in
D3.5.3

8,000

Equipment

115,466.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

115,466.00

Total

N/A

1,587.00

Office and
administration

0

Equipment

12,167.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

12,167.00

Total

N/A

18,760

Staff costs

0

Expert support for
D3.1.1, D3.5.1,
design, editing &
where relevant
printing costs for
D3.1.3, 3.3.4,
3.3.5, 3.5.2, costs
related to media
appearances in
D3.6.3

9,126.00

10,580

Staff costs

0

N/A

60,840

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

9,660

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

2,814.00

Office and
administration

N/A

0

Equipment

21,574.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

21,574.00

Total

Design, editing
and printing costs
related to D3.2.4
Booklet on Area
Development
Process

2,394.00

0

5,000

0

23,354.00

0

23,354.00
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PP 11 - Tranzo,
Tilburg School of
Social and
Behavioural
Science, Tilburg
University

Description

Amount (€)

Total (€)

Staff costs

staff An estimated
16 staff days have
been allocated for
Tranzo to carry out
communication
and dissemination
related tasks of
WP3.

Office and
administration

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

N/A

7,424

1,113.60

0

0

0

8,537.60

0

8,537.60

232,064.00

34,809.60

0.00

59,500.00

8,000.00

334,373.60

0.00

334,373.60
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

20 %

25 %

25 %

30 %

100.00 %

66,874.72

83,593.40

83,593.40

100,312.08

334,373.60
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 4 (Implementation Work Package)
Title

Transition governance

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

442,252.50

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 2 - Corpo Máquina
PP 3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
PP 4 - FASHIONCLASH
PP 5 - ContourdeTwern
PP 6 - Onderwijsgroep Tilburg
PP 7 - Community Media Center Tilburg
PP 8 - Police
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)
PP 11 - Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University

Summary

WP4 provides steering for transition in North Tilburg, in line with the municipal PACT approach, which connects bottom-up urban cohesion making with a cross-departmental task force
to combat organised crime in 3 vulnerable areas of Tilburg. Residents in these parts of the city feel more unsafe and there is increasing juvenile crime. Participation in art creation can
be an entry ticket to mainstream society, to be able to aim and to achieve, to have hopes and thus future for the youth in North Tilburg. To accomplish desired participation in art-making
we - public services and cultural institutions and NGOs - join forces.
A4.1 will build up the ArenaArt+ participatory transition management system, building on ARENA process governed by MUA. This governance structure will provide relevant inputs for and
feedback on the selection of art interventions (WP5), public service delivery needs for change (WP6), and identifying relevant spots and measures for the spatial interventions (WP7)
A4.2 will build up the participatory co-management structure for the new art facilities to be developed in NT. Many of the social art interventions of wp5 will be located in the art facilities,
managed within A4.2 and being constructed within wp8 investment.
A4.3 is also an overarching activity, which will provide a comprehensive, interdisciplinary monitoring framework and providing an important innovation element in monitoring Eudaimonic
well-being.
This WP is coordinated by MUA.

Activities, Deliverables and Outputs
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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A 4.1

Agenda for change: ArenaArt+ cogovernance system

A.4.1 aims to create a participatory, bottom-up transition management structure ArenaArt+ that will
guide the art interventions described in WP5 and WP7. This will be organized according to proven
transition methodology used by MUA, adapted (D4.1.1) to the specific focus on art and its effect on
social issues. The ArenaArt+ will ensure that the potential breakthrough agenda taken for the overall
transition process are informed by the actual needs, ideas, and values of NT residents and key
stakeholders.

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

31/03/2023

Changemakers will be selected to the Arena (D4.1.2) platform, who will participate in boosting
session, while a wider group of stakeholders will also contribute to the definition of artistic transition
experiments.

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 4.1.1
Description

Title

D 4.1.2
Description

Title

D 4.1.3
Description

Title

Target value

Delivery date

ArenaArt+ methodology and process established
We will adapt the H2020 UrbanA methodology developed by DRIFT institute (to be involved as
stakeholders) to be focused on art interventions. The already established Arena process in North
Tilburg which was managed by MUA will be upgraded.
The methodological guidelines will include details on designing, co-creating and hosting a local
arena for a sustainable and just North Tilburg, to serve as a transition management philosophy.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

1

Delivery date
31/08/2020

3

Delivery date
30/11/2021

1

Delivery date
30/04/2022

5

Delivery date
31/03/2023

Transition team set up: ARENA niche players selected
The ARENA methodology is based on the notion that change is never achieved by institutions, but
only by individuals. Therefore within the ArenaArt+ process we will look for niche players, who could
be the local changemakers in North Tilburg. It is important to involve them throughout the project
implementation and also within the steering of transition management. At least 6 such players,
involved in social art or cultural activities from the neighbourhood will be invited to take part within
ArenaArt+ inner circle of action.
The niche players will be selected from the project’s wide stakeholder group inc. EELT, De
Noordmannen, Noorderlicht, Erwin Steijlen, transformative schools, muslim empowerment group,
JAR youth advisory council etc.

Target value

Kick off workshop for Arena process held
A Kick-off ARENA workshop will be held to include management and board-level members of
relevant stakeholders held during the 3rd quarter of 2020. The workshops will deep dive all its
participants into the manner by which they will be able to define artistic transition experiments,
inspire them to do so, and give a roadmap on the implementation trajectories of the ARENA
processes within the framework of the project, setting and synchronizing all agendas. Professor
Derk Loorback and the Mayor of Tilburg, Theo Weterings, will be present during the workshop.

Target value

Transition process managed: Arena boosting sessions held
Target value

D 4.1.4
Description

Title

D 4.1.5
Description

Title

D 4.1.6
Description

Output
Number

A set of 3 boosting sessions will be held with in-between management of the process. The
pathfinding sessions will focus on spreading the transition ideas from the ArenaArt+ processes
over the neighborhood of NT.

Long term change agenda defined
With the transition networks established a long-term change agenda will be set up. This agenda
will make sure that all directions established throughout the ArenaArt+ process will be maintained.
Based on the ArenaArt+ methods, the agenda will take into account the overall transition process in
NT, as well as the changes in the needs & values of NT residents and stakeholders, ensuring its
resilience on a long-term manner, i.e. well after the conclusion of the project.

Events held to roll out change management/transition methodology at regional and national level
The results of the change management methodology will be rolled out at regional and national
level throughout a series of events, including a possible social innovation workshop by
methodology holder DRIFT and other events held in cooperation with transferring wider
stakeholders such as Brabant Stad and the Centre of Criminal Studies. These will make sure that
the methodology will be disseminated to cities and key public services of relevance.

Project output
Title

Description

Target value

Target value

Delivery date

Co-created artistic transition experiments (activities) defined
The output of the ArenaArt+ transition management process will be a clear vision on the artistic
transition experiments which should be co-created within the project in wp5 and wp6.

O 4.1.1

Target value

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/05/2021

The role and guiding principles and identity strengthening messages for the art experiments
should be defined here, while also cooperation for joint action should be forged here.
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A 4.2

Art Lab Facility and Artists
Residency Scheme Management

A.4.2 aims to apply the bottom-up governance approach to the regular management of the newly
established Art Lab Facility and the Artist Residency scheme, whose physical elements are defined
within WP7. The everyday facility management will be led by WoB, while Members of the ArenaArt+
process and the art company partners (CM, HZT, FC) will be responsible for the thematic
management.
The art space management will be executed through the newly established Art Lab facility comanagement association (D4.2.4), while financial sustainability will be ensured through the cofinancing scheme (D4.2.5). Results of running the Art Lab Facilities will be shared within a business
model document (D 4.2.6).

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 4.2.1
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Management guidelines and specifications for different Art Lab facilities are set
Elements of the Art Labs which will require maintenance and facility management include 1) New
Pop up studio (container building) for performing arts to be shared between art partners and other
stakeholders both for rehearsing and performing. 2) Artist Residency Scheme - a number of flats
will be turned into Artists Residency - to invite artists to the neighborhood 3) the prototype of smaller
indoor ateliers to be transformed from the existing social housing stock 4) open-air performing
area possibly within the Ypelaerpark area with tech support.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/09/2020

1

Delivery date
31/01/2021

1

Delivery date
31/03/2021

1

Delivery date
30/06/2021

1

Delivery date
30/11/2021

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Within this deliverable, we will define the specific principles, aims, and processes which will guide
these facilities.

Title

D 4.2.2
Description

Title

D 4.2.3
Description

Title

D 4.2.4
Description

Title

D 4.2.5
Description

Title

D 4.2.6
Description

Art Lab artists’ residency scheme developed
The Artists’ Residency scheme should settle a number of guidelines and rules including 1) who
can stay (artists or art students as well?), for who long (from 6 till 12 months) and through what
kind of competition (invited or open call) will she be selected 2) what will be the financial
contribution for the residency, 3) how the residing artists will contribute to the life of the community,
what social duties will they take up, what will they offer to the inhabitants and through which
institutions could they engage with the community, etc.
The number of flats to be offered will grow evolutionary, starting from 2-3 available flats to up to 15
flats. The number of flats will follow the natural fluctuation of residents moving in and out.

Target value

Co-management model for Art Lab Facilities defined
The co-management model will define the management principles of the co-management
association that will be set up. The co-management model will cover issues related to the
management, physical creation and upkeep of the Art Lab Facilities. This will include taking care of
legal aspects & requirements, reliability, management & executive responsibilities. It will also
define manners to set-up the ateliers. The co-management model will be needed to give the
management guidelines for Art Lab facilities, and the residency scheme (D.4.2.1. and D.4.2.2). a
management-related grid needed to run an association. Two professionals will be responsible for
facility management but will be guided by the association.

Target value

Art Lab facility co-management association created
An Art Lab facility co-management association will be co-created by local art groups, WoB and the
three core art players Copro Maquina, Fashion Clash and HZT. Two site managers will be paid
from local art groups and WoB, The three core art players will be involved in the artistic steering, to
create the artistic vision for activities to be welcomed and artists to be invited. The association will
ensure joint responsibility for management and influence the way building and art creation
processes are being rolled out.

Target value

Co-financing mechanism for using Art Lab facilities developed and deployed
A co-financing mechanism for using Art Lab facilities will be developed and deployed, relating to
the ateliers & pop-up studios of the Art Lab facilities. An important factor is the fact that an
apartment not rented out, but used within the Artists Residency scheme is a loss for WoB on rent
revenues. Models will be created to develop working revenue models (e.g. from residency artists
and other Art Lab facilities) and the distribution of these revenues toward the various Art Lab
facilities. The mechanism will ensure that a full image is being created of the costs and revenues
of running and implementing the Art Lab Facilities, as a decisive factor for WoB on its long-term
viability after project-closure.

Target value

Running the Art Lab facilities and the Art Lab Artists’ Residency scheme
The Art Lab facilities will be running for 2 years within the project. We will start with the Artists’
Residency Scheme since that will require the least investment and can be introduced gradually,
which will be followed with the establishment and working of the smaller Atelier which we will use
for at least 16 months. All Art Lab facilities should be running for at least 12 months in order to
evaluate their viability.

Target value
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Output
Number

Project output
Title

O 4.2.1
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Business model of Art Lab facilities developed
A business model will be developed in sight of possible upscaling opportunities 1) to the other
PACT areas in Tilburg but also mainly 2) to others cities in the Netherlands that deal with similar
issues of deprived neighborhoods that would highly benefit from artistic interventions in order to
fight social issues, crime, and loneliness.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/04/2023
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A4.3 defines interdisciplinary monitoring processes that inform the governance of the project (A4.1)
and creates outputs which benefits municipal policymaking (O4.3.1).

A 4.3

Individual and neighbourhood
level monitoring

Monitoring and impact evaluation is based on a combination of field experiments, survey research,
neighbourhood statistics, police data, in-depth interviews, etc. We aim to capture change on both
neighbourhood and individual level.
Thus a mixture of objective and subjective data will be collected to capture changes in 4 different
dimensions: 1) Subjective Well-being captured with cognitive and eudaimonic well-being measures 2)
exposure to criminal behaviour 3) levels and intensity of participating in art and cultural events 4)
attitude towards public services.

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

30/04/2023
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Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 4.3.1
Description

Title

D 4.3.2
Description

Title

D 4.3.3
Description

Title

Target value

Realist Evaluation program defined with detailed monitoring plan
We will use Realist Evaluation approach to monitor and evaluate the process and results of the
project activities. Within this research design insights are provided whether, how, when, why and
for whom the interventions work. We will develop the initial programme theory (contextmechanisms-outcomes) and choose the best-fitting evaluation methods here, including selection
of researchers to approach vulnerable youth, set of incentives, timing of monitoring, researchers
and qualitative and quantitative methods.

Target value

We want to have the monitoring to be as close to the neighborhood as possible. Where it is
possible professionally - no conflict of interest or breaching of info - we will use local people to help
conducting surveys and questionnaires. For this reason, we will organize two trainings for
individuals recruited from the Youth Council, Muslim empowerment Tilburg group, etc. They will
also have the opportunity to learn relevant skills.

D 4.3.5
Description

Delivery date
31/01/2021

2

Delivery date
31/01/2023

3

Delivery date
28/02/2021

3

Delivery date
30/04/2023

3

Delivery date
30/04/2023

3

Delivery date
30/04/2023

3

Delivery date
30/04/2023

Target value

Methodological workshops/guidelines to coordinate storytelling techniques
Storytelling - both visual and oral/written in the form of self-reflection -will be an important part of
monitoring and to capture changes at the individual level. Since it can provide a qualitative, very
deep understanding of changes, motivations, struggles on the level of individual among youth who
will be involved within art performances. Tranzo will hold 3 rounds of methodological workshops for
artistic partners, with written guidelines so that storytelling (D5.3.7.) will happen in a coordinated
way.

Target value

Monitoring eudaimonic well-being

Target value

D 4.3.4

Title

1

Trainings for local people to be actively involved in monitoring processes

Eudaimonic well-being refers to a state of flourishing and feeling of meaningfulness. This type of
wellbeing is closely related to people's feelings of autonomy, competency, relatedness, personal
growth, purpose, self-acceptance, and engagement.
Description

Delivery date

We will monitor the effects of project activities in this respect both at neighborhood level using
representative surveys and at individual level using qualitative methods, including communitybased journalism, T-reporters, storytelling techniques, 360-degree interviews. We will also create a
control group to better terminate effects of ForwArt interventions.
This monitoring includes 2 interim and 1 final report.

Monitoring exposure to criminal behaviour among young people
Monitoring and evaluation efforts focus on understanding social processes for the 8-12 age group
since this is the vulnerable age group where undermining first appears. Issues to be covered
include feeling of safety, proximity of criminals and drug dealers, visibility of criminal money,
frequency of encountering violent and antisocial behavior, attitude towards weapon possession,
presence of positive/negative role models.

Target value

The effects of project activities both at the neighbourhood level using a representative survey and at
individual level using qualitative methods will be measured. Semantic and language-based
monitoring will also be achieved. 2 interim and 1 final report will be produced.

Title

D 4.3.6
Description

Title

D 4.3.7
Description

Monitoring art participation and practicing in North Tilburg
Within EU Culture Statistics 2019 the Netherlands recorded the highest proportion of nonparticipants citing a lack of interest as the primary reason for not taking part. ForwArt project will
investigate how by bringing the artistic offer more relevant to the citizens, by investing in engaging
citizens both in thematizing performances and in practicing art itself can have a visible impact on art
participation.
Monitoring will be conducted at both neighborhood and individual level and will also cover projectspecific questions (participated in initiatives, etc) and bottom-up form of expressions, such as
street art. This monitoring includes 2 interim and 1 final report and will also influence our
understanding of the meaning of art.

Target value

Monitoring public service acceptance and appreciation in NT
As the project seeks to innovate by interlinking art interventions with change in public service
delivery (wp6), the monitoring will also assess the attitudes of North Tilburg citizens towards the
various public services they are exposed to.
Public service innovation will be based on service design, thus the monitoring will also focus on
customer experiences, empathy maps, etc. The monitoring will include both quantitative surveys
and qualitative interviews, customer journeys, etc.
This monitoring includes 2 interim and 1 final report.

Target value
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Output
Number

Project output
Title

O 4.3.1
Description

Title

O 4.3.2
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Changes on individual level analysed
Information gained along the lines of the four monitoring components will be analyzed at an
individual level, in order to feed into and inform the on-going activities of the project, as well as to
serve an important role in the evaluation of the impact of the project. Since qualitative information
can flow in a higher frequency we plan 4 rounds of analysis, in the form of reflective sessions.

Target value
4

Delivery date
30/04/2023

1

Delivery date
30/04/2023

Changes in area based monitoring practices captured
The project will contribute to innovation in the field of area regeneration monitoring, due to a better
understanding of interrelated processes in terms of well-being, resiliency, art participation, safety,
urban texture, etc.
A.4.3 results in a re-defined municipal monitoring process to include eudaimonic well-being,
exposure to criminal behavior, art participation, social quality of public spaces and acceptance of
public services into area-based monitoring practices.

Target value
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Work Package Budget
PP 1 - Municipality
of Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

Description

Amount (€)

PP 3 - The Southern
Drama Company of
the Netherlands

Description

Amount (€)

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

Description

Amount (€)

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

Description

Amount (€)

PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
The MUA as WP
leader has an
estimated 75 staff
days allocated for
WP4

Office and
administration
N/A

27,750

Staff costs
Corpo Maquina
has an estimated
34 staff days
allocated for WP4

HZT has an
estimated 24 staff
days allocated for
WP4

Office and
administration

Fashionclash has
an estimated 18
staff days
allocated for WP4

1,938.00

Office and
administration

R-Newt has an
estimated 44 staff
days allocated for
WP4

1,368.00

Office and
administration

ROC has an
estimated 16 staff
days allocated for
WP4

6,720

Revenues

Total

0

57,100

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

0

Equipment

89,012.50

Sub-total

0

Revenues

89,012.50

Total

0

Equipment

14,858.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

14,858.00

Total

0

Equipment

10,488.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

10,488.00

Total

N/A

1,161.00

Office and
administration

0

Equipment

8,901.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

8,901.00

Total

N/A

28,600

Staff costs

Sub-total

N/A

7,740

Staff costs

Equipment

N/A

9,120

Staff costs

External expertise
and services
Professional
support to
methodology,
process setup and
managing the
Arena ART+
process in A4.1

4,162.50

12,920

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

4,290.00

Office and
administration

0

Equipment

32,890.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

32,890.00

Total

N/A

1,008.00

0

7,728.00

0

7,728.00
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PP 7 - Community
Media Center
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 8 - Police

Description

Amount (€)

PP 9 WonenBreburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 10 - BPD
Development Ltd.
(Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

Description

Amount (€)

PP 11 - Tranzo,
Tilburg School of
Social and
Behavioural
Science, Tilburg
University

Description

Amount (€)

Total (€)

Staff costs

Omroep has an
estimated 17 staff
days allocated for
WP4

Office and
administration

Police has an
estimated 7 staff
days allocated for
WP4

1,326.00

Office and
administration

WoB as A4.2
leader has an
estimated 84 staff
days allocated for
WP4

483.00

Office and
administration

BPD has an
estimated 21 staff
days allocated for
WP4

Tranzo as A4.3
leader has an
estimated 172
staff days
allocated for WP4

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

0

Equipment

10,166.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

10,166.00

Total

0

Equipment

3,703.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

3,703.00

Total

Professional
expert support to
D4.2.2, D4.2.3 and
D4.2.4

8,442.00

Office and
administration

0

14,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

N/A

15,960

Staff costs

0

N/A

56,280

Staff costs

0

Equipment

N/A

3,220

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

8,840

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

0

Equipment

78,722.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

78,722.00

Total

Professional
expert support to
developing the
business model of
Art Lab Facilites in
O4.2.1.

2,394.00

Office and
administration

0

6,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

N/A

0

Equipment

24,354.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

24,354.00

Total

Interviewers' and
any professional
external costs for
D4.3.4 to 4.3.7, as
well as
organizational
costs related to
D4.3.3

108,200

16,230.00

0

37,000

0

161,430.00

0

161,430.00

285,350.00

42,802.50

0.00

114,100.00

0.00

442,252.50

0.00

442,252.50
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

15 %

30 %

30 %

25 %

100.00 %

66,337.88

132,675.75

132,675.75

110,563.13

442,252.50

Indicative budget breakdown per activity
Activity

Amount (%)

Budget (€)

A 4.1

21 %

92,873.03

A 4.2

33 %

145,943.33

A 4.3

46 %

203,436.15

Total

100.00 %

442,252.50
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 5 (Implementation Work Package)
Title

Art interventions

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

976,957.80

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 2 - Corpo Máquina

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 2 - Corpo Máquina
PP 3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
PP 4 - FASHIONCLASH
PP 5 - ContourdeTwern
PP 6 - Onderwijsgroep Tilburg
PP 7 - Community Media Center Tilburg
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 11 - Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University

Summary

Art is necessary to produce the “imagination” that at-risk youth need to see themselves as more than “delinquents”; they can construct, through art, new identities about who they are.
Work has already started in North Tilburg with at-risk youth, Corpo Maquina created dance shows with ex-detainees and vulnerable Somali youngsters, while Het Zuidelijk Toneel
produced The Backside of Tilburg show, exploring how Drugs, the black gold of the modern happiness industry meets broadly supported needs, such as tension, energy, damping,
anesthesia, escape, rest. This work package investigates opportunities to systemize sporadic social art interventions in North Tilburg.
This WP will gradually explore and discover (5.1) engage (A5.2), develop (A5.3), support (A5.4) and exhibit (A5.5) talents from the fringes of society, including NEET youth, drug addicts,
ex-detainees, youngsters involved in criminal activities. During the different professional productions (art projects) project partners will work with people from the fringe of society. During
the performances, their statuses shift from outcasts to role models.
Many of the activities of WP5 will be executing within those Art Lab facilities, for which the management processes will be developed in WP4. Youth performers within the exploratory art
performances (WP5) and the methodologies used within these performances will be the basis for incorporating artistic skills, understanding, and methodologies within public service
delivery (WP6).

Activities, Deliverables and Outputs
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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This activity will try to reach out to those who usually do not want to be reached. This can be achieved
with the power of art and this is how engagement through art participation can create an impact on
individual wellbeing.

A 5.1

Self discovery of identity and talent

Art participation levels in North Tilburg are lower than average. A research on art participation in the
Netherlands shows that it is mostly due to lack of interest, ie. that the available art performances are
not “on the same” artistic language, are not intended to reach mostly migrant neighborhoods.

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

30/06/2023

We want to provide a richer, more diverse ecosystem in North, creating opportunities for self-discovery
and expression facilitated with art activities in different domains (fashion, verbal expression, dance,
etc.)

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 5.1.1
Description

Title

D 5.1.2
Description

Title

D 5.1.3
Description

Title

D 5.1.4
Description

Title

D 5.1.5
Description

Title

D 5.1.6
Description

Title

Target value

Delivery date

Knock on the door snowball engagement methodology established for all self-discovery interventi
ons
Project partners will establish a methodology for engagement for the self-discovery interventions
contained in A5.1. It will define the appropriate means and processes to engage those most
deprived and closed off residents who would not normally participate in art shows and even less
would take part in the production of art or would respond to communal activities.
The methodology will coordinate the different engagement approaches including T-reporters,
Second skin fashion explorations, collecting oral expressions, daily exploratory movement
workshops.
Proper understanding of aspirations and insights on street culture will be supported by an ongoing
participant research on street culture to help reaching out in a suitable manner.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/10/2020

15

Delivery date
28/02/2022

100

Delivery date
31/03/2023

1

Delivery date
30/04/2021

1

Delivery date
28/02/2021

100

Delivery date
30/04/2021

T-reporters are selected and trained
The T-reporters (15 in total) will be youngsters of NT, that will be selected, trained and supported by
Omroep Tilburg to become citizen journalists, effectively reporting on issues that are relevant to
their local societal and cultural contexts on a bottom-up manner. The trainings will focus on video
making techniques, idea formation, and presentation by Omroep Tilburg. Moreover, HZT will
provide coaching on presentation skills, while Tranzo will teach them on interviewing techniques.
By doing so, T-Reporters will become explorers, researchers and communicators within NT that
will help to develop role models from talented youth. Being known by their peers, they will be more
accepted by the main target groups of the project.

Target value

100 reports created by T-reporters
Envisaged are 100 reports to be created by T-reporters. Two types of reports will be created, 1)
reports on pre-selected topics such as hope & hero, identity & culture) and 2) self-selected topics
showing the interests of the youth. The reports will be highly important to showcase existing
community role models, daily life and societal issues in NT. The reports will provide valuable input
for the ArenaArt+ processes, provide input for monitoring activities (WP4) and generate inspiration
and information on role models (WP5). The stories will also provide highly important information to
strengthen the identity of the youth in North Tilburg and thus could reduce the attractiveness of
undermining activities among vulnerable youngsters.

Target value

Content for explorative booklet created on oral expressions and storytelling in North Tilburg
The project will also explore the identities of the North Tilburg residents by seeking to discover their
oral and narrative expressions. This will include hip-hop, rap, traditional histories, dreams, fairy
tales. This will jointly be done by Fashion Clash, HZT, R-newt, and later on within project delivery be
used both in murals, art expressions, on the internal artification of residential block and also within
live performances.

Target value

Social networks, bonds and ties among neighbours made visible
The identities collected in NT will be displayed using the texture of the neighbourhood itself through
artistic means. The stages set for these artistic interventions will be e.g. housing units of WoB &
pavements on streets in NT. Moreover, flash mobs will be created, as well as street performances.
HZT, R-newt, WoB will coordinate these activities, set the frames in which art can be created and
assist the talents with creating maximum artistic explore and societal impact in the direct NT
surrounding where these localized community art expressions take shape.

Target value

100 people’s identity within neighbourhood through fashion explored
This deliverable is the first step in the Second Skin approach. Second Skin will be an exploration
and celebration of NT fashion and its link with NT identities and cultures. It will connect students
from ROC Tilburg with NT residents, with the former designing and creating custom outfits that
represent the personal stories and identities of the latter. With this deliverable, FASHIONCLASH
will organize a series of workshops in NT. In these workshops, FASHIONCLASH will facilitate an
exploration of NT’s fashion culture. As a result, 100 young individuals will be recruited to participate
in the Second Skin approach. Once recruited, these participants will take part in a series of identity
exploration workshops described in D.5.2.4.

Target value

Talent explorative daily lesson programme in North Tilburg - movement for body art

Target value

Delivery date
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D 5.1.7

Description

Title

D 5.1.8
Description
Output
Number

Corpo Máquina’s movers organize a 20 months and 5 days per week lesson programme that
explores artistic visions on physical presence and experience to create social dialogues among
participants. The lessons take instinctive approaches to body movement as a basis. Through a
journey that takes artistically angels of body motion as basis, personal and common visions on the
present, as well as instinctive & unconscious physiological knowledge are explored. The lessons
will aim to build trust, trigger artistic interest and provide continuity and real presence in the
neighborhood. Corpo Máquina will also approach local rappers, singers and heroes to join.

400

30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
28/02/2023

Roadmap created for young talents to be involved in art activities
A roadmap and an engagement guide will be created for every young person who will be involved in
any of the engagement activities and who would like to be further involved in social art
performances. These roadmaps (cc for 50 young talents) could be used by R-newt to monitor their
involvement, to give them support and to mitigate potential interest clashes between different art
organisations working in the area.
Project output

Target value

Target value

Delivery date
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Within this work package, we want to explore whether if we create opportunities for self-discovery and
expression for vulnerable youth, provide a richer, more diverse cultural ecosystem has an impact on
the individual wellbeing of those kids (and their families and social surroundings, more in particular
the school and street setting).
A 5.2

Talent development among youth
at risks

Start date
This activity, in particular, will provide opportunities for engaged youth to explore and develop their
artistic talent. Art-based activities - let it be discovering fashion habits, as a way of self-expression,
body language or oral expressions - should be intrinsic activities, and should be exercised for the
benefit of self-discovery.

End date
01/09/2020

30/06/2023
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Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 5.2.1
Description

Title

D 5.2.2
Description

Title

Target value

Delivery date

Talent development team meetings organised
We will create a talent development team to coordinate artistic actions, issues covering
coordination of different artistic performances with local youth, working with artists in residence,
scheduling art interventions, and building forth on the roadmap for talent involvement monitoring
created by R-newt (D.5.1.8). The meetings will lead to a cross-fertilization of ideas and actions in
their timing and artistic content, as well as manners to synchronize training activities of youngsters.
It will help to define the content and invited artists of monthly workshops held

Target value
36

Delivery date
30/06/2023

25

Delivery date
31/12/2021

36

Delivery date
31/03/2022

36

Delivery date
31/07/2021

36

Delivery date
30/06/2023

18

Delivery date
31/05/2023

50

Delivery date
30/06/2023

50

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Deepening sessions with HZT on oral expressions
HZT will scout young people in NT by setting up small workshops, also outdoor improvisatory rap
sessions to attract the local youth to deepening sessions (at least 25). Here, using co-creation
methods, HZT will explore oral expressions of the youngsters, jointly formulate ideas of local
heroes and investigate local attitudes and content specific to hip-hop through rap and hip-hop
slamming rehearsals (D.5.3.4.) HZT will use the deepening sessions to create the NT HEROES
performance (D.5.5.1) in 2023. Every month an inspiring programme with a local hero will be
created for which HZT will approach, among others, rappers Boef, Jerra Eleven, MR Doom & Theo
Misjiedan, kickboxer Remy Bonjasky, and folk singer Guus Meeuwis.

Target value

Workshops for graffiti visual expressions organised
Target value

D 5.2.3
Description

Title

D 5.2.4
Description

Title

D 5.2.5
Description

Title

D 5.2.6
Description

Title

D 5.2.7
Description

Title

D 5.2.8
Description

Partners will work with at-risk youth to engage them in visual expression workshops through graffiti.
These will focus on the exploration of inner identities and stories that these youngsters deal with
on a guided manner and focusing on the artistic sides of graffiti.

Exploring identity through fashion - traditions and design
This deliverable is the second step in the Second Skin approach. The 100 individuals who were
selected in D.5.1.6 will participate in a series of workshops that will allow them to examine the
many components of their identities and, subsequently, to understand and select those elements
that are important for their self-conception. Once selected, these elements will inform the design
work that will take place in D.5.3.6.

Target value

Workshops offered by artists in residence
Artist that take part in the Artist in Residency will stay in NT for at least six months at a reduced fee.
In return, they will be asked to perform duties that are to the benefit of the local communities in
North Tilburg. These will mainly take the form of workshops/ R-Newt and local schools will provide
the main ground for action, inviting their pools of NT youngsters to the workshops to engage in
artistic experiences, stimulate creativity and artistic experimentation. Each artist will focus on artist
fields they are the most active and competent in.

Target value

Bi-monthly Movers/Makers workshops with role models from the art world
The purpose of the Workshops shall be to facilitate the sharing of experiences between artists
within Corpo Maquina, HZT, and Fashion Clash, and the talented youth engaged under A.5.2, on
the one hand, and guest professionals from the field of culture, on the other hand.
The bi-monthly Movers/Markers Workshops will connect talented youth with already existing role
models in the art world.
Partners will invite the very best of every field to the community of Movers/Makers to NT. On the
selected Saturday evenings a workshop program is organized with talented movers/makers and
constructive role models from different disciplines: for example house dance experimental with
Alesyia Dobysh and Wennah Wilkers, pole dance with Yvonne Smink, etc.

Target value

Embedded social work for discovered talents to support established artistic and role model paths
Corpo Maquina and R-Newt will offer social work in the form of coaching to 50 discovered talents
with the goal of raising their capabilities to exploit their talents in a constructive manner in their daily
lives and prevent falling back into old (dysfunctional) habits. The social worker will accompany
discovered talents on their artistic explorative path, establishing life goals, priorities, and seek to
induce a feeling of hope and direction.
The participants from the talent explorative daily workshops (5.1.7) and from the Mover/Maker
workshops (5.2.6) will be supported by embedded social work. The talents might represent the
most diverse life strands, ex-prisoners, gang members, footballers, street dancers, different ethnic
groups.

Target value

On-going artistic & professional coaching for young adults taking part in the performances
The role models & heroes have benefitted from the embedded social work and were selected
before and during the performances will receive on-going and art-bases coaching and continuous
professional support. This will make these new performing artists better able to carry out their
artistic initiatives, gain independence in exploring their talents and build a more sustainable
professional artistic lifepatch and/or career (e.g. building networks, connecting with audiences).
This will also include coaching on psychological aspects of this lifepath.

Target value
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Output
Number

Project output

Target value

Delivery date
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A 5.3

Talents from the fringes of society
participating in social art
interventions

Deliverable
number

This activity is the core action to create real heroes, real role models from the artistic talents found in
North Tilburg. ForwArt project’s aim is to create viable options in life paths and to showcase new role
models. For this reason, the talents found from the fringes of society will be further coached and
supported to get to center stage and be part of mainstream art productions as fully-fledged artists.
Within this activity, we will organize art workshops, graffiti boot-camps, rehearsals to further work on
the skills and abilities of youth.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 5.3.1
Description

Title

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

Delivery date

Instinctive approach learning materials create
The Corpo Maquina Artistic Development team will coordinate the creation of an interactive material
aimed at sharing the Instinctive approach developed within the organization. The approach is a
crossover between different dance and movement styles and street influences and is based on the
conviction that there is a dancer in every human being, regardless of skill and training, therefore
being particularly suitable for work with at-risk youth. CM will develop an interactive guide (D.3.3.5)
which will include videos, photographs, and interviews alongside text and a shorter printed version
(D.3.2.3). The creation of the material will be based on the previous experience of CM and feedback
received from the previous participants

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/06/2022

1

Delivery date
28/02/2023

5

Delivery date
30/06/2023

50

Delivery date
28/02/2022

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

5

Delivery date
31/01/2022

1

Delivery date
31/03/2023

Coaching in instinctive approach for the Artists in Residence
Target value

D 5.3.2
Description

Title

D 5.3.3
Description

Title

D 5.3.4
Description

Title

D 5.3.5
Description

Title

The artists and art students benefiting from the residency program are going to be coached in the
instinctive approach developed by Corpo Maquina in order to be well-integrated into ForwArt’s
philosophy.

Rehearsals and show development using body as art
Instinctive Performance is an invitation to move that frees the body from its daily straitjacket of
social and cultural conventions and gives space to previous experiences stored in the body. It is
based on the assumption that our experience of the world not only nestles in our brains but also in
our bodies. Because each body has its own specific knowledge and tells its own story, Corpo
Máquina sees artistic potential in each body and works both with performers who excel in their
discipline and with unskilled movers.
ForwArt will create about 5 social art projects working with partners and also with stakeholders,
such a Fontys Dance Academy or Maastricht Academy of Drama.

Target value

HEROES – rap and hip-hop slamming rehearsals organised
HZT will create rap and hip-hop slamming rehearsals with groups of local youth that take part in the
deepening sessions (D.5.2.2) who will become non-professional artists in the art show HEROES.
HZT will work on the issues of role models, idols, life pathways in these social art activities. HZT
will help participants to increase acting, storytelling and rap skills, and give small hip-hop and rap
performances to express parts of their lives, visions, and feelings. HZT will use learnings from
these rehearsals to formulate the HEROES performance in 2023 (D.5.5.1).

Target value

Supporting non-professionals in taking part in professional shows
The non-professionals engaged throughout the activities of the project will get the chance to work
within professional art shows. Budgeting/financing of non-professionals in professional shows is
at the moment impeding their involvement in publicly financed shows, which we want to ease and
make the presence of non-professionals stronger in the art scene.

Target value

Workshops for fashion: making of outfits - Co-Fabrication of costumes and robes within Textile Lab
Target value

D 5.3.6
Description

Title

D 5.3.7
Description

30/06/2023

This deliverable is the third step in the Second Skin approach. Having explored their identities in
D.5.2.4, the participants will be matched with a team of students from ROC Tilburg. Together, the
students and the residents will work to design and create tailor-made outfits for each participant
that reflects the participants’ identities. Once created, these outfits will be showcased in D.5.5.3.

Changes at individual level captured
Based on A,4.3 monitoring guidance from Trenzo artistic partners will guide young talents to record
the social and artistic development during the rehearsal and working together process. Artistic
partners will be taught with a joint methodology so that these narratives become comparable. The
techniques include storytelling videos, oral and written diary entries, self-reflexions during the art
participating processes. The captures individual qualitative self-recordings will be used for both
dissemination and monitoring purposes.

Target value
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Output
Number

Project output
Title

Target value

Delivery date

Role models found and showcased
Target value

O 5.3.1
Description

30 new role models, who have been found through artistic activities (created), showcased within Treports. This will be supported within WP3 communication activities,

30

Delivery date
31/03/2023
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A 5.4

Innovative match-funding scheme
established to co-finance local
bottom up initiatives

Deliverable
number

A5.4 will test an innovative match-funding mechanism to compensate for lower purchasing power of
individuals from more vulnerable and disadvantaged areas by the cardinality of the individuals. This
financial crowdfunding mechanism will experiment and enable a novel community-level decision
making and could allow communities in North Tilburg (at all scales) to fund projects that would
struggle to get funding under the usual centralized funding system. It will create a self-organizing
ecosystem of cultural public goods.
This mechanism will allow bottom-up art performance to be selected and approved to be performed
within the Art Lab facilities or other public areas of North Tilburg.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

End date
01/10/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Online system established to manage proposals
Based on radical liberalism, we will introduce the crowdfunding financial mechanism collecting
donations from many individuals and match funding them using a non-linear model and favoring
multiple (although smaller amounts) of individual co-funding streams for funding cultural projects.

D 5.4.1

Start date

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/05/2021

100

Delivery date
31/12/2022

100

Delivery date
30/06/2023

3

Delivery date
31/08/2022

The match-funding mechanism will be decided within ArenaArt+.
Description
To manage the match-funding mechanism project partners will develop an online system (possibly
an App) on which to manage artistic entries, donations and managing the selection process. To
help citizens determine whether a project has enough funding to be successful, the system would
give some indication of the total funding level of various projects.

Title

D 5.4.2
Description

Title

D 5.4.3
Description

Title

Artistic performances/applications for co-financing are selected
There are many artistic stakeholders within NT who could not be partners, although they are
important changemakers in the area. This match-funding scheme will enable them to be more
visible and active in the neighborhood.
The match funding mechanism will support locally-based talent development since it will reward a
high number of supporters over the amount of offered contributions. With the help of the online tool,
NT citizens could contribute their funds towards any listed proposal on the platform.
We allocated 100 000 EUR to be spent for such bottom-up initiatives, which will be allocated in 2
rounds. The call for entries will take into account potential conflicts of interest (hatred,
discriminative elements to be eliminated).

Target value

Bottom up art initiatives created using co-financing scheme
The funds allocated within the innovative match-funding scheme will be transferred to the selected
initiatives and will endorse a series of performances, exhibitions, and other local cultural projects.
We expect a total range of 50 to 100 bottom-up art projects to be organized throughout the 2 rounds
of funding. The initiatives will receive organizational support in the form of venue (the Art Lab or
other public spaces in NT), equipment (e.g. speakers, stages) and publicizing the event through
the channels set up in WP3. After each funding period, the ArenaArt+ members will select initiatives
to be showcased within the yearly Art Fairs (A.5.4.4).

Target value

Yearly Art Fair established to showcase local talent within existing summer festival
Target value

D 5.4.4
Description

Output
Number

This Yearly Art Fair will be linked to existing activities such as the summer activities between MaySeptember and will showcase local talent within the existing summer festival at Verdiplain.

Project output
Title

O 5.4.1
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Co-funding scheme scaled up at Tilburg level
A.5.4 experimented with an innovative match-funding scheme to favor multiple funding streams.
This output document will highlight to possibilities to scale up this funding scheme at the city level.
We will explore the opportunities how MUA’s art financing budget could also be allocated according
to this mechanism, potentially involving the organization Art-fact which is managing public cultural
financial grants for the municipality of Tilburg.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/04/2023
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A 5.5

Large scale art shows - social
problems and talents made
understandable and visible to the
general public

This Activity will include the final performances - the presentation of various works developed
throughout A5.1-A5.3 to be transferred to mainstream, general “theater going” public. This will ensure
that the art interventions are not mere isolated activities but become part of the regular cultural life in
Tilburg.
Start date
With our larger-scale art shows, we also aim to give a new inspiration to the mainstream art scene
(which is lacking legitimacy, and losing the ground and need new impetus, legacy) by connecting art
with the everyday life of citizens.
Tha fame, gleaming through these shows will make the performing youth real heroes and thus, role
models in the neighborhood offering another life path for peers.

End date
01/01/2021

30/06/2023
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Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 5.5.1
Description

Title

D 5.5.2
Description

Title

D 5.5.3
Description

Title

D 5.5.4
Description

Title

D 5.5.5
Description

Title

D 5.5.6
Description

Title

D 5.5.7
Description

Output
Number

Target value

Delivery date

HEROES art performance based on lyrics by Kendrick Lamar
HEROES forms a critical investigation of ideas, hopes and role models in local communities as a
unifying power in a given society, that takes the form of a performance series. In NT, HZT will work
towards a performance series in 2023. Lyrics of Kendrick Lamar will be used throughout the
performances, being a highly renowned rapper that presents a role-model. This social art
performance will be based on learnings from local traditions and stories gained from the
deepening session on oral expressions (D.5.2.2) and hip-hop rehearsals with local youth (D.5.3.4)
who will also be staged. The performance will maximize community ownership over the production,
inducing a sense of belonging and proudness for the community.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/11/2022

30

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2022

2

Delivery date
31/10/2022

3

Delivery date
31/07/2022

4

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/11/2022

Corpo Maquina social art presentations in the pop-up Art Lab studio
Corpo Maquina will hold around 30 presentations a year from smaller studio presentations and
tryouts to serious presentations at the end of each social artistic project, of work from the joining
young choreographers at Corpo Máquina and from the Corpo Máquina performers that decide to
create something themselves.

Target value

Second Skin fashion festival in North Tilburg
This deliverable is the fourth and final step in the Second Skin approach. Having designed and
created the outfits in D.5.3.6, the participants (both the residents and the ROC students) will work
with FASHIONCLASH and other cultural organizations (e.g. HZT) to organize a three-day festival
featuring performances, films, exhibitions, talks, and workshops. The entire festival will be centered
around the stories of the 100 NT residents who participated and the outfits they created based on
these stories.

Target value

Corpo Maquina Society Week
Once a year, Corpo Máquina will share the artistic and social insights gained so far in the various
projects and programmes during The Corpo Máquina Society Week in Tilburg. The Society Week is
a local, community-based event with presentations, performances, conversations, meals and
parties based on various forms of street culture, with an international speakers ’panel and visitors’
programme. There is a programme in the city theatres and in the neighbourhood, together with all
the partners in 2021, 2022 - twice during project lifecycle.

Target value

From North Tilburg to large scale renowned festivals such as WooHah! Festival 2021/2022
The talents acquired throughout WP5 (e.g. rehearsals of D.5.3.4), will receive the possibility to
showcase their works at a number of important festivals in the region, receiving exposure and
acting as a potential jump start to artistic careers. Exposure moments will be generated for hip hop
talents from NT at Woo Hah!, being the biggest hip-hop festival in the Benelux, taking place in the
vicinity of Tilburg, where a new rappers stage will be created for young NT talents. Artists get the
possibility to showcase works at Kaapstad, a yearly festival organized in Tilburg, focusing on the
world questioning arts. Hall of Fame, an artist collective in Tilburg, will also provide a stage for the
young NT talents (e.g. in its Hip-hop factory).

Target value

Transfer of used artistic approaches
The artistic approaches used and developed through the project will be made available to be
transferred. Namely, A) the instinctive approach (towards Corpo Maquina performers and
interested people) and B) the Second Skin approach. Corpo Maquina performers will receive the
necessary skills to teach their method through 3x3 weeks workshops, and a 7-day intensive
summer school for interested individuals. The Second Skin approach will be transferable through
research, documentation, mapping, writing, and workshops.

Target value

PLETA International Summer school organised in North Tilburg
In November 2022, Corpo Maquina will invite other theater academies from the Platform European
Theatre Academies (PLETA) network on joint exploratory work. As a community of professionals
from the field of theatre, PLETA aims to share the latest evolutions in the sector through education
activities and co-productions. During the summer school, Corpo Maquina will share its Instinctive
performance approach to a larger audience of professionals interested in interdisciplinary
approaches combining theatre and dance in the form of a short social art project.

Project output

Target value

Target value

Delivery date
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Work Package Budget
PP 1 - Municipality
of Tilburg

Staff costs

Description

MUA has an
estimated 35 staff
days allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

Amount (€)

12,950

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

Description

Amount (€)

PP 3 - The Southern
Drama Company of
the Netherlands

Staff costs
Corpo Maquina as
leader of WP5 has
an estimated 312
staff days
allocated to lead
and participate in
WP5 activities

Staff costs

Description

Amount (€)

106,400

Description

Amount (€)

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
Fashionclash has
an estimated 130
staff days
allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

R-Newt has an
estimated 220
staff days
allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

143,000

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

Venue,
organization and
management cost
for D5.4.4 yrly art
fair; 100,000 EUR
frame for the cofunding scheme in
O5.4.1

1,942.50

Office and
administration

0

112,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

External costs
(invited artists'
fees,
professionals for
show creation etc.)
related to D5.1.7,
5.2.6, 5.3.3, 5.5.2,
5.5.4, 5.5.7. Venue
and catering costs
related to D5.2.1

Cost of thetrical
props needed for
workshops,rehear
sals and shows in
D.5.1.7, D5.3.3,
D5.5.2

0

71,000

28,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

N/A

17,784.00

Office and
administration
N/A

15,960.00

Office and
administration
N/A

55,900

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

N/A

118,560

HZT has an
estimated 280
staff days
allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

Office and
administration

8,385.00

Office and
administration

Equipment

Professional
methodological
support to D5.1.4,
D5.2.2, External
costs (invited
artists' fees,
professionals for
show support etc.)
related to D5.3.4,
5.5.1, 5.5.5.

Cost of thetrical
props needed for
workshops,rehear
sals and shows in
D5.2.2, D5.3.4,
D5.5.1

0

50,000

39,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

travel costs to and
from FC
headquarters
Maastricht and
North Tilburg

Services (eg.
photographer,
professionals for
show support like
lighting)related to
D5.2.4, 5.3.6, 5.5.3

Cost of materials
needed to prepare
and create the
costumes and
accessories in
D5.1.6, 5.3.6, 5.5.3

4,000

30,000

42,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Professional
external support
for the creation of
the Roadmap for
young talents to be
involved in art
activities in D5.1.8

Venue and
catering costs
related to the
workshops for
graffiti visual
expressions in
D5.2.3

N/A

21,450.00

0

0

6,000

5,000

126,892.50

Sub-total

0

Revenues

235,344.00

Sub-total

Sub-total

Revenues

175,450.00

235,344.00

Total

0

Revenues

140,285.00

Sub-total

Total

0

211,360.00

126,892.50

211,360.00

Total

0

Revenues

140,285.00

Total

0

175,450.00
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PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 7 - Community
Media Center
Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 9 WonenBreburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 11 - Tranzo,
Tilburg School of
Social and
Behavioural
Science, Tilburg
University

Description

Amount (€)

Total (€)

Staff costs

ROC has an
estimated 16 staff
days allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

Office and
administration

Omroep has an
estimated 50 staff
days allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

1,008.00

Office and
administration

Wonen Breburg
has an estimated
7 staff days
allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

Tranzo has an
estimated 18 staff
days allocated to
participate in WP5
activities

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

0

Equipment

7,728.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

7,728.00

Total

T-Reporters'
compensation
fees related to the
creation of 100 Treports in D5.1.3

3,900.00

Office and
administration

0

35,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

Equipment

64,900.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

64,900.00

Total

N/A

4,690

Staff costs

0

N/A

26,000

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

6,720

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

703.50

Office and
administration

0

Equipment

5,393.50

Sub-total

0

Revenues

5,393.50

Total

N/A

8,352

1,252.80

0

0

0

9,604.80

0

9,604.80

482,572.00

72,385.80

4,000.00

304,000.00

114,000.00

976,957.80

0.00

976,957.80
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

5%

35 %

35 %

25 %

100.00 %

48,847.89

341,935.23

341,935.23

244,239.45

976,957.80

Indicative budget breakdown per activity
Activity

Amount (%)

Budget (€)

A 5.1

19 %

185,621.98

A 5.2

25 %

244,239.45

A 5.3

19 %

185,621.98

A 5.4

15 %

146,543.67

A 5.5

22 %

214,930.72

Total

100.00 %

976,957.80
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 6 (Implementation Work Package)
Title

Service design for public services using art empowerment

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

674,521.50

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 5 - ContourdeTwern

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 2 - Corpo Máquina
PP 3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
PP 4 - FASHIONCLASH
PP 5 - ContourdeTwern
PP 6 - Onderwijsgroep Tilburg
PP 7 - Community Media Center Tilburg
PP 8 - Police
PP 9 - WonenBreburg

Summary

WP6 explores the possibilities to renew public services with the help of art interventions. Social services do not reach those who most need it, partly due to a lack of understanding and
empathy between two entirely different worlds. Art could be a way to help system players, housing association, debt counseling, youth workers, police, integrational schools, and other
public services in the area to change the way their services are offered towards youth.
Building on work to reach out to youth in North Tilburg (WP4) and to engage them in art activities to help them explore and express their identities (WP5), we turn toward service providers
to:
- define service and empathy gaps using service design methodology workshops (A.6.1)
- connect them with art companies settled in the area to explore new approaches in engaging and working in socially deprived NT families (A.6.2) through boot camps and workshops
- innovate and include art empowerment in service delivery (A.6.3) in order to explore the identity of youth in NT and find their hidden talents
- introduce open badges (A.6.4) non-formal and non-stigmatizing rating system which can precede and lead towards formal education within art-related activities
- ensure sustainability (A.6.5) of the innovative service design through establishing new training and working methodologies.
The main responsibility for delivering WP6 will be on R-newt, which is one of the most active system players in NT, providing youth social work.

Activities, Deliverables and Outputs
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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A 6.1

Within this activity, and using the methodology of service design, we will explore the empathy gap of
services, which will be tackled with art-based methodologies in the following activity.
In order to incorporate the positive drive of art activities in public services, we first have to understand
what are the main challenges for these social services. Many of these services have lost everyday
contact with the clients, especially with under 25 vulnerable youth.
There is a lack of trust towards institutions who are more and more often act as punitive authorities,
rather than helping services. These gaps in communication and understanding lead to frustration on
the side of service providers which also affects the efficiency of these services.

Defining service gaps within
public services

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 6.1.1
Description

Title

D 6.1.2
Description

Title

D 6.1.3
Description

Title

Description

End date
01/09/2020

Target value

31/05/2023

Delivery date

Service design workshops at selected public service providers
Service design methodology will be used to organize workshops, which will be delivered with a
professional coach working on understanding service player’s working mechanisms, the internal
logic, deficiencies, efficiency problems (perceived and real). This will take the form of a 3x1 day
workshops within 4 organizations: 1) housing, 2) police, 3) youth social work and 4) schakelcollege
(migrant integration school) of ROC.

Target value
12

Delivery date
31/03/2021

2

Delivery date
31/01/2021

18

Delivery date
31/05/2023

1

Delivery date
31/05/2021

Service design workshop for the multi-agency “Nearby team” service
The nearby team focuses both on individual issues and collective activities. It has competencies
related to debts, moving, nuisance, people with confused behavior among others. At the moment
the multi-agency team - consisting of housing consultant, district nurse, debt assistant, social
worker, and others - work reactively, but it aims to renew itself to work more preventively. This
deliverable will support this transition, organizing 2 service design workshops for a larger pool of
service providers, also including, for example, the police to include ondermijning issues.

Target value

Bi-monthly mediating workshops among residents with T-reporters and service providers
We will organize by-monthly mediating workshops among residents concentrating on the 3 most
deprived and most problematic blocks of flats in North Tilburg. These workshops will check the
insider views from the service design workshops with residents, to see the relevance and
importance of the explored service delivery gaps. We will support internal changemakers within the
service providers and we will invite a larger than usual set of services and also partners from the
art field to come together and meet with residents.

Target value

Mapping community living in North Tilburg : burning questions and empathy gap of public services
This document will summarize the experiences of the different type of workshops within this activity.
The community living map includes the neighbourhood’s most burning questions and concerns
and also explains how public services should change the way they work.

D 6.1.4

Start date

Target value

The activity will contribute to defining what lacks for the police or other public services when it
comes to understanding local youth, and how could they be more effective, more service and clientoriented without being only a punitive authority. What is the best way to act, to react to the behaviour
of neighbourhood kids.
These revelations will be echoed in the art workshops in A.6.2.

Output
Number

Project output

Target value

Delivery date
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The explored problem areas and understood weaknesses in service delivery are being tackled within
this activity using artistic skills and art-based interventions.

A 6.2

Art workshops to empower public
service providers (system players)
to connect with local youth

Deliverable
number

Different type of engagement techniques will be applied to connect public services with art companies
settled in the area (both partner organizations and those within the stakeholder group) to explore new
approaches in engaging and working in socially deprived North Tilburg families and on common
burning issues, including joint 2 days boot camps, workshops, psychodramatic sessions, and artbased mediation workshops, joint running sessions, body movement, and body expression,
physicality workshops. They should reflect the explored necessities from A6.1.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

End date
01/03/2021

Target value

31/05/2023

Delivery date

Art based boot-camps to support public service employees to engage with local youth
We organize 2 exploratory solution-seeking boot camps which are a very intensive methodology to
work on the identified gaps within the organizations. Participants will be public service officials
(municipality, youth workers, police, housing association, ROC staff, etc.) and also artist and local
talented youth.

D 6.2.1

Start date

Target value
2

Delivery date
31/10/2021

8

Delivery date
30/11/2022

8

Delivery date
28/02/2023

10

Delivery date
31/05/2023

20

Delivery date
28/02/2023

Description
During the boot-camps reflective workshops will be organized both in language and in motion to
explore who we are, and how we are alone and together, this is an identity-forming process for both
the service providers and for the youth, especially for delcent youth.

Title

D 6.2.2
Description

Title

To be carried out with system players and young talents from the neighbourhood in the form of 2day workshops organised 8 times run by Corpo Maquina and HZT focusing on verbal and body
language expressions.
Anger management has been identified already within running ARENA management process
within North Tilburg as a key issue of public services dealing with youth, especially delinquent and
on-the-edge of criminality youth. New skills - not covered in formal education for such employees mostly in relation to communicating with such youth are necessary to work in such difficult
neighborhoods, which can be effectively explored and transferred through art expressions.

Description

Title

D 6.2.4
Description

Title

D 6.2.5
Description

Target value

Affirmative body language workshops
To be organized with Corpo Maquina and carried out with system players and young talents from
the neighborhood in the form of 2-day workshops organized 8 times. The workshops are based on
Instinctive Performance methodology. Some of these workshops are also supported by therapists.

D 6.2.3

Output
Number

Anger management workshops

Target value

A workshop to facilitate efficient communication between public service providers and rejecting
youth in the neighborhood, to make non-verbal communication more reflexive and more conscious.

Other artistic workshops responding to thematic needs explored
At least 10, 5 hours workshops will be organized on specific detected issues using art as a courier
for understanding and a means for communication. Both system players and art player project
partners will actively be involved in these workshops. The thematics of the workshops will be
explored within D.6.1.4 mapping and D.6.2.1 boot camps deliverables.

Target value

Meeting with residents on common issues using art
At least 20, 2 hours meetings will be organized on specific detected issues using art as a courier
for understanding and a means for communication. Issues such as pity crime, the mechanisms of
the spiral of indebtedness, hope and forward lookingness, disturbing behavior or nuisance will be
explored within these play and dance-driven meetings. Art player project partners will actively be
involved within these meetings with the help of WonenBreburg to organize residents.

Project output

Target value

Target value

Delivery date
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A 6.3

Innovation in service delivery
based on service design and art
workshops

Within this activity, we will introduce new skills and experiences into the everyday service delivery
practices of the different public services. For this reason, we have selected a few services in which we
will experiment, such as a) parents’ involvement in street work b) work with campers and travelers c)
social coaching services for talented youth d) patrolling and policing e) migrants’ integration school.
The new insights will be used for competency building in public services. Shared within Tilburg, we
will establish a municipal learning platform, called Tilburg Academy, where all interested NGOs, public
and private entities can learn these new modes of interventions.

Start date

End date
01/06/2021

31/05/2023
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Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 6.3.1
Description

Title

D 6.3.2
Description

Title

D 6.3.3
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Boost it up - streetwise approach in early youth work (8-14 years old) using art
New engagement and contact-based social work towards 8-14 age group, also involving parents.
We are particularly concerned about children who are present on the street without supervision
from an early age of 8 to 14 years old, and often hang around with older youngsters from the
neighborhood who exhibit negative or even criminal behavior. These children are vulnerable, while
at the same time they take a strong stance towards their social environment. This combination
makes it difficult for parents, teachers, youth workers and social workers to 'get close' and help
them move forward. Yet that is what we want to achieve if we want the seduction of the street
(especially: the anti-social street behavior) to become less interesting for them.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/06/2022

2

Delivery date
31/08/2022

2

Delivery date
28/02/2023

8

Delivery date
31/10/2022

2

Delivery date
28/02/2023

12

Delivery date
31/01/2023

5

Delivery date
31/05/2023

Art interventions to work with campers, travellers
Campers and travelers also pose a challenge for the social structure of North Tilburg. So far there
has been little attention given to these people. New areas of action will be piloted and will serve
towards applying the methods and know-how developed throughout WP5 applied in the work
towards campers and travellers. While them being on the fringe of society, with little connection to
mainstream institutions, art expressions and art participation could make them more involved in
other stances of community life and make them more approachable by mainstream public
services.
Two reports will be prepared from the 15 months work with more than 30 meetings, workshops, etc

Target value

Social coaching service for talented youth established
Social coaching service for talented youth will be established that will focus on increasing selfefficacy skills of youngsters to be able to lead fulfilling lives. The coaching service will seek to
develop skills and courage to make choices in life that help them proceed and reach life-goals and
discover life-fulfilling talents. Hereby, special emphasis will be put on helping youngsters with
(re)integration trajectories. The coaching services will seek to keep the youngsters to stay within
the rehearsal and art participation workshops and to overcome psychological burdens related to
home-situations.

Target value

The experiment will last for 15 months, coordinated by Rnewt and 2 reports will be prepared on the
process, logdata, impressions, etc

Title

D 6.3.4
Description

Public service employee trainings using art for better client relation
These trainings will focus on patrolling officers and new entries at the police. They will focus on
ways by which they can be able to use art can be used to better understand the cultural contexts of
their clients (e.g. youth and criminals), piloting training formats described under D.6.5.2. Although
initiated in NT, the trainings will be designed to be scalable to other areas of Tilburg, North Brabant
and form a usable method to use by the Police in a wider perspective.

Target value

At least 8 training sessions will be held each working with cc 10-15 officers

Title

D 6.3.5
Description

Title

D 6.3.6
Description

Title

D 6.3.7
Description

Policing redefined with youth agent job description
Two new police team members will be employed by the police for regular patrolling activities in NT
who will specifically be trained following training methods described under D.6.3.4 to deal with
criminality issues (e.g. undermining) under youngsters of local NT communities, not only using
repressive measures but also being able to use ‘soft’ approaches using art & culture to prevent
criminal behavior.

Target value

Talent development workshops within migrant integration school
The artistic approaches that have been developed throughout WP5 will feed into the creation of
series of piloting talent development workshops. The workshops will aim to attract students within
migrant integration schools in NT who will participate in these workshops for 2 years that are
disconnected from society. On the one hand, the workshops will aim to teach Dutch history &
heritage, helping them to integrate into Dutch society. On the other hand, the workshops will be
used as a tool to discover the inner artistic talents of the participating youth, using their own cultural
backgrounds
We will held 12 2-days workshops within ghe schakelcollege to find the most suitable approach

Target value

Scaling up local measures within Tilburg Academy on managing change
Tilburg Academy aims to exchange, inspire and educate all those who are working at the
social/urban field in the city of Tilburg, to engage new ways of working in the rapidly changing
deprived neighborhoods of the city. Underlying is the long-term goal to provide better opportunities
for the Next Gen growing up in these neighborhoods. Tilburg Academy will seek to make service
delivery within Tilburg more empathic, client-oriented and attuned to the relevant skills of the 21st
century. The new insights of service delivery will be used for competency building in public
services. We envision to held 5 such events

Target value
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Output
Number

Project output
Title

Target value

Delivery date

Art based service delivery improvements guidebook
Target value

O 6.3.1
Description

Within a hands-on guidebook, we will summarise our experiences in public service delivery
innovation. This will give a full account of the results of using culture and art-based activities to
improve service delivery, client satisfaction and reaching towards those who are hardly reached.

1

Delivery date
30/04/2023
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A 6.4

Open art badges for artistic talent
acknowledgement

Deliverable
number

The project will introduce open badges system in art-related activities. Open badges has been
successfully used previously in deprived and migrant communities to acknowledge non-formalized
knowledge and skills and to open the way toward higher quality employment. This activity will innovate
to introduce this non-formalized, non-stigmatizing skills acknowledge system within the art scene. We
will not only acknowledge artistic skills but many skills related to shows and performances, including
marketing, communication, catering, event management, etc.
We will both advertise the system within a wider group of art institutions in and around Tilburg and
also among the target group of deprived youth to create critical mass.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 6.4.1
Description

Title

Description

Title

D 6.4.3
Description

Title

A methodology together with a defined process will be defined to introduce open badges in Tilburg
within the art scene. It will be a non-formal and non-stigmatizing accomplishment system which
can precede and lead towards formal education within art-related activities.
The open art badges system will award the progress of the youth and non-professionals involved
in the artistic activities described in WP5. The badges system will include intermediary steps
necessary for achieving a relevant pre-defined skill.
The open badges system will be defined in a way that it could support local youth to turn towards
more structured education in the art scene.

Description

Title

Description

Delivery date

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/12/2020

12

Delivery date
31/05/2021

6

Delivery date
31/08/2021

1

Delivery date
31/12/2021

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Target value

A series of open badges will be defined (exploring around 12 different skills) and developed both
for artistic skills and also for the organizational/logistical aspects of artistic production, such as
caterers, marketing, event management, backstage, production staff, technicians, etc

Building up a network of institutions which promotes, awards and accepts open art badges in Brab
ant
One of the necessary elements ensuring the success of the open badge system is the acceptance
of the badges in the area where the youth and non-professionals would like to continue their work.
Therefore, the badges will be promoted towards relevant organizations in Brabant region and will
be used in at least 6 different institutions including Dance Brabant, EELT, Kunstloc, and Art-Fact.

Target value

Open art badges to be promoted for talented young from North Tilbur

Target value

The open badges system will be a clear continuation of support and coaching work with talented
youth in social art performances and to lead them towards further formal education, thus it should
be promoted within the talent exploratory art activities of the project in North Tilburg.

Sustainable management of open art badges system
The responsible partner will be in charge of the management of the open badge system, including
steps such as managing the software requirements, awarding the badges, and collecting and
integrating the feedback of the users.

D 6.4.5

Target value

30/06/2023

Establishing the open art badges accomplishment system

The open badge system - what it is, its use, how the badges can be achieved, and the reasons for
gaining them - will be promoted to the youth in North Tilburg. Badges will be awarded for youth
being part of the art activities of wp5 and also for those taking part in social art performances.

D 6.4.4

End date
01/07/2020

Methodology to build up open badges system

The art player partners (Corpo Maquina, HZT, Fashion Clash), together with R-Newt and ROC, will
work together on defining an open badge system that will gain relevance for the local cultural
environment.

D 6.4.2

Start date

Target value

We will also explore the possibilities of how to ensure the acceptance of open art badges within the
formalized educational system of ROC and other art institutions in Tilburg (eg. Fontys)
We plan to run the open badges system for at least 18 month, after that we will create a report on
the management experiences and results.

Output
Number

Project output

Target value

Delivery date
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A 6.5

Systemizing use of art within
service delivery

This activity will focus on the systematization of learnings and results from 1) the service design
exploration actions of A6.1 to 4 of this WP and 2) self-exploration, artistic and cultural methods
developed in WP5 into workable approaches by key service providers (i.e. the municipality, police,
housing corporations, education & social services). The activity will hereby make sure service delivery
providers will be fully able to incorporate change mechanisms into their delivery systems and ensuring
a better interconnection with the local communities (especially the youth) they serve in NT on a
sustainable manner. Based on this work, scaling up and dissemination actions will also be foreseen.

Start date

End date
01/06/2021

30/06/2023
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Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 6.5.1
Description

Title

D 6.5.2
Description

Title

D 6.5.3
Description

Title

D 6.5.4
Description

Title

D 6.5.5
Description

Title

D 6.5.6
Description

Title

D 6.5.7
Description

Output
Number

Target value

Delivery date

New responsibilities defined: reach out to travelers as service
Insights and practices that are being developed in A6.3 will lead to the definition of new
responsibilities by the Tilburg municipality services, that will be used to define new outreach
mechanisms towards campers and travelers, as a form of public service delivery that better
matches their specific needs and thereby defining a new municipal service area. Defining these
responsibilities will be fundamental to increase the positive image of public service delivery by
local communities in North Tilburg.

Target value
1

Delivery date
28/02/2023

1

Delivery date
31/03/2023

1

Delivery date
28/02/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

3

Delivery date
28/02/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
31/10/2021

Police 5 days “dealing with youth” programme upgraded
Within present practices, a police officer during her/his education receives only a 5-day training on
youth work. Based on mostly needed skills for the youth agent work explored within A6.3 activities,
we will develop a new, upgraded 5 days-training curricula to be taught for both Policy Force
members and also for Local Authority patrols. The curricula will be based on art-related activities
explored during the cooperation between system and cultural players.

Target value

Public housing corporation roles and responsibilities redefined
The roles of public-service focused teams of housing corporations will be upgraded through a set
of capacity-building activities that are designed to increase knowledge on ways art and selfexpression (e.g. murals, art spaces) can be used to communicate with local residents and 1)
encourage them to build a positive image of public services and 2) positively communicate on
services and opportunities present in NT. The capacity building activities will focus on developing
manners by which community-building activities can be set up in local neighborhoods in and
around dwellings that are managed by the housing corporations.

Target value

New curricula for migrant integration schakelcollege on self discovery of art talent
A set of didactic components for self-discovery and exploration of artistic talents (i.e. developed in
WP5) will be incorporated within the 2-year schakelcollege ( integration school) of the ROC, that
offers a school programme for migrant youngsters in NT. Since large proportions of ROC
schakelcollege students come from North Tilburg, and these youngsters have additional language
and culture related barriers to blend into the Dutch society, and fulfill their potential artistic skills,
special curricula is needed to build up their self-esteem, and provide an alternative to social
disconnection and crime, additional attention will be given, using these curricula, to develop their
artistic skills. include people from these communities.

Target value

Skills development training session to work with youth defined and held
Skill development training sessions will be defined for service players active in changing
neighbourhood and focusing on the ways to effectively work with youngsters. Using knowledge on
art interventions created in WP5, the sessions will focus on strengthening the advice and support
roles within social services, using artistic & cultural means that the youngsters feel comfortable
with. The skills development training will be promoted within MOM (Social Development Society)
joining 11 different social service provider NGOs in Tilburg that is working on relevant issues in e.g.
NT, including combating poverty and unemployment, promoting health, better education and
fighting loneliness.

Target value

Roll out of new public service delivery model within Brabant and the Netherlands
The new public service delivery model that will be developed, tested and improved throughout three
years of the project will be made visible on a larger scale in Brabant and the Netherlands, using the
networks of the partnership, attending sessions and conferences relevant to the dissemination of
the model. The action will lead to a broader uptake of public service delivery model by a variety of
regional and national actors.

Target value

National conference on using art as a preventative way to combate neighbourhood level criminality
A conference will be held in November 2021 on area based preventative art measures on youth
criminality. We expect to sustain national level public financial investment for this topic if we are to
prove success. The conference will be held before national elections to rise visibility and ensure
political will.

Project output

Target value

Target value

Delivery date
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Work Package Budget
PP 1 - Municipality
of Tilburg

Staff costs
MUA has an
estimated 125
staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

Office and
administration
N/A

Description

Amount (€)

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

46,250

Staff costs

Description

Corpo Maquina
has an estimated
90 staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

Amount (€)

34,200

PP 3 - The Southern
Drama Company of
the Netherlands

Staff costs

HZT has an
estimated 64 staff
days to participate
in WP6 activities

6,937.50

Office and
administration
N/A

5,130.00

Office and
administration
N/A

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

24,320

Staff costs

Description

FashionClash has
an estimated 20
staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

Amount (€)

8,600

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
R-Newt as WP
leader has an
estimated 108
staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

70,200

External expertise
and services

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 2 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

Professional
support for &
venue and catering
costs related to
service design
workshops and
mediation
workshops in
D6.1.1-6.1.3,
professional
support to define
empathy gaps in
D6.1.4

1,800

94,400

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 2 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

Cost of mediator
between the
services and
artists, facilitating
the cooperation in
D6.2.3 affirmative
body language
workshops

1,200

2,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

0

Equipment

149,387.50

Sub-total

0

Equipment

Revenues

0

Revenues

42,530.00

Sub-total

Total

149,387.50

Total

0

Revenues

42,530.00

Total

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 3 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

Description

Amount (€)

Travel and
accommodation

3,648.00

Office and
administration
N/A

2,700

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

Equipment

30,668.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

30,668.00

Total

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 1 person
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

1,290.00

Office and
administration
N/A

10,530.00

600

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 4 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

Professional
support to defining
empathy gaps in
D6.1.4 and for the
methodology for
building an open
badges system in
D.6.4.1

3,600

21,000

0

Equipment

10,490.00

Sub-total

0

105,330.00

0

Revenues

10,490.00

Total

0

105,330.00
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PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

Staff costs

ROC has an
estimated 151
staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

Office and
administration
N/A

Description

Amount (€)

PP 7 - Community
Media Center
Tilburg

63,420

Staff costs

Omroep has an
estimated 22 staff
days to participate
in WP6 activities

9,513.00

Office and
administration
N/A

11,440

PP 8 - Police

Staff costs

Description

Police has an
estimated 271
staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

Amount (€)

124,660

PP 9 WonenBreburg

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 2 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

venue and catering
for the 2 times 2
day bootcamps
somewhere
outside Tilburg in
D6.2.1;
professional
support in
developing new
curricula for
schakelcollege in
D6.5.4

1,200

15,300

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Equipment

Sub-total

0

Equipment

Revenues

89,433.00

Sub-total

Total

0

Revenues

89,433.00

Total

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 1 person
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

Description

Amount (€)

Travel and
accommodation

1,716.00

Office and
administration
N/A

18,699.00

Office and
administration

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 3 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1

Professional
support in
upgrading the
police's 5 day
"dealing with
youth" programme
in D6.5.2.

1,800

12,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

Equipment

13,756.00

Sub-total

0

Equipment

0

Revenues

157,159.00

Sub-total

13,756.00

Total

0

Revenues

157,159.00

Total

Description

WonenBreburg
has an estimated
96 staff days to
participate in WP6
activities

Amount (€)

64,320

9,648.00

1,800

0

0

75,768.00

0

75,768.00

447,410.00

67,111.50

15,300.00

144,700.00

0.00

674,521.50

0.00

674,521.50

Total (€)

N/A

600

Travel and
accommodation
costs for 3 people
to participate at the
culture based
reflecting
bootcamps in
D6.2.1
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

10 %

20 %

50 %

20 %

100.00 %

67,452.15

134,904.30

337,260.75

134,904.30

674,521.50

Indicative budget breakdown per activity
Activity

Amount (%)

Budget (€)

A 6.1

26 %

175,375.59

A 6.2

22 %

148,394.73

A 6.3

20 %

134,904.30

A 6.4

15 %

101,178.22

A 6.5

17 %

114,668.66

Total

100.00 %

674,521.50
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 7 (Implementation Work Package)
Title

Cultural Identity made visible in urban texture

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

337,663.00

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 2 - Corpo Máquina
PP 3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
PP 4 - FASHIONCLASH
PP 5 - ContourdeTwern
PP 8 - Police
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Summary

Within WP7 we work on challenge 1: the physical environment. North Tilburg is made up of impersonal, repetitive Dutch housing blocks, unused open spaces and limited selection of
places where people can come together. The urban reality hides the identity of its inhabitants.
Within ARENA inhabitants expressed their need for more diversity in housing typology and urban space which enables stronger social interaction and sense of community.
WP7 ensures that the physical environment also reflects the discovered, defined (WP4) and expressed (WP5) identity of youth living in the NT. WP7 thus focuses on expressing art within
the everyday living environment. We do not plan to create a “temple for art and culture” since many of NT inhabitants would have psychological, social aversions to enter those places. We
want to transform the whole neighbourhood physically so that art expressions - which would also reflect the identity of the people living in NT - could become an everyday experience of
the people. Doing so we build on connections created in WP6.
BPD coordinates WP7 consisting of 3 activities: A.7.1) Co-designing different parts of the neighbourhood using art expressions as a way to engage citizens in the planning process.
A7.2) Co-delivering art expressions in the neighbourhood to which people can easily relate to including murals, mountable sculptures A7.3) ensuring that the findings of the project will
be translated into long term development plans of the area.

Activities, Deliverables and Outputs
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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North Tilburg houses more than 100 different nationalities and cultures which are hidden in typical,
repetitive Dutch housing estates. While culture is the expressed identity of people, the urban reality of
North Tilburg lacks identity and inhibits inhabitants to express their identity, their culture..
A 7.1

Area mapping and co-designing
processes

Within this activity, we aim to create a map of interventions which would reflect the different
cultures/identities who live here, so that inhabitants would feel more at home. This would highly add to
their Eudaimonic well-being and self-esteem.

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

28/02/2023

In Activity 7.1 users/residents and municipality/real estate will be brought together through art, culture,
and design in a dynamic co-designing process.

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 7.1.1
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Identification of spots needing attention
This delivery will get input from A.6.2 meetings with residents to identify problem situations and
geographical locations where households, especially youngsters encounter trouble. Both areabased indicators and data on single-parent households, indebtedness, and also insider
knowledge and individual perceptions on safety and criminality from the inhabitants can inform this
process. Further actions in WP7.1 and WP7.2. Should take these areas into consideration.

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/01/2021

3

Delivery date
31/03/2021

3

Delivery date
31/05/2021

1

Delivery date
31/05/2021

1

Delivery date
28/02/2023

We will create a document including spots needing attention.

Title

Visioning sessions on area interventions
The area development process taking place in North Tilburg will take an innovative form by
integrating insights from artistic partners and ArenaArt+ stakeholder team members.

D 7.1.2
Description

While local knowledge from citizens is often used for understanding problem situation in
participatory planning processes, it is more difficult to take locals as equal during visioning
sessions. Workshops based on art, culture and design will support the visioning sessions, to
enable locals to take full part in the process.

Target value

The visioning sessions will be supported through art expressions performed by locally rooted art
companies and groups. Their contribution will be coordinated by BPD.

Title

D 7.1.3
Description

Title

Joint brainstorming and co-designing sessions
The overarching idea about transition projects must emerge from a wider group of designers,
stakeholders, and ArenaArt+ members, along with T-reporters.
Joint brainstorming and co-designing sessions will ensure the involvement of these actors also in
the general vision, but also for single interventions. The involvement of these actors ensures the
co-creation of the area interventions in a general vision, which will also inform future design
decisions. Sessions may take the form of competitions.

Target value

Co-selecting art-effects for interventions
Erecting different contemporary and visually intriguing art-effects in North Tilburg will have a clear
purpose: to affect in a positive way the daily life of inhabitants, to give them self-esteem and
strength to express their identities and raise their well-being and levels of hope. The art-effects
should reflect the different cultures who live there.

Target value

D 7.1.4
Description

After the participatory area mapping and future visioning and brainstorming sessions also the
selecting process will be co-implemented with the inhabitants
Art-effects could include as diverse forms as public sculptures, open-air floors available for
performing (classical, break, hip-hop dancing), urban sport grounds, areas for performing arts,
third places, murals.

Title

Cooperation model for future art commissioning and creating cultural third places
Target value

D 7.1.5
Description

Output
Number

This document will define the procedures and rules used for commissioning art in North Tilburg.
Involvement of local inhabitants within this process will be highlighted and explained.

Project output
Title

Delivery date

Area map of “Art effects” to be created within NT
Art-effects within North Tilburg, thus cultural and art-based physical interventions which has been
co-designed and co-selected with residents, art groups and ArenaArt+ stakeholders will be
summarized in a visually appealing tableau or map of the area.

O 7.1.1

Target value

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/05/2021

Description
This will serve as a reference for immediate A.7.2 and also further interventions in the area.
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A 7.2

Within this activity, we implement different art expressions to which locals can more easily relate to
and which could enhance their eudaimonic well being, ie. having a meaningful purpose in life. For
some visual art entries, we will rely on local talents, such as graffitis, while some others, such as the
mountable sculptures might come from renowned artists.
All art expressions delivered in this activity will have its roots within identity discovery actions in wp5,
where oral expressions, dreams, and fears will be expressed and articulated. Also, the work of Treporters will inform these art expressions.

Co-delivery of visual Art
expressions in NT

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

Start date

End date
01/07/2021

Target value

Delivery date

Graffiti walls
Target value

D 7.2.1
Description

Title

D 7.2.2
Description

30/06/2023

Graffiti is a form of urban expression that will be encouraged by the project, as it takes a grassroots
form. Therefore, WoB together with BPD, MUA and other partners will work with local youth to
express themselves in designated areas.

4

Delivery date
30/09/2022

6

Delivery date
30/09/2022

8

Delivery date
31/08/2022

24

Delivery date
28/02/2023

2

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Murals / inscription highlighting diversity of North Tilburg identities
The facades of the housing blocks could also celebrate the diversity of the neighborhood. Art
expressions, art forms, artifacts which reflect the identity include tapestry, writings, texts, designs,
colors, etc should be presented on the walls as murals. The themes selected for the murals
should hold relevance for the identity and cultural diversity of North Tilburg.

Target value

The selection process would rely on input within wp5 identity explorative actions, ArenaArt+ steering
process and should be based on D7.1.4 co-selection process.

Title

D 7.2.3
Description

Managing, running Mountable sculptures programme
Public sculptures is an urban art form, which traditionally represent local identities, focusing on
outstanding individuals, acts or events. These sculptures are however themselves hierarchical
presented far above everyday mortals. While bringing down public sculptures from the pedestal, we
want to achieve that youngsters can use them, can hang around and climb on them, while at the
same time we want to renew the selection of themes of public sculptures as well.

Target value

We will create a programme to manage the selection, delivery and maintenance programme for
public sculptures within North Tilburg, starting with 6-8 sculptures in the Ijpelaerpark.

Title

Art delivery related to internal elements of social housing stock
Social housing will be made less monotonous through the addition of artistic elements in the
existing building stock. Selection of buildings will be based on D7.1.1 identified spots and also on
the O7.1.1 map for intervention.
Target value

D 7.2.4
Description

WoB will organize local youth as well as art organization partners and other local art group
stakeholders to support this activity.
Art delivery within the internal parts of the buildings should also enhance the identity of residence
and encourage well-being.
Interventions will affect at least 6 buildings (corridors) and will vary from paintings, art decorations,
floor stickers to pop-up installations

Title

D 7.2.5
Description

Output
Number

Art delivery related to new real estate developments
Insights from the visioning sessions and area mapping activities within participatory
commissioning processes will feed into artistic elements for future real estate developments.
These art objects, signs and other visuals would precede, direct and guide the actualization of
future housing investments. This activity is coordinated by BPD.

Project output

Target value

Target value

Delivery date
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A 7.3

Physical art interventions, including art-based investment in the area should have a long-lasting effect.
If the project proves to be effective it should be continued and further actions, including the creation of
third places, internal /external artification of housing stock, public sculptures, etc should be built. Also
according to the Dutch Housing Act 10 000 new housing units should be built in Tilburg until 2030.
Accommodating these new investments the long term area regeneration and development plans
should be revised, of which artification will be an integral part.
A.7.3 coordinated by MUA will ensure that the findings of the project will be translated into Tilburg’s
middle and long term development plans.

Area regeneration and
development planning

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

Start date

End date
01/09/2021

Target value

Delivery date

Co-designing workshops for the future of North Tilburg
Target value

D 7.3.1
Description

Title

D 7.3.2
Description

Title

A series of co-design workshops on the future of North Tilburg will be carried out and will involve
different real estate developers, housing associations, artists and public services, youth, art
groups.

4

Delivery date
30/09/2022

1

Delivery date
30/09/2022

1

Delivery date
31/05/2023

1

Delivery date
28/02/2023

Restructuring the housing and real estate program in North Tilburg
Until 2030 Tilburg has been assigned to build 10000 new homes, for which the municipality
designated North Tilburg as the target area for 3000. We will examine, explore and increase
conditions within the social housing stock to create a more enabling environment to explore,
express and demonstrate one’s identity, as a result of project activities. We will restructure the
housing and real estate programme of North Tilburg accordingly, to better foster social interactions,
taking into special attention most vulnerable areas and groups, such as single-parent families and
particularly vulnerable areas such as Stokhasselt-Noord and Vlashof.

Target value

Developing recommendations for local area regeneration plan
Target value

D 7.3.3
Description

Title

The previous activities and results of the project will be translated into a series of
recommendations which will influence the long term urban plan North Tilburg 2040 document.
(Omgevingsvisie Tilburg 2040)

Policy document on municipal level planning
The main aim of this policy document is to highlight the social added value of area level
interventions and the preventative power of art on 1) developing Eudaimonic well-being 2)
empowering vulnerable and at-risk youth and 3) fighting criminal and anti-social behaviour.

D 7.3.4
Description

Output
Number

Description

Target value

Delivery date

Intervention portfolio - on physical infrastructure for inclusive city
This booklet will summarize art-effects in North Tilburg.
Translating project results in a comprehensible way towards other cities in Europe with difficult and
vulnerable neighborhoods should be a clear transferable resource.

O 7.3.1

Target value

This policy document on municipal level planning will serve the sustainability and transferability of
project results in different communication and dissemination activities..It will also serve as a
document towards the Government’s Chief Architect Office within its work to find creative ways to
deal with the edges of the city for the future.

Project output
Title

31/05/2023

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/04/2023

Created with visual elements, photos, and testimonies from the planning process, the document
will highlight the role of art for fostering inclusive cities. The booklet will also be used during the
2021 conference.
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Work Package Budget
PP 1 - Municipality
of Tilburg

Description

Amount (€)

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

Description

Amount (€)

PP 3 - The Southern
Drama Company of
the Netherlands

Description

Amount (€)

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

Description

Amount (€)

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

Description

Amount (€)

PP 8 - Police

Description

Amount (€)

Staff costs
MUA has
estimated 67 staff
days to implement
tasks in WP7

Office and
administration

Corpo Maquina
has estimated 11
staff days to
implement tasks
in WP7

3,718.50

Office and
administration

HZT has
estimated 21 staff
days to implement
tasks in WP7

627.00

Office and
administration

Fashionclash has
estimated 4 staff
days to implement
tasks in WP7

1,197.00

Office and
administration

R-Newt has
estimated 39 staff
days to implement
tasks in WP7

258.00

Office and
administration

Police has
estimated 32 staff
days to implement
tasks in WP7

14,720

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

N/A

25,350

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

Revenues

Total

0

Equipment

28,508.50

Sub-total

0

Revenues

28,508.50

Total

0

Equipment

4,807.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

4,807.00

Total

0

Equipment

9,177.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

9,177.00

Total

N/A

1,720

Staff costs

0

Sub-total

N/A

7,980

Staff costs

0

Equipment

N/A

4,180

Staff costs

External expertise
and services

N/A

24,790

Staff costs

Travel and
accommodation

0

Equipment

1,978.00

Sub-total

0

Revenues

1,978.00

Total

Materials cost (eg.
paint) needed for
the graffiti walls in
D7.2.1

3,802.50

Office and
administration

0

0

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

0

0

5,500

Equipment

34,652.50

Sub-total

0

Revenues

34,652.50

Total

N/A

2,208.00

0

16,928.00

0

16,928.00
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PP 9 WonenBreburg

Staff costs
WonenBreburg
has estimated 76
staff days to
implement tasks
in WP7

Office and
administration

Travel and
accommodation

N/A

Description

Amount (€)

PP 10 - BPD
Development Ltd.
(Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

50,920

Staff costs

BPD as leader of
WP7 has
estimated 71 staff
days to implement
tasks in WP7

7,638.00

Office and
administration

Total (€)

Equipment

Costs related to
creation of murals
in D7.2.2 (eg.
invited artist fees)
and art delivery in
housing stock in
D7.2.4.
Professional
support for
restructuring the
housing
programme in the
area in D7.3.2

Materials (eg.
paint, brushes)
costs related to
creation of murals
in D7.2.2 and art
delivery in housing
stock in D7.2.4

0

30,000

Travel and
accommodation

External expertise
and services

N/A

Description

Amount (€)

External expertise
and services

60,000

Equipment

Venue and
catering costs
related to D7.1.2,
7.1.3; Professional
artist involvement
into D7.2.1; costs
related to art
delivery in new real
estate
developments in
NT in D7.2.5

Materials (eg.
paint, brushes)
costs related to art
delivery in new real
estate
developments in
NT in D7.2.5

Sub-total

Revenues

148,558.00

Sub-total

Total

0

Revenues

148,558.00

Total

53,960

8,094.00

0

21,000

10,000

93,054.00

0

93,054.00

183,620.00

27,543.00

0.00

51,000.00

75,500.00

337,663.00

0.00

337,663.00
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

15 %

30 %

40 %

15 %

100.00 %

50,649.45

101,298.90

135,065.20

50,649.45

337,663.00

Indicative budget breakdown per activity
Activity

Amount (%)

Budget (€)

A 7.1

30 %

101,298.90

A 7.2

55 %

185,714.65

A 7.3

15 %

50,649.45

Total

100.00 %

337,663.00
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 8 (Investment Work Package)
Title

Investments in the urban texture enabling more interaction and expressions of identity: establishing the various Art Lab Facilities

Start Date

01/07/2020

End Date

30/06/2023

Budget

2,037,172.50

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Summary

The investments for ForwArt set the stage for all physical interventions within North Tilburg social and urban framework to underline the project’s activities of getting at-risk youth and
local communities in NT involved in art creation and community building. Focal point for the investments will be the MUA-owned Ypelaer Park, including social flats owned by WoB
around it. The area is one of the most socially deprived parts of NT. The investment within ForwArt include:
1) Art Lab that serves as a community art space and offering a rehearsal and performance area for the artistic and social experimentations of at-risk youth and serving as a physical
‘home’ for various WP5 activities (A.4.2)
2) turning social housing apartments into an atelier for artistic experimentation to be used by the community and the refurbishment of 4 other apartments to be used for the artist
Residency Scheme (A.4.2)
3) the co-creation of 6 mountable sculptures depicting social messages important to the at-risk youth and an open-air Urban Art Platform that will encourage joint bottom up
performances of NT youth and artists (A.7.2) and set out the basis for further development plans by the municipality to create the Art Village (A.7.1)
The budget dedicated to WP8 covers the efforts and costs of planning, designing, construction (including any necessary landscaping planning and execution tasks), refurbishments and
related equipment and rental costs.

Justification

North Tilburg is made up of impersonal, repetitive Dutch housing blocks, unused open spaces and limited selection of places where people can come together. The urban reality hides
the identity of its inhabitants. Within ARENA inhabitants expressed their need for more diversity in housing typology and urban space which enables stronger social interaction and sense
of community.
ForwArt aims to create permanent art expressions within North Tilburg, to make the urban texture welcoming and open for individual expressions of culture/identity (wp7). Thus art
expressions within the human body and within the urban surroundings will go hand in hand. Building up the identity within the inhabitants should also be reflected within the
neighbourhood, thus art could become an everyday experience for them. Various art products will be co-created A7.2 to which people can easily relate to. It will be strengthened by the Art
Lab facilities which will boost more art based activities to settle in NT.
Thus identities explored and expressed will be reflected in the physical space: to enable locallised art involvement in NT the creation of performance locations and flats for the Artist
Residency programme, to create visual art-effects that change the monotony of the NT housing estate, requiring physical investments.
Investments will be focused around Ypelaer Park, becoming a first stem to increase the area’s attractiveness and social significance.

Work Package Budget
PP 1 Municipality of
Tilburg

Description

Staff costs

MUA has
estimated that
148 staff days
will be spent on
tasks related to
WP8

Office and
administration

Travel and
accommodation

N/A

External
expertise and
services
Costs and fees
related to
lanning, design,
permitting of the
Art Lab in I8.1
and the Urban
Art Platform in
I8.3

Equipment

Infrastructure
and works

Equipment (eg.
furniture)
needed for the
Art Lab in I8.1
and the Urban
Art Platform in
I8.3

Actual building
costs related to
the Art Lab in
I8.1 and the
Urban Art
Platform in I8.3

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

I 8.1

47,360

7,104.00

0

211,500

135,000

890,000

1,290,964.00

0

1,290,964.00

I 8.3

7,400

1,110.00

0

15,000

22,500

105,000

151,010.00

0

151,010.00

54,760.00

8,214.00

0.00

226,500.00

157,500.00

995,000.00

1,441,974.00

0.00

1,441,974.00

Partner total (€)
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PP 9 WonenBreburg

Office and
administration

Staff costs

WonenBreburg
has estimated
that 17 staff days
will be spent on
tasks related to
WP8

Travel and
accommodation

N/A

External
expertise and
services

Infrastructure
and works

Equipment

Costs of
outplacing a
renter for
creation of an
atelier; rental fee
of the 5
apartments
turned atelier &
artists
residency, out of
which
124,742.20 EUR
offered as inkind contribution

Description

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

Refurbishment
costs of the 5
apartments
involved

I 8.1

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0.00

I 8.2

11,390

1,708.50

0

139,400

0

115,000

267,498.50

0

267,498.50

11,390.00

1,708.50

0.00

139,400.00

0.00

115,000.00

267,498.50

0.00

267,498.50

Office and
administration

Travel and
accommodation

Partner total (€)

PP 10 - BPD
Development
Ltd.
(Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

Description

Staff costs

BPD has
estimated that
50 staff days will
be spent on
tasks related to
WP8

N/A

External
expertise and
services

Planning,
design and
permitting costs
and fees related
to the 6
mountable
sculptures to be
created in I8.3

Equipment

Infrastructure
and works

Cost of
materials
needed for the
creation of 6
mountable
sculptures in
I.8.3

Costs related to
the installation
of 6 mountable
sculptures in
I8.3

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

I 8.1

23,560

3,534.00

0

0

0

0

27,094.00

0

27,094.00

I 8.3

14,440

2,166.00

0

17,000

75,000

192,000

300,606.00

0

300,606.00

38,000.00

5,700.00

0.00

17,000.00

75,000.00

192,000.00

327,700.00

0.00

327,700.00

104,150.00

15,622.50

0.00

382,900.00

232,500.00

1,302,000.00

2,037,172.50

0.00

2,037,172.50

Partner total (€)

Total (€)
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Indicative budget breakdown per year
Year
Amount (%)

Budget (€)

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

20 %

45 %

25 %

10 %

100.00 %

407,434.50

916,727.63

509,293.13

203,717.25

2,037,172.50
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Investment 1
Title

Creating a space for rehearsal and performance within North Tilburg: Art Lab Community Space for performing art

Investment Description

To make identities visible and talents showcased, a physical location in North Tilburg is key, boosting art involvement and art creation. Hence, the Art Lab Community Sapce will be set up, in
close cooperation of the MUA, BPD as real estate developer planning investments in the area, WoB taking on responsibilities for running and managing the facility and art partners CM, HZT
and FC, as well as all relevant stakeholders. The place will be managed thorugh the Art Lab Facility association created in A4.2.
Within ForwArt a temporary, smaller size construction will be created, to validate the concept and if it is able to meet the needs of NT youth and art groups. If successful, it will be scaled up by
the city, also as the first of a series of investments planned in the area, in line with the long term plans of the City, real estate developers and social housing institutions.
The Art Lab will be created of modular elements (as containers) to build a 250-300 m2 space, to be used for various WP5 activities, i.a. A5.3 social art interventions and A5.5 large scale art
shows. Space will be available for workshops, rehearsals and art shows. Design, internal and outside appearance of the Art Lab will be co-created with NT youth and artists (partly PPs,
partly through the Artist Residency Program) so that it showcases the multiculturality of identities of NT youth.
Investment 1 will include the following steps: planning, development plans, acquire of planning permits, actual building up.

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 9 - WonenBreburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Budget

1,318,058.00

Locations of investment

Number
1

Investment Risk

Country
NETHERLANDS

NUTS 2 level
Noord-Brabant

NUTS 3 level
Midden-Noord-Brabant

The public function of the Art Lab will necessitate obeying a complex set of regulations, i.a. safety and health related ones like fire, ventilation, etc. regulations, fulfilling all of which may
lengthen the process of permitting as well as building. The context of the PACT-approach however, which is an experimental approach aimed at creating breakthroughs in the deprived
neighborhoods of the city, will also allow for more regulatory freedom and may therefore ease the way forward. Plus the risk can be minimized by a thorough and careful planning process.
There is a risk related to the building costs, which could become -relatively- high because of increasing price of materials and labor.
However, even these risks can be overcome given 1) the dynamic approach which responds to the changes of the society and 2) the sense of urgency amongst actors and stakeholders.
Politics are reaching out to this NT neighborhood, the involved public and private companies are also changing their perspective on their role and responsibilities and modus operandi
towards purpose and long term impact. Thus an even bigger risk would be not to do anything.

Investment
Documentation

As described above, being based on the PACT approach will allow for more regulatory freedom. Moreover, the investment will be started with a temporality clause, for which milder
regulations apply than for permanent constructions. There is also an option to incorporate the project in the NOVI, New Environment Act, in which the Dutch authorities will have to work in an
innovative and participatory way. Creating the Art Lab will be treated by the city as an experiment allowing officials to work actively with the NOVI.
In line with the above however, all technical requirements and permissions (like building permits) required for the investment will be acquired in line with national legislation, including:
- Environmental permit (including reports of noise from outside, EPC, etc.);
- Environmental report/zoning plan (by Peutz, for example), regarding Nitrogen deposition. If deposition is too high, the City must apply to the Province for compensation.
- If necessitated by concrete plans, housing permits, user license

Ownership

The site at Ypelaer Park where the Art Lab is going to be erected, is owned by the Municipality of Tilburg and will stay in its ownership.
The Art Lab will be managed via a bottom-up governance approach to the regular management of the newly established Art Lab Facility. As laid out in A4.2.the everyday facility management
will be led by WoB, while Members of the ArenaArt+ process and the art company partners (CM, HZT, FC) will be responsible for its thematic management.

Activities, Deliverables
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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A 8.1

Preparatory activities with the
involvement of NT youth and
artists as future users

Deliverable
number

In order to set up the Art Lab a number of preparatory activities have to be taken care of. This includes
setting up a program of requirements that define the scope and placements of art-related facilities
based on the wishes of future users. Local inhabitants NT, especially youth, as well as artists will
need to be activated to become part of a community that will use and visit the location.
The material supply processes will need to be defined, including elements needed to construct the Art
Lab and ensure the availability of materials for the creation of artistic works by local at-risk talents. The
partnership envisages a circular and modular approach to this task.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 8.1.1
Description

Title

D 8.1.2
Description

Title

D 8.1.3
Description

Start date

End date
01/07/2020

Target value

31/01/2021

Delivery date

Art Lab layout requirements
A number of physical spots will need to be defined within the Art Lab facility for artistic interventions
that will be able to depict art works on the best possible way, and following the wishes and desires
of its future users: the at-risk youth and local residents of NT. The partnership will take their wishes,
desires and skills into account then defining the scope of intervention spots (e.g. its size) and
location (e.g. proximity to other artistic creations). The partnership will use learnings from identity
building (D.5.1.6), talent exploration (D.5.1.7), and will be supported by the talent development team
to set up a program of requirements for the Art Lab design.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/09/2020

1

Delivery date
30/11/2020

1

Delivery date
31/01/2021

Neighborhood/co-creating
Local inhabitants, at-risk youth taking part in the artistic self-discovery and talent development
processes, as well as artists of local art groups that will be involved in artistic creation processes
(e.g. graffiti painters) will be involved and activated to become active participants and visitors to the
Art Lab facilities. The partnership will rely on the work of the T-reporters as mediators for the Art Lab
towards local communities (WP5) and the ForwArt art partners (CM, FC, HZT) who will spread the
word on the Art Lab towards local communities (D.5.1.2.). The partnership will also be able to
develop Art Lab engagement trajectories using the roadmap engagement of young talents
(D.5.1.8).

Target value

Acquiring Materials through urban mining
The elements of the Art Lab will be built using circular or modular building elements as much as
possible. In order to do so, and coordinated by the Tilburg municipality, urban mining actions are
envisaged that revolve around the collection of recyclable materials that can be used as building
elements for the Art Lab constructions. Also the Art Lab container will be bought as a second-hand
construction (its supplier still needs to be confirmed). Urban mining processes will also be used to
acquire materials needed to create visual art works, fashion items, and serve as background
plates for e.g. graffiti statements.

Target value
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A 8.2

Design, permitting and building of
Art Lab

An urban planner & architect will be attracted by the MUA to work out a plan that leads to the realization
of the Art Lab facilities, taking into account all wishes of its future users, as well as the process of
learning by the ForewArt partners in the creation of third-places. As a next step building permits will be
acquired in which the MUA will be able to play a crucial role as facilitator.
The first stages of the Art Lab facility will be realized through the construction of its main modular
building elements, including the placement and concatenation set of containers. This first construction
will hold space for workshops, rehearsals and art shows and be able to showcase the multiculturality
of identities of NT youth through art.

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 8.2.1
Description

Title

D 8.2.2
Description

Title

D 8.2.3
Description

Start date

End date
01/11/2020

Target value

01/10/2021

Delivery date

Design
An urban planner & architect will be attracted to work out a dynamic plan for the set-up of the Art Lab
facilities. This plan will take into account the program of requirements (D.I.1.1) to set out a layout for
art interventions that incorporates all wishes of its future users. Moreover, an important task of the
urban planner is to develop a layout that is able to grow over time within the area (e.g. by the
specific placement of its modular elements) and at the city level as well. The design will take into
account area mapping and co-designing processes for area interventions and third-place creation
that will be conducted in WP7 (e.g. A.7.1.).

Target value
1

Delivery date
31/12/2020

1

Delivery date
31/03/2021

1

Delivery date
01/10/2021

Building permit
Based on the design for the Art Lab facilities, obligatory Temporary Building Permits will need to be
acquired, for which the MUA, as the main facilitator of area-specific intervention within its territory, is
responsible. It is envisaged that a number of permits will need to be acquired at the provincial level,
for which the MUA will take a leading role. The Temporary Building Permit will be valid for 10 years.

Target value

Realising the Art Lab
Based on the design processes, the first stages of the Art Lab facility will be realized. This will, in
the first stages lead to the realization of its main modular building elements, including the
placement and concatenation of containers, on an area of cc 250-300 m2 in space. The building
will be realized in 1 or 2 months time.

Target value
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Investment 2
Title

Turning social housing apartment into art spaces: creating an atelier and refurbishing four social housing apartments to serve the Artist Residency Scheme

Investment Description

Within the framework of this investment: one social housing apartment of smaller size (e.g. a studio) will be turned into an atelier, and at least 4 social housing apartments of larger size will
be refurbished to serve the Artist Residency scheme.
The atelier: will be located at the Componistenlaan, at the Northern part of the Ypelaer Park. The atelier can be used by artists to work and create together with the inhabitants within the social
housing estates as part of the Art Lab facilities. Costs will include 1) the relocation of current resident to another apartment, 2) refurbishing the apartment into a community atelier, 3) gas,
water and electricity costs and 5) maintenance and supervision of the right use. The atelier will be lent to the project free of charge, thus monthly rental costs lost will be offered by WoB as inkind contribution.
The 4 Artist Residency apartments: It will serve as a place to reside for artists and also a space for creation, a place to build a community. The apartments will be transformed from WoB’s
bigger stock in the vicinity of the Ypelaer Park. The exact location will depend on various factors, e.g. timing of current renters moving out. Costs will include 1) smaller refurbishment works
making the apartments ready for artists to reside, 2) gas, water and electricity costs, 3) maintenance and supervision. These apartments will be rented during the project life-time free of
charge, thus monthly rental cost lost will be offered by WoB as in-kind contribution.

Involved Partners

PP 9 - WonenBreburg

Budget

267,498.50

Locations of investment

Number
1

Investment Risk

Country
NETHERLANDS

NUTS 2 level
Noord-Brabant

NUTS 3 level
Midden-Noord-Brabant

One potential risk is the fact that current renters might not want to leave their studio flats, building upon Dutch legislation that prevents renters from being forced out of their houses. Such
risks might take long to settle between renter and lender and thus take a long time to settle, thereby potentially causing serious delays in the inauguration of the ateliers and/or the Artist
Residency apartments. However WoB has a large pool of social housing in NT also around Ypelaer Park. Thus WoB has the necessary flexibility to choose the best possible flats to be used
within the Art Lab facilities without delaying project implementation.
A second potential risk is that local residents complain about the activities that will happen both at the atelier and in the artist residency apartments (e.g. related to noise problems, feeling of
interference in private spheres). Handling this risk will take a lot of time by the WoB staff. The bi-monthly mediating workshops among residents (D.6.1.3) will provide an important platform to
discuss any problems and complaints, as well as to devise solutions.

Investment
Documentation

As the atelier receives a new functionality that is different from mere living, a temporary change might be needed in the local destination plan for the atelier. Since the municipality of Tilburg is
in charge of these types of destination plans, no major problems are expected to arise. No other specific permits will be needed.
For the Artist in Residency refurbishment works on the 5 apartments, all relevant national and provincial building regulations will be respected.

Ownership

All 5 apartments to be involved into Investment 2 are WoB’s own property.
WoB expects to keep the created new functions for these apartments for at least 5 years after project end as well.

Activities, Deliverables
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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WoB will transform an apartment in an artistic workspace, using a location at the Componistenlaan, at
the North of the Ypelaer Park. The work will include the outplacement of a current renter and
refurbishment of the apartment into an artistic workspace that fully aligns with the desires of local art
groups.
A 8.3

A social housing apartment turned
into atelier

The atelier will provide a physical space as part of the Art Lab facilities where local artists can jointly
work on artistic projects (e.g. visual artist) in a safe artistic laboratory environment.

Start date

End date
30/08/2020

30/06/2023

Project Partners, Local art groups and residents will be involved in the refurbishment processes. All
work & costs related maintenance and monthly upkeep will be covered by the Art Lab co-management
facility association.

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 8.3.1
Description

Title

D 8.3.2
Description

Title

D 8.3.3
Description

Title

D 8.3.4
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Outplacing current renter
All flats owned by WoB at the Componistenlaan are currently rented out to tenants. Therefore, In
order to create the atelier, a tenant will need to be relocated to another WoB housing location. A
number of best-fitting flats will be selected in order to hold discussions with the renters, and
develop an insight which renter will be able to relocate, taking into account all their personal
circumstances. Arrangements will be made with the renter that has the best possibilities for
relocation (e.g. choice of new WoB housing location and type of house). All relocation costs and
administration will be covered by WoB.

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/11/2020

1

Delivery date
31/12/2021

29

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Prepare flat for new function
Necessary refurbishment works will be conducted to transform the flat from a living place into a
studio for art creation. Care will be taken to transform the place into a workspace fully configured for
the creation of art and adding value in its appearance to its surroundings. In order to develop the
best possible refurbishment plan, knowledge gained from visioning sessions with local art groups
will be taken into account (D.7.1.2), desires of local stakeholders & designers (D.7.1.3) and
manners to make social housing less monotonous (D.7.2.4). The atelier will include a workspace
with equipment needed for art creation, sanitary provisions and a small kitchen. Care will be taken
to use sustainable materials where possible.

Target value

Rent out at zero costs
The atelier will be lent out by WoB free of charge, its monthly renting costs will be offered as in-kind
contribution. However, gas, water, electricity and internet costs will need to be paid for a period of
29 months, to cover heating, the use of electricity (e.g. lights), sanitary provisions. These will be
handled by the Art Lab co-management facility association (A.4.2).

Target value

Maintenance necessary
Additional maintenance costs may include costs of repairing and replacing elements that break
down, upgrades for the atelier’s interior (e.g. furniture, electronic devices), as well as maintenance
of specific equipment needed to create artworks. The operational aspects of all maintenance
works will be covered by the Art Lab co-management facility association (A.4.2).

Target value
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A 8.4

Refurbishing four social housing
apartments to serve the Artist
Residency Scheme

Deliverable
number

WoB as the owner of the apartments, will take care to transform four larger (provisionally around
100m2) apartments that are currently out-of-use into apartments for artists that take part in the Art Lab
Artist Residency, where they can reside, network & gain inspiration to effectively work on art creation
under the residency scheme in NT.
The refurbishment plan for the apartments will depend on the final content of the Artists’ Residency
scheme (D.4.2.2). The apartments will also provide the hands-on facility to develop and deploy a cofinancing mechanism, setting a revenue model for the apartments (D.4.2.5). All work & costs related to
maintenance and monthly upkeep will be covered by the Art Lab co-management facility association.

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 8.4.1
Description

Title

Description

End date
30/08/2020

Target value

30/06/2023

Delivery date

Prepare flats as artists’ residency
Four apartments from WoB’s social housing stock will be transformed into living spaces for the
artists that take part in the Artist in Residency programme. Based on the Artists’ Residency scheme
(D.4.2.2), minimum requirements will be set for the refurbishments of the apartments. Knowledge
gained on manners to make social housing interiors les monotonous (D.7.2.4) will also be used.
Apartments will be chosen that hold at least 2 -3 rooms that can be transformed into bedrooms
(e.g. using double-sleepers) Provisions will be made. The apartments will also include a
workspace area, sanitary provisions and a kitchen. Care will be taken to use sustainable materials
where possible.

Target value
4

Delivery date
30/11/2020

32

Delivery date
30/06/2023

1

Delivery date
30/06/2023

Rent out at zero costs
The four apartments will be lent out by WoB free of charge, its monthly renting costs will be offered
as in-kind contribution. However, gas, water, electricity and internet costs will need to be paid for a
period of maximum 32 months, to cover heating, the use of electricity & cooking provisions, sanitary
provisions.

D 8.4.2

Start date

Target value

An apartment-space not rented out will be a loss for WoB on rent revenues. Revenue models for
the apartments will be developed and deployed (see D.4.2.5.)
The financial aspects of the apartments will be handled by the Art Lab co-management facility
association (A.4.2).

Title

Maintenance necessary
Additional maintenance costs may include costs of repairing and replacing furniture, appliances
and construction elements when they break down, include upgrades for the apartments, The
operational aspects of all maintenance works will be covered by the Art Lab co-management facility
association (A.4.2).

D 8.4.3

Target value

Description
Maintenance will also include dealing with potential complaints and issues by local residents that
arise from the running of the residency apartments. Solutions (with potential implications on
maintenance activities ) will be developed during the bi-montly meditation workshops (D.6.1.3).
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Investment 3
Title

Erecting mountable public sculptures and an open-air urban art platform

Investment Description

Public sculptures is an urban art form, which traditionally represent local identities, focusing on outstanding individuals, acts or events. These sculptures are however themselves
hierarchical presented far above everyday mortals. While bringing down public sculptures from the piedest, we want to achieve that youngsters can use them, can hang around and climb on
them, while at the same time we want to renew the selection of themes of public sculptures as well.
The open spaces at and around Ypelaerpark are planned to be artified as laid out in A7.1 &2.
6-8 mountable sculptures are planned to be co-created with NT youth. Selection, delivery and maintenance of these mountable public sculptures in Ypelaerpark, all to be done jointly with NT
youth will take place as set out in D7.2.3.
The Open-air Urban Art Platform: The Art Platform, based on the co-selection process of art-effects for interventions in D.7.1.4 will possibly include a dance stage with loudspeakers, and / or
a theatre stage, a silence & yoga and swing pavilion, coinciding with walk paths, street furniture (e.g. benches and tables) as part of the redesigning process of the park area. The Art
Platform’s aim is make arts practicing an open activity for all within the Ypelaer Park. It will provide a highly important exposure and performance ground for artistic self-discovery and talent
development activities envisioned under WP5.

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg
PP 10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)

Budget

451,616.00

Locations of investment

Number
1

Investment Risk

Country
NETHERLANDS

NUTS 2 level
Noord-Brabant

NUTS 3 level
Midden-Noord-Brabant

As the redevelopment activities envisaged in the Park are aimed at creating breakthroughs in the deprived area that surrounds the park, more regulatory freedom is provided, especially in
light of the PACT-approach and the Arena Art+ metho used in ForwArt. A number of regulations that deal with the interventions in urban & public spaces are managed by the MUA, that will be
able to provide regulatory freedom for any type of construction in the Park.
There is a risk of neighbourhood complaints, e.g. related to additional noise levels due to to open air activities. Handling these risks will be an important element of the bi-monthly mediating
workshops among residents (D.6.1.3). This will provide an important platform for the MUA and BPD to discuss any problems and complaints, as well as to devise solutions.
There is a risk related also to costs, which could become higher than planned because of increasing price of materials. This risk can be overcome by a dynamic approach to creating and
building activities, and close monitoring of spending.

Investment
Documentation

As described above, being based on the PACT approach will allow for more regulatory freedom. Similarly to the Art Lab Facility, there is also an option to incorporate the project in the NOVI,
New Environment Act, in which the Dutch authorities will have to work in an innovative and participatory way. Creating the mountable statues and open-air urban art platform will be treated by
the city as an experiment allowing officials to work actively with the NOVI.
In line with the above however, all technical requirements and permissions (like building permits) required for the investment will be acquired in line with national legislation, including:
- Environmental permit (including reports of noise from outside, EPC, etc.);
- Environmental report/zoning plan (by Peutz, for example), regarding Nitrogen deposition. If deposition is too high, the City must apply to the Province for compensation.
- If necessitated by concrete plans, housing permit, user license

Ownership

BPD will facilitate all design processes for the mountable sculptures and the creation of the open-air urban air platform. However, the site at Ypelaer Park and the mentioned elements that
will be erected, are owned by the Municipality of Tilburg and will stay in its ownership.

Activities, Deliverables
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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The sculptures will be meant to serve the local communities in North Tilburg and provide a place to
commemorate local stories, heroes and events. Its goal is to strengthen the social-power of the NT
communities. They will be built on designated spots in the Ypelaer Park in NT.
A 8.5

Co-designing and erecting
mountable sculptures

Start date
Artistic building teams will be set up per sculpture that will co-create the artistic and social theme of
the sculptures. These teams will be guided by ROC educators. the artistic concepts will be worked out
by a BPD architect and built in the park. The sculptures will be made mountable, so that they can be
removed and adjusted. Six sculptures are envisaged to be built in the park.

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 8.5.1
Description

Title

D 8.5.2
Description

Title

D 8.5.3
Description

Title

End date
01/04/2021

Target value

Delivery date

Artistic building teams
All 6 sculptures will be created revolving around an artistic theme that will revolve around the
depiction of important events, heroes and stories of at-risk youngsters in NT. Artistic teams will be
set up (6: 1 per sculpture), to work out the basic artistic designs for the sculptures The teams will
consist out of talented at-risk youngsters, ROC educators and craftsmen. The teams will be set up
following a programme for the selection, delivery and maintenance of the sculptures (D.7.2.4.), and
will be able to build upon the reports of the T-reporters creating ideas on storytelling items (D.5.1.3)
and the Talent development team, being able to bring forth at-risk talents (D.5.2.1).

Target value
6

Delivery date
01/05/2021

1

Delivery date
30/09/2021

6

Delivery date
30/09/2021

1

Delivery date
30/09/2021

6

Delivery date
31/03/2023

Artistic Planning
The ROC educators will take a role in supervising the at-risk youngsters that are part of the artistic
building teams and provide a mediating role between the at-risk youngsters, craftsmen and the
architect to effectively plan and exchange ideas to create the best artistic plan as possible for the
sculptures. The work of the ROC educators will also be guided by the programme for the election,
delivery and maintenance of the sculptures (D.7.2.4.).

Target value

Design
An architect will be attracted by BPD to work out the artistic designs for the sculptures to create
workable forms that can lead to actual sculptures being created. This will include making
decisions on the material usage, the size, adjustments due to stability and safety of the objects as
well as its durability (e.g. being able to cope with a variety of weather conditions). Moreover, the
sculptures will be designed in such a manner that they can easily be removed and adjusted
throughout the project with new inputs of the artistic building themes (D.I.1.1).

Target value

Building permit
Target value

D 8.5.4
Description

Title

A simple building permit needs to be acquired to build the mountable sculptures. The MUA, as the
main facilitator of area-specific interventions within its territory is responsible for acquiring the
permit.

Realising 6 sculptures
Target value

D 8.5.5
Description

31/03/2023

Based on the design process, six mountable sculptures will be erected at predefined spots in the
Ypelaer Park. Being mountable, the sculptures can be removed with more ease at a later stage for
adjustments in its design. Care will be taken to use sustainable materials where possible.
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A 8.6

Creating an Urban Art Platform

An Open-ar Urban Art Platform will be set up in the Ypelaer Park in North Brabant. The Art Platform will
set the stage for a large number of artistic performances envisaged under WP5 and form the basis for
the co-delivery of artistic expressions in NT under WP7 (A.7.2). It will also be part of the to-be-realised
Art Village for which, by mapping out the area, it will be able to set the foundations (A.7.1) The MUA will
be the main initiator for the creation of the Art Platform and will closely work together with BPD in its
realisation.

Start date

End date
01/04/2021

31/03/2023

Based on a program of set artists and social requirements, the different elements of the Art Platform
get their final shape and ultimately get constructed.

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

D 8.6.1
Description

Title

D 8.6.2
Description

Title

D 8.6.3
Description

Target value

Delivery date

Program of requirement
The Open-air Urban Art Platform covers a number of building elements at physical spots for which
social and artistic requirements need to be set and takes into account the desires by local
residents. THis will be done using the bi-monthly meetings (D.6.1.3), and Art Lab design
processes, by learning from its guidelines (D.4.2.1). The document will set out an order of
elements to be built, their rough creation guidelines and maps out which elements can have the
highest social and cultural impact to NT. It will also be a guideline well usable for the realisation of
the Art Village at a later stage (not to be financed by this project).

Target value
1

Delivery date
30/06/2021

1

Delivery date
30/09/2021

1

Delivery date
30/09/2021

Design
An architect will be attracted by BPD (in close cooperation with the MUA) to work out all building
elements of the Urban Art Platform, taking into account the usage of materials, safety of
construction & design, durability, esthetic aspects, cost elements and ergonomy. Moreover, the
architect will work on harmonising the structures to be built as much as possible with the Art Lab.

Target value

Building permit
A simple building permit needs to be acquired to build the mountable sculptures. The MUA, as the
main facilitator of area-specific interventions within its territory, is responsible for acquiring the
permit. It is envisaged that permits related to interventions in e.g. waterways will need to be
acquired at the provincial level, for which the MUA will take a leading role.

Target value
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Work Plan Per Work Packages - WorkPackage 9 (Closure and knowledge transfer work package)
Title

Closure and knowledge transfer

Start Date

01/07/2023

End Date

30/06/2024

Budget

15,000.00

Partners Involvement
Responsible Partner

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg

Involved Partners

PP 1 - Municipality of Tilburg

Summary

WP9 consists of 3 main activities that form the basis for a successful project ending and the dissemination of knowledge obtained along the project lifetime. The 3 activities are
summarized as follows:
1. The Final Progress Report is the deliverable of the administrative closure of the project. This document is a summary of all activities achieved and all relevant financial data
within the project framework. Its main goal is to show that the project has been successful in reaching its set goals and does not leave any unresolved issues open.
2. The Final Qualitative Report will be created based on the cooperation of the MUA and the UIA EXPERT. This document intends to summarize and highlight all new information and
knowledge that the project has produced.
3. The Project foresees 2 participations at relevant conferences where the knowledge can be shared in a targeted manner. Firstly, participation is foreseen at an event of the Urban
Development Network where knowledge will be disseminated to the most suitable audiences. Secondly, a conference will be attended with a focus on sectors that are potentially
interested in the innovative approach of the ForwArt project. Moreover, actions will be taken to reach wider interested audiences by communicating the project results to press members
that are present during these events.
The main responsible PP for WP9 is the MUA.

Activities and Deliverables
Activity
number

Activity title

Activity description and partners involved

Start date

End date
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A 9.1

Transfer of knowledge activities

Deliverable
number

• Drafting and submission of the final qualitative report
• Participation to Urban Development Network (UDN)
• Project evaluation with UIA Experts

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

Start date

End date
01/07/2023

Target value

Delivery date

Final qualitative report
Target value

D 9.1.1
Description

30/06/2024

Final qualitative report

1

Delivery date
30/06/2024
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A 9.2

Administrative closure

Preparation and submission of final progress report

Start date

End date
01/07/2023

Deliverable
number

Deliverable and partners involved
Title

Target value

Delivery date

Final progress report
Target value

D 9.2.1
Description

01/10/2023

Final progress report

1

Delivery date
01/10/2023
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Work Package Budget

Partner
name
Municipality
of Tilburg

Staff cost (€)

Office and
administration (€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

0.00

0.00

0.00

External expertise
and services (€)
15,000.00

Equipment (€)

0.00

Infrastructure and
construction works (€)
0.00

Sub-Total (€)

Revenues (€)

0.00

0.00

Total (€)

15,000.00
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Part E - Project Budget
E.1 Project Budget Co-Financing Source (Fund) - Breakdown per Partner

Partner
Partner

ERDF co-financing
Country

EUR

Contribution

ERDF rate

Public

Private

Total
Total

Budget

%of project budget

PP 1 Municipality of
Tilburg

NL

1,681,639.60

80.00 %

420,409.90

0.00

420,409.90

2,102,049.50

39.66 %

PP 2 - Corpo
Máquina

NL

286,134.40

80.00 %

71,533.60

0.00

71,533.60

357,668.00

6.75 %

PP 3 - The
Southern Drama
Company of the
Netherlands

NL

242,566.40

80.00 %

60,641.60

0.00

60,641.60

303,208.00

5.72 %

PP 4 FASHIONCLASH

NL

170,536.00

80.00 %

42,634.00

0.00

42,634.00

213,170.00

4.02 %

PP 5 ContourdeTwern

NL

327,900.00

80.00 %

81,975.00

0.00

81,975.00

409,875.00

7.73 %

PP 6 Onderwijsgroep
Tilburg

NL

110,186.40

80.00 %

27,546.60

0.00

27,546.60

137,733.00

2.60 %

PP 7 Community
Media Center
Tilburg

NL

182,731.20

80.00 %

45,682.80

0.00

45,682.80

228,414.00

4.31 %

PP 8 - Police

NL

171,009.60

80.00 %

42,752.40

0.00

42,752.40

213,762.00

4.03 %

PP 9 WonenBreburg

NL

498,968.80

80.00 %

124,742.20

0.00

124,742.20

623,711.00

11.77 %

PP 10 - BPD
Development
Ltd. (Bouwfonds
Property
Development)

NL

406,233.60

80.00 %

0.00

101,558.40

101,558.40

507,792.00

9.58 %

PP 11 - Tranzo,
Tilburg School of
Social and
Behavioural
Science, Tilburg
University

NL

161,906.24

80.00 %

40,476.56

0.00

40,476.56

202,382.80

3.82 %

4,239,812.24

80.00 %

958,394.66

101,558.40

1,059,953.06

5,299,765.30

100.00 %

Total (€)

E.2 Project Budget - Overview per Partner/ per Period
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Partner

Preparation
(Period 0)

Jan - Dec 2020

Jan - Dec 2021

Jan - Dec 2022

Jan - Dec 2023

Closure

Total

PP 1

20,000.00

373,561.23

837,082.85

596,355.15

260,050.28

15,000.00

2,102,049.50

PP 2

0.00

30,995.75

113,774.65

127,014.35

85,883.25

0.00

357,668.00

PP 3

0.00

24,887.55

98,354.35

108,472.45

71,493.65

0.00

303,208.00

PP 4

0.00

19,998.30

68,972.30

72,317.10

51,882.30

0.00

213,170.00

PP 5

0.00

41,747.38

122,111.88

157,176.13

88,839.63

0.00

409,875.00

PP 6

0.00

17,057.70

33,294.30

60,124.20

27,256.80

0.00

137,733.00

PP 7

0.00

34,063.90

65,826.60

69,953.40

58,570.10

0.00

228,414.00

PP 8

0.00

26,004.95

48,994.60

97,835.10

40,927.35

0.00

213,762.00

PP 9

0.00

104,992.38

220,162.10

204,248.60

94,307.93

0.00

623,711.00

PP 10

0.00

95,688.00

202,291.40

146,056.80

63,755.80

0.00

507,792.00

PP 11

0.00

30,964.34

61,908.72

61,908.72

47,601.02

0.00

202,382.80

20,000.00

799,961.47

1,872,773.75

1,701,462.00

890,568.10

15,000.00

5,299,765.30

0.38 %

15.09 %

35.34 %

32.10 %

16.80 %

0.28 %

100.00 %

Closure (WP 9)

Total

Total (€)
%of total
budget

E.3 Project Budget - Overview per Partner/ per Work Package
Partner

Preparation
(WP 1)

WP 2

WP 3

WP 4

WP 5

WP 6

WP 7

WP 8

PP 1

20,000.00

208,297.50

22,977.00

89,012.50

126,892.50

149,387.50

28,508.50

1,441,974.00

15,000.00

2,102,049.50

PP 2

0.00

19,665.00

40,464.00

14,858.00

235,344.00

42,530.00

4,807.00

0.00

0.00

357,668.00

PP 3

0.00

19,665.00

21,850.00

10,488.00

211,360.00

30,668.00

9,177.00

0.00

0.00

303,208.00

PP 4

0.00

16,318.50

35,197.50

8,901.00

140,285.00

10,490.00

1,978.00

0.00

0.00

213,170.00

PP 5

0.00

39,875.00

21,677.50

32,890.00

175,450.00

105,330.00

34,652.50

0.00

0.00

409,875.00

PP 6

0.00

21,735.00

11,109.00

7,728.00

7,728.00

89,433.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

137,733.00

PP 7

0.00

24,126.00

115,466.00

10,166.00

64,900.00

13,756.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

228,414.00

PP 8

0.00

23,805.00

12,167.00

3,703.00

0.00

157,159.00

16,928.00

0.00

0.00

213,762.00

PP 9

0.00

26,197.00

21,574.00

78,722.00

5,393.50

75,768.00

148,558.00

267,498.50

0.00

623,711.00

PP 10

0.00

39,330.00

23,354.00

24,354.00

0.00

0.00

93,054.00

327,700.00

0.00

507,792.00

PP 11

0.00

22,810.40

8,537.60

161,430.00

9,604.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

202,382.80

20,000.00

461,824.40

334,373.60

442,252.50

976,957.80

674,521.50

337,663.00

2,037,172.50

15,000.00

5,299,765.30

0.38 %

8.71 %

6.31 %

8.34 %

18.43 %

12.73 %

6.37 %

38.44 %

0.28 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of
total
budget

E.4 Project Budget - Overview per Work Package/ per Period
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Work
Package

Preparation

WP 1

Jan - Dec 2020

Jan - Dec 2021

Jan - Dec 2022

Jan - Dec 2023

Closure

Total

20,000.00

20,000.00

WP 2

92,364.88

161,638.54

161,638.54

46,182.44

461,824.40

WP 3

66,874.72

83,593.40

83,593.40

100,312.08

334,373.60

WP 4

66,337.88

132,675.75

132,675.75

110,563.13

442,252.50

WP 5

48,847.89

341,935.23

341,935.23

244,239.45

976,957.80

WP 6

67,452.15

134,904.30

337,260.75

134,904.30

674,521.50

WP 7

50,649.45

101,298.90

135,065.20

50,649.45

337,663.00

WP 8

407,434.50

916,727.63

509,293.13

203,717.25

2,037,172.50

WP 9
Total (€)
%of total
budget

15,000.00

15,000.00

20,000.00

799,961.47

1,872,773.75

1,701,462.00

890,568.10

15,000.00

5,299,765.30

0.38 %

15.09 %

35.34 %

32.10 %

16.80 %

0.28 %

100.00 %

E.5 Project Budget - Overview per Partner/ per Budget Line
Partner

Staff

Office and
administration

Travel and
accommodation

PP 1

240,130.00

36,019.50

7,400.00

666,000.00

157,500.00

995,000.00

2,102,049.50

0.00

2,102,049.50

PP 2

214,320.00

32,148.00

1,200.00

82,000.00

28,000.00

0.00

357,668.00

0.00

357,668.00

PP 3

183,920.00

27,588.00

2,700.00

50,000.00

39,000.00

0.00

303,208.00

0.00

303,208.00

PP 4

111,800.00

16,770.00

4,600.00

38,000.00

42,000.00

0.00

213,170.00

0.00

213,170.00

PP 5

318,500.00

47,775.00

6,100.00

27,000.00

10,500.00

0.00

409,875.00

0.00

409,875.00

PP 6

105,420.00

15,813.00

1,200.00

15,300.00

0.00

0.00

137,733.00

0.00

137,733.00

PP 7

126,360.00

18,954.00

2,600.00

72,500.00

8,000.00

0.00

228,414.00

0.00

228,414.00

PP 8

173,880.00

26,082.00

1,800.00

12,000.00

0.00

0.00

213,762.00

0.00

213,762.00

PP 9

229,140.00

34,371.00

1,800.00

183,400.00

60,000.00

115,000.00

623,711.00

0.00

623,711.00

PP 10

158,080.00

23,712.00

0.00

49,000.00

85,000.00

192,000.00

507,792.00

0.00

507,792.00

PP 11

142,072.00

21,310.80

2,000.00

37,000.00

0.00

0.00

202,382.80

0.00

202,382.80

2,003,622.00

300,543.30

31,400.00

1,232,200.00

430,000.00

1,302,000.00

5,299,765.30

0.00

5,299,765.30

37.81 %

5.67 %

0.59 %

23.25 %

8.11 %

24.57 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget

External
expertise and
services

Equipment

Infrastructure
and construction
works

Sub-total

Revenues

Total

E.6 Project Budget - Overview per Work Package/ per Budget Line
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Work Package

Staff Costs (€)

Office and
administration
(€)

Travel and
accommodation
(€)

External
expertise and
services (€)

Equipment (€)

Infrastructure
and Works (€)

Sub-total (€)

Revenues (€)

Total (€)

WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

20,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20,000.00

WP 2

268,456.00

40,268.40

12,100.00

141,000.00

0.00

0.00

461,824.40

0.00

461,824.40

WP 3

232,064.00

34,809.60

0.00

59,500.00

8,000.00

0.00

334,373.60

0.00

334,373.60

WP 4

285,350.00

42,802.50

0.00

114,100.00

0.00

0.00

442,252.50

0.00

442,252.50

WP 5

482,572.00

72,385.80

4,000.00

304,000.00

114,000.00

0.00

976,957.80

0.00

976,957.80

WP 6

447,410.00

67,111.50

15,300.00

144,700.00

0.00

0.00

674,521.50

0.00

674,521.50

WP 7

183,620.00

27,543.00

0.00

51,000.00

75,500.00

0.00

337,663.00

0.00

337,663.00

WP 8

104,150.00

15,622.50

0.00

382,900.00

232,500.00

1,302,000.00

2,037,172.50

0.00

2,037,172.50

WP 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,000.00

2,003,622.00

300,543.30

31,400.00

1,232,200.00

430,000.00

1,302,000.00

5,299,765.30

0.00

5,299,765.30

37.81 %

5.67 %

0.59 %

23.25 %

8.11 %

24.57 %

100.00 %

0.00 %

100.00 %

Total (€)
%of total
budget
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Part F - Partners contribution
Source(s) of Contribution
Total Contribution

1,059,953.06

Total Contribution Target

1,059,953.06

PP1 - Municipality of Tilburg
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by Municipality of
Tilburg

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

420,409.90

100.00 %

420,409.90

Cash or In-kind
Contribution

cash

Comment

n/a

Contribution Target

420,409.90

PP2 - Corpo Máquina
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Municipality of Tilburg

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

71,533.60

100.00 %

71,533.60

Cash or In-kind
Contribution

cash

Comment

Corpo Maquina's own contribution will be covered by the
Municipality of Tilburg

Contribution Target

71,533.60

PP3 - The Southern Drama Company of the Netherlands
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by HZT

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

60,641.60

100.00 %

60,641.60

Cash or In-kind
Contribution
cash

Comment

n/a

Contribution Target

60,641.60

PP4 - FASHIONCLASH
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Municipality of Tilburg

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

42,634.00

100.00 %

42,634.00

Cash or In-kind
Contribution

cash

Comment

FASHIONCLASH's own contribution will be covered by the
Municipality of Tilburg

Contribution Target

42,634.00

PP5 - ContourdeTwern
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by R-Newt

Total (€)

Legal Status

Public

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

81,975.00

100.00 %

81,975.00

Cash or In-kind
Contribution
cash

Comment

n/a

Contribution Target

81,975.00

PP6 - Onderwijsgroep Tilburg
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Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by ROC

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

27,546.60

100.00 %

27,546.60

Cash or In-kind
Contribution
cash

Comment

n/a

Contribution Target

27,546.60

PP7 - Community Media Center Tilburg
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by Omroep

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

45,682.80

100.00 %

45,682.80

Cash or In-kind
Contribution
cash

Comment

n/a

Contribution Target

45,682.80

PP8 - Police
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Municipality of Tilburg

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

42,752.40

100.00 %

42,752.40

Cash or In-kind
Contribution

cash

Comment

The Police's own contribution will be covered by the Municipality of
Tilburg

Contribution Target

42,752.40

PP9 - WonenBreburg
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by WonenBreburg

Legal Status

Public

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

124,742.20

100.00 %

124,742.20

Cash or In-kind
Contribution

in-kind

Comment

As indicated in I.8.2, in-kind contribution will cover the own
contribution of WonenBreburg.

Contribution Target

124,742.20

PP10 - BPD Development Ltd. (Bouwfonds Property Development)
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Own contribution by BPD

Legal Status

Private

Total (€)

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

101,558.40

100.00 %

101,558.40

Cash or In-kind
Contribution
cash

Comment

n/a

Contribution Target

101,558.40

PP11 - Tranzo, Tilburg School of Social and Behavioural Science, Tilburg University
Name of Organisation/ Source of
Contribution
Municipality of Tilburg

Total (€)

Legal Status

Public

%of Total Partner
Contribution

Amount (€)

100.00 %

40,476.56

100.00 %

40,476.56

Cash or In-kind
Contribution

cash

Comment

Tranzo's own contribution will be covered by the Municipality of
Tilburg

Contribution Target

40,476.56
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Part G - Risk Management
Description of the risk
The partnership is made out of very different organisations in the way of
conducting business (i.e. a public authority, knowledge providers and cultural
organisations). They potentially tend to concentrate on their areas of interest
while ignoring the needs of the project as a whole. Also, partners do not have
experience with working together. Lack of trust, low communication, internal
disputes, uncoordinated tasks could create difficulties in delivering outputs
and meeting preset objectives.

A serious risk to the success of the project is a potential low interest by North
Tilburg residents, that form a hard-to-reach group by nature, to actively
participate in the proposed schemes. Since their cultural identities will be
taken as a basis for all project activities, this means the project will not
effectively be able to 1) improve the local delivery of public services, and 2)
reduce the impact on NT of all artification and eudaimonic well-being
development processes.

Due to the specific features of the investments (WP8_, the exact scope of
creation (e.g. building) activities that are artistic in nature, will only become
clear at the point of implementation. Although enough resources are reserved
for investments, a higher investment need needs to be defined and managed,
potentially turning into a complicated exercise

Due to the volatile and hard-to-predict nature of artistic and social
interventions, there is a risk that the envisaged solutions will not meet the
standards of the initial plan, and the quality of (e.g. artistic) activities is below
expectation. This not only influences the way the project is able to make an
impact in North Tilburg but also affects the transferability of actions negatively.

Properties

Impact

Serious

Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Serious

Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Serious

Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Serious

Likelihood

Possible

Actions to mitigate the risk
The project is designed to represent and reflect the actual work of the partner
organisations as close as possible, making their contribution to the project
natural. Time will be devoted for team building to strengthen collaboration
between partners, for which the Talent development team building will be
important (WP5). Frequent meetings and e-meetings will further help to discuss
any partnership-level issues. The steering body has decision-making rights to
take preventive actions when needed.

The project introduces a carefully planned and implemented work monitoring
system, week-based workflow planning and reporting actions. Professional
support tools (templates/protocols) will back activity reporting (WP2) All
deviations from the preset plan will therefore be monitored and dealt with by the
Project Coordination Team, that in case of high-risk deviations from preset
delivery paths, is equipped with intervention and decision-making rights to keep
the delivery of activities on track.

The risk is mitigated by a mix of measures by the MUA. Clear interpretation of
investment possibilities towards the PP’s will be made (context, type, the
available budget, features) to have good and fitting investment proposals. Joint
assessment of intermediary investment plans to create transparent and
synergic investment will be set up. A controlling system will be introduced
regarding the quality/price proportion, artistic and impact-related parameters of
the planned investments.

The project mitigates this risk by introducing a large array monitoring
mechanisms that focus on the societal impact of the project (WP4), artistic
impact (WP5) and public service deliver (WP6). Monitoring actions will be
analysed by the partners and respective WP leads to steer the thematic
implementation of activities and test out improvements to preset standards
where needed.
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Part H - Confirmation
(Main) Urban Authority confirmation and signature
(Main) Urban Authority

Municipality of Tilburg

By signing the application form the (Main) Urban Authority hereby confirms that:
the Urban Authorities involved in this project proposal are not involved in other proposals submitted to the UIA Initiative
as part of this current Call for Proposals;
the project neither in whole nor in part has or will receive any other complementary EU funding (except for the funding
indicated in this application form) during the whole duration of the project;
the project partners listed in the application form are committed to take part in the project’s activities and financing;
the (Main) Urban Authority and the project partners will act according to the provisions of the relevant national and EU
legislation and policies (especially regarding structural funds, public procurement, state aid, environment and equal
opportunities) as well as the specific provisions of the UIA Initiative;
the information in the Application Form is accurate and true to the best knowledge of the (Main) Urban Authority
general information about this project can be used by the UIA Initiative to liaise with national and regional authorities in
charge of implementation of operational programmes funded by the European Structural and Investment Funds

Forename, Surname

Theo Weterings

Date

09/12/2019

Position

Mayor

Place

Tilburg

Authorized signature
of (Main) Urban
Authority
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